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II BLOOD STUDIED BEDS.
Han, Wife and Daughter Slaughtered
in Their Home.

IN

UNSPEAKABLE

IN

TRAGEBY

back part of the house,
Instead, however, of

the men.
finding another
called
who
man
body, no trace of the
himself Paul Miller, could be found. Instead, the men saw a bed whioh had evidently been slept in at least for a short
time, and some articles of clothing were
found, but nothing more. The only other
person who, if he survived, could tell of
The
that scene of carnage,; was gone.
men ut once accepted
the
theory that
Miller must have been the chief and only
participant in the murders. The men did
not stay much longer In the house, realizing that the authorities were the proper
persons to follow up the crime.
went

Fenton and Edward
hurrying to the Newton
Franquer
farm. By the time these men had arrived
the entire community had been aroused
and farmers were Hooking to the scene of
the tragedy. Diligent search was at once
him
begun for Miller, but no trace of
could be found. Many persons spent the
to
another,
night going from one place
missing farm
with inquiries after the
hand, bat the only clue to his wherewho
abouts came from the very persons
Win. Eaton told
discovered the crime.
his fellow searchers that when returning
late
from a grange meeting at the vill.tgo
Paul, as
Friday night, with his family, met
near
was
he is generally known,
Rice’s grist mill, more than a mile from
the Newton house.
rapidly toward
He was thon walking
Brookfield. Two of the other men, taeorge
remembered
also
Arthur
Pike and
Rice,
They both
meeting Paul that night.
spoke to him but Paul turned his head
away and passed on toward the village
It was this slight
without speaking.
trace of the much wanted man that the
officers of the state secured.
Soon after the state officers arrived, Dr.
medical exNorwood of Spencer, the
aminer of the district, together with Dr.
examiner for
Baker of Worcester, the
that district, appeared and at once began
preparation for an autopsy upon allofthree
the
This was held in one
bodies.
the
hours
chambers and after some
the
to
physicians mado their report
All three of the victims, they
officers.
stated, had mot their death tnrougu tuo
deep blows on the head. The instrument
which
was without doubt the bloody axe,
bed room.
had been found in the back
It was the same weapon which bad inflicted the deep gashes In the abdomen of
no
Mrs. Newton and little Elsie,
as was at first
knife had been used
Mr.
In the case of
thought.
whom the physicians and the police think
was killed first, the murderer had evidentthere his
ly attacked him in his bed, and
In fact, the
brains wore beaten out.
whole top of his head was almost a mass
of jelley.
There were, however, no other wounds
have come
on his body, and death must
Tho bed in which lay the
very soon.
as the
disorder
victim did not show the
one down stairs.

SENATORS IN

a

FAYOR COMBINE IS UNABLE TO UNITE ON

OF HAWAIIAN TREATY.

Constables

The Senate adjourned without the govmaking the usual address to the
Senate. Some oC the Hepublican members
)f the legislature did not occupy the
roats reserved for them at the inauguraion. Before the exercises concluded t he
dubs began arriving for the mass convention.
All these clubs and delegations proceeded
0 the Neil house to serenade and call on
The street in front of
Senator Hanna.
he hotel was blocked from noon until
he mass convention met at 3 p. m., and
senator Hanna was kept busy in responds as
Gov. Bushnell had been during
the forenoon.
The inauguration parade started at 1.30
auditor!a. in., for the north side of the
ira where the mass convention was held
the clubs
out
was
mil
it
while
passing
on
md
delegates were proceeding north
lively
,ho faruu street, making a most
;rnor

Annexationists Most Make One More Hanna is Almost Hot Not Quite
Winner.
Convert.

FIFTY-NINE
Soon

qualified.

EACH ONE

MASSACHUSETTS TOWN.

ANY ONE MAN.

were

aired Man Known

Special

:

Women

Both the method and results when
it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the systern effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not nave it on nand will procure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.

LADIES7 JACKETS
Less Than Half Price,

$1.98, 2.50, 3.98,
$5, $7 AND $10.
CMliiren's Garments Half Price,

SEAL GOATS,
$125, $135, $150.
W. S. PARKED GO..
522, 524, 526 Congress St.
janlldltlatp

CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
LOUISVILLE, KV.

UO TICES.

SPECIAL

FIG SYRUP CO.

LEWISTON

WE HAVE THREE MEN

WANTS TO STRIKE.

Spinners Are In
Mood,

Male

WHOSE COMBINED LENGTH

a

Very

Angry

Lewiston, January 10.— At a large and
enthusiastic meeting o£ Lewiston mule
spinners this evening, the strike situaTHEY KNOW THEIR BUSINESS.
tion was earnestly discussed. The press
SO DO THE KESTOFOUlt EMPLOYEES'.
committee said: “We are making no
That’s why we say.
threats hut we have our interests to look
‘‘We have experienced workmen.”
done much this
of years in

our

employ

AMOUNTS TO SIXTY-TWO.

Let

us

Moral:
do your work.

after.

CfKTCD’O Forest City Dye House and
lUdl Lll O Steam Carpet Cleansing Works

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House.
Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day, jnlltf

Hay’s

Coughs.

20 and 35c.

75c._

Florentine
ToothOrris

Hay’s

Hav’s
Coconnut
Oil

powder.

Shampoo.
25c.

15c and 25c.

So. 10
Toothache

Hay’s

Hay’s

Kou

Kura
for

was a

liis advice.”

“Yes, we have in the bank a. fuud of
$10,000, which can be used in case we
need it, and in addition we shall have
assistance from the national union. Our
men are united and firm and will stand
together to the end.”

Hay’s

Hay’s

meet-

give
large one, about every member being present. I can say that the
sentiment is strongly iu favor of resisting

largely governed by

Beef, Iron
aud
Wine.
50c.

public. Our

wages is insisted upon.
The counsels of the coolest headed of
our number, however, prevailed and we
decided to take no definite action this
evening. We shall now consult with our
rational secretary, Samuel Ross, of New
Bedford, and the"action which wo shall
take at a meeting which has been announced for Thursday evening will be

Fmulsion,
Cod Liver
Oil.

lu Balsam for

not

to the

evening to

ing the reduction in wages which Syis
An informal vote was
been announced.
taken and almost every member voted in
favor of striking, if the reduction in

PATRONIZE ROME PRODUCTS.
Hay’s
Compound To-

have

We

Drops.
10c.

THE STRIKE COMES.

Benzoin Lotion
for

chapped hand
15c.15e.

Corns.

)

Sew Bedford

Spinners Took Final Action
L.ast

HAY’S PHARMACY, Middle St.

Sight.

Bedford, Mass., January 10.—This
spinners took final action on
was
question of strike. The report

New

evening the

""ANDERSON,
Fire

ADAMS &

Insurance

CO,

Agency

31 Exchange Street
First Class American and Foreign Companies.
Ciias. C. Adams.
1'ok ace Anderson.
Tuos. J. Little.
declS
eodtflp

LUMBER WANTED.

the
in favor of the resistance of the reduction. The vote was 598 to 4.
Ti* attempts at arbitration have thus
state
far resulted in the decision of the
board of arbitration to visit New Bedford. They will'come tomorrow and a
conference of mill men i|nd operatives
with the state board lias been called
for.
_

THE WEATHER.
white or silver birch.
square st c!i irons l 1-2 in. so
3 1-2 in- square; also 5 cars 1-2
in. boards, while or silver bircli.
Will contract tiie whole or part
In
reply
to reliable
parties.
stale amount you can furnish
and price, f. o. b. cars,add $7.80
Address
freight.
to
Boston
»o

cars

EUIBEB, Box 1557, Portland,
decSIdtf lstp
HfCi

Now
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\
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k Hundreds of Children and adults have worms W
The symp- a
k but are treated for other diseases.
toms are
indigestion, with a variable ap- k
petite; foul tongue; offensive breath hard and £
belly with occasional gripings andi pains
^ full
^ about the ave! neat and itching sensation m k
k the rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy ana ^
dull; itching of the nose: short, dry cough; k
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep; a
alow fever; and oftsn in children, convulsions.

S

^

TRUE’S
i ELIIll

5

PIN WORM

F"-$
^
<

*• the best worm remedy made.
trToc maak
k It has been in nsti 4(> years*,---r
k VJriPare5y v®eetable, harmless and effectual,
Where nc worm: are present it acts as a Tonic,
J and corrects the condition of the mucous mem^
^ brane of the stomach and bowels. A positive
k cure for Constipation and Bilionsness, and a valk uable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price 36o. Ask your druggist for it.
I>r. J. F. TltCK * CO., Auburn. Me.
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Write for free pamphlet
► &AAAA"A VjVA’j&J
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Washington, January 10.--For
ForeEngland and eastern New York:
cast for Tuesday : Fair; colder, northwesterly winds.
for
Boston, Jan. 10.—Local forecast
Boston and vicinity for Tuesday: l*air

weather, colder, northerly winds.
Local Weatlior Report.

Portland,
weather

weather are

BURAK!.

Lewiston, January 10.—Two prisoners,
Arthur C. Magnan and Wilfred Cote,
escaped from the workshops of the county jail in Auburn late this afternoon by
eluding the guard and scaling the fence.

local

10.—The

the

follows.

Temperature, direction of wind,

state of weather:
BostOD, 40 degrees,
York, 38 degrees, W, p.

SW, clear: New
cloudy; Philadelphia, 3Sdegrees,SW, cloudy;Washington,
40 degrees, 8, clear; Albany, 30 degrees
S,

Miller

Sup-

Mutilated—Crime

Days Before Discov-

ered.

Brookfield, Mass., January 10.—One of
;he most terrible murders in tho history
>f New England took place in the quiet
arm house of Francis D.
Newton, about
;hree miles from the center of this poacehorrified village,

ul

but

ast

Friday night.

now

some

time

The details of the crime, the death of
the father, the mother and tho little girl,
ill from blows of an axe in the hands, it
ol a farm hand, are, as yet,
s supposed,
subject only to conjecture. Whether the
lend who sent all three lives into eternity
and then the
dealt with the man first,
relpless woman, is also a mystery. If
;hose lips now cold in death could speak
;hc tale of a night made hideouB could be

infolded, the

mere

thought

of

which

Dlanches the cheek of every man, woman
snd ohild in this community.
The entile police force of this state is
tonight hard at work trying to find with«

1-orin

Qnlll

fir

Paul Miller, a foreigner, whom they be
Lieve slaughtered in cold blood Francis
D. Newton, his employer, together with
the helpless tvife, and tho still moro helpless girl of ten yers. That the bodies of
ill three should have lain for two full
lays without being discovered can only
be accounted for by that distinctive Now
England rural habit of allowing every
me to
mind his own business, coupled
with the remoteness of the scene of the
mime.
A full quarter of a mile from any other
habitation lived the Newtons, pursuing
the even tenure of their life, seeing their
neighbors but seldom, hut keeping like
many other families, well within themselves.
Mr. Newton, a hard working, but not
servant, who is
s, rich farmer, kept one
The household
now being searched for.
;aslis were performed by Mrs. Newton
maided.
No one who passed the house on Saturiay. and there must have been many,
thought it strange there appeared no
signs of life. JKven Elmer Newcomb, who
bn Sunday afternoon heard the lowing of
she cattle in the barn, did not think of
ooking into the house for its inhabitants,
Wm.
ft apears still more 6trange that
Uemis and Wm. Eaton, who wore notiiod by Newcomb, and who went to the
barn and fed the cattle, should not havo
the
;one a little];farther and hunted up
amily. They went off believing that the
amily were away and may have possibly
lave been delayed. A suspicion, however,
shat all was not right seems to havo somehow lurked in their minds, lor they told
if their going to the Newtons to other
leighbors, who seemed to become still
more

suspicious.

It was Wm. Eaton, however, who felt
she most worried about the Newtons, and
others to inle it was who asked four
Betide
vestigate the Newton premises.
Eaton were Wm. Bemis, Arthur liice,
jeorge Pike, Hebert fDoane and Elmer
Siewcomb, the latter being the one who
lad fed the cattle in the afternoon. They
Sound the doors locked, front and back,
nut one of the parlor windows was open
ind a pano of glass broken. Before entering by that means, however, they knocked
ind kicked at the doors hoping to arouse
No one answered
some one in the house.
sheir call, so one of their number climbed
let the rest in
and
the
window
through
by the door. Tho house was dark and
lamp. The lighting of the lantern which
they found in the sued, however, gave the
five men the first idea of what had really
transpired and in a measure norved them
were
for the fearful revelations which
soon to follow.

clear; Buffalo 34

degrees,

great affliction for a number of years. Doctors did not help
me. By a friend’s advice 1 began using
your medicines, and was perfectly
cured after taking three bottles of
was my

NE, p.

cloudy; Detroit, 34 degrees, NE, clear;
degrees, E, cloudy; St.
Chicago, 36
They were captured an hour later by Paul.
St.
clear;
24
degrees,
E,
Sheriff B. J. Hill and Gen. John Harper, Vincent, —degrees,-: Huron,
who followed them on a hand car up the Dak., 20 degrees, NE, clear; Bismarck.
Central tracks toward Greene. 20 degrees, SE.p.cloudy; Jacksonville, 68
Maine
The men were short term prisoners.
degrees, SW, cloar.

Mrs. Newton, said the physician, also
met her death by the blows of the axe,
the
and both of these were on the top ot
Neither, ^howhead, near the forehead.
case of her
ever, was as deep as in the
husband, but tho murderer had for some
and dealt
clothes
reason, turned up the
on
two more blows with the same weapon
the abdomen.
the
must have been
That little Elsie
of the
last to be killed is the opinion
the
reason, that whtle both
doctors, for
must
her parents had no warning she
have held up her hands to stay the blows
were
hand
for the bones of her right
She, too, rebrokon and tho hand out.
ceived two blows on the head with the
mutilated by
axe and she was furthor
gashes in tho abdomen.acle to state that
were
The physicians
the murderer had confined himself to killing his victims and had not attempted
The bodies, exto violate their bodies.
found
cept for the wounds described wereand no
to be in an abnormal condition
little
bones were broken except in the

girl’s hands.
•“While the intent of tho murderer had
undoubtedly been robbery it seems as if
he had been but meagrely rewarded. On
the chair by the side of Mr. Newton, hung
his vest, and in this gold a watch. It was
learned that on Tuesday, Newton went to
Worcester to buy a horse, taking his man
Paul, who drove him to the depot at
He did not make any such
Brookville.
some
purchase, but he must have had
hundred or more dollars with him and
have brought it back that night.
Mr.Newton was in comfortable circumstances. Ho had money in the bank, but
kept little in his home. If there was any
at tho time of the murder it must have
been from collections.

Not the least of the startling evidence
of the morning was the discovery that the
Bend had attempted to cover up traces of
The light of the lantern fell upon a his crime by setting fire to tho building.
scene of wildest disorder. Scattered about In the shed adjoining
the house was a
tho sitting room and parlor were bureau
pile of wood, which had been thoroughly
turned
clothing
down,
drawers,
upside
The cat stood
saturated with kerosene.
ever/
Df every description tnrown m
while a lamp, which apparently
near by,
direction and in fact half the household naa ueon uiunu uuu »-*» » uiam
T
showed
affects were disordered, which
leaned against; this inflammable material.
which it is
plainly that ransacking had been made
The many little details
But even this condition of
were
for money.
hoped will lead to a definite clue,
They
things was insignilicant to the scene gathered all day by the police.
men
when
live
the
of
which met the gaze
further learned that passers-by had seen
they stepped into the little back bedroom a light in the Newton house as late as ten
the
sitting room. o’clock Friday night, but no one rememwhich leads out of
There, upon the bed, lay the mother of bered seeing anyone about the farm either
The
tbs household, and beside her, the little that night, Saturday or Sunday.
daughter, both covered with blood, while time of the tragedy is therefore fixed as
and
the bed clothes were also blood stained. between ten o’clock Friday night
to the
with
The searchers had only to turn
some time earlier the next morning,
wall to discover the fearful weapon which the inference that if Paul did the deed,
the murderer's hand had so relentlessly that all three must have been murdered
wielded.
before midnight on Friday.
The clothing on both the bodies was
Of this man Paul, but little informathrown back over the victims’ heads, and tion can be obtained. Every one seems to
it was only after it had been smoothed
and that
that he was a foreigner,
down that the men discovered the fearful agree
about
Newton
ho bad worked for Mr.
of
the
mother
and
wounds In the liead3
Previous to that tune he
two months.
death.
caused
which
child
had teen In the employ of H. D. Hodgson
Kach had been dealt two deep blows
He is about five
at the Point o£ Pines.
which undoubtedly caused almost instant
six or seven inches in heighth. thick
feet,
this
the
liend
Not content with
death.
about
set, of dark complexion, apparently
had thrown off the clothing of each and
years old, and weighs gotnewnere
haoked at the lower part of the bodies of thirty ioO
not
speak
He does
about
pounds.
the. victims. That the Imad of the houseOf his movements after he
defihold must have met a similar fate seemed good English.
nothing
and
Rice
seen
Pike,
was
by
reasonable, and the six men, leaving the nite is kr.own.
,
a
first scene of butchery, began a search for
tiia*
Hate tonight the police learned
had
the second which
they felt sure they man
Paul’s description
answering
It
did
to
not take long
would soon find.
at a
lunched early Saturday mornsing
raildiscover It. Upstairs in one of the chamstation on the Boston and Albany
bers lay the dead body of Mr. Newton, he
between West Brookfield and springroad
too, covered with blood, with the same field, probably Palmer.
This is perhaps
There was
wrncn
gaping wounds in the head.
the onlv clew as to the direotion in
still one more member of the household
left tohe went.
Deputy Sheriff Tarbell1
unaccounted for, and to his room in the
out
going
night for Boston to look after
<
vessels bound for foreign ports.

Observation.

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, Jan. 10, taken
at S p. m., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this
order:

A.NUlHhH AlluUK.N JAIL

as

Weather

k

N
^

Jan.

S. a. in. Barometer 30.029; Thermometer 18; Dew Point 12: Humidity <(>;
Wind SW; Velocity 3; Weather clear.
8 p. m. Barometer 29,989; Thermomeo9;
ter 32: Dew Point IS: Humidity
Wind W.: Velocity 4; Weather, clear.
maximum
Mean
daily therm. 28;
therm, 40.0; minimum therm,10;max. veocity, wind 20 SW.; total precipitation,
0.

^
k

Me.,

bureau office records as to

Horribly

Committed Two

Offering. Syrup of Figs is taken;

January

Paul

posed To Be Murderer—Bodies of tbe

©25® ENJOY®

:

At

Session

Up By Senate Ja Executive

Yesterday—Overwhelming

in Favor of

Secret

Vote

Sessions—That

the

Only Question Discussed.

J

■

morning.

^°“row

morning.

Democrats Announce That Hanna’s Defeat
Is

na’s Men Offered Ten
lars for

a

Thousand

time given to the confirmation of nominations, was devoted to the discussion of
the question as to whether the
treaty
should be considered in open session or in
After a debate of alexecutive session.
most two hours upon this point, an informal vote was’takon. The decision was
overwhelmingly against an open session.
The motion for open sessions was made

Dol-

Vote.

towards

and overflow
auditorium is 5000
were announced early in the afternoon. The clubs and delegations were
there unattached, but they made a continuous line and aside from the cheering
of
rivals there were no collisions along
stand
the line of march. At the grand
where Gov. Bushnell and others reviewed
the parade, there was a multitude of people and the enthusiasm was very demonstrative, but the parade itself was not
equal to that of other years. There were
some yells for Hanna,
but they were followed by cheers for Bushnell. There was
1
number of such incidents along the
line of march.
As Eoon as the parade
was over there was a general rush for the
ITU..

questions were involved affecting
diplomatio relations with ocher
that the discountries, and predicted
eral
our

cussion would take a wide range.
Speeches in favor of the Gray resolution
were made by Senators White,
Cafferey,
Mason and Morrill and in opposition by
Senators Morgan, Spooner and others.
Senator Morgan talked at length upon
the importance of observing the Senate
rules in discussing this question.
Senator White spoke spiritedly and in
sarcastic vein of the folly of attempting
to keep executive secrets within the control of the Senate. He said that the treaty
itself had been made public as had also
the President’s message upon the subject.
Morrill contended that the
Senator
question of annexation was one of much
publio interest and said that on this account the publio should be fully informed
of the reasons for or against annexation.
directed
Senator Mason made a speech
generally against executive session.
his
announced
Davis
Senator
purpose to
call up the treaty again tomorrow and
press it os rapidly as possible.
The annexationists now claim
fiftynine votes for the treaty, laoking only one
of the number needed to ratify it. On the
other hand the opposition say the ratiflers
w'H fall short from three to five votes.

SECRETARY ALGER’S CONDITION.
Washington,

January 10.—Alarming

stories
throughout the West relative to
of Secretaty Alger, havo
the condition
the issue of a formal statement
caused
Assistant Secretary Melklejohn.
from
after consultation with Capt. Woods, the
who has been attending
army surgeon,
the Secretary during his illness, which
has now*lasted about a month. It is said
that he was attacked originally by the
grip and this left in his wake a low type
of fever, not typhoid, as has been reported, which weakened the patient considerably. The persistence of Secretary Alin keeping at his work even while
ger
confined to his room undoubtedly retarded his recovery much, but he was finally
induced to give over the attempt to look
after the department business until he
about again. It is said
was able to got
that the fever has now completely disappeared and that the Secretary is stronger.
He still remains in bed by direction of
Dr. Woods, but the physician say that
by the end of this week or early next
week Secretary Alger will be able to leave
Washington for some point not yet so
lected, probably on the seashore, to convalesce.
MRS.

RACK’S

SENTENCE.

New York, January 10.—Mrs. Augusta
Martin
Nack, who was indicted with
ol
Thorn, now convicted for the murder in
William Guldensuppe, was arraigned
Judge
the Queen’s county court before
Garretson today ana pieaaea guuty m
Sh3
first
the
In
degree.
manslaughter
was sentenced to fifteen years’ imprisonmoot in Auburn prison. The full penalty
for manslaughter in the first, degree in
this state is twenty years. With the commutation allowed for good behavior, Mrs.
Mack will only have to servo about 10 1-2
years.

District Attorney Youngs in recommending that the court accept Mrs.Nack n
Dlea, said that the prosecution did not believe it could have proven the Identity of
Guldensuppe’s body without Mrs. Mack’s
testimony.
CHARGED WITH THREE MURDERS.

Providence, R. I., January 10.—The
trial of Martin D. Mowry, alleged triple
murderer, who was'arrested on the morning of April 15 last, charged with killing
Reynolds,
the entire family of Edward
consisting of Mr. Reynolds his wile,
Abide J.. and his daughter, Servillia, at
homestead, Sweets
the okl Matthewson
begun in the ProviHill, Hurrillville, was
dence county court house at- 9.30 o’clook
this morning. When arrested Inst year he
told a rambling and Incoherent story of
shot bv three
being attacked, robbed and
masked men, who took his watch and old
is
not expected
he
gold coins. This story
to

repent.

__

BREWER BUJLT BRIG LOST.
10.—The brig
Philadelphia. January from
Bermuda,
Manson, Captain Crape, s
Lump, Ilear
which struck on Turner
has
hllod,
Chincoteague inlet, Sunday,

On
Hanna.
gomory changed in favor of
Saturday the Hauna men claimed Re-

yesterday

or

'binnoemoa

TO HAVE PERISHED,

Report Given Out From
Gloucester Yesterday.

Sad

MISSING SCHOONERS ARE HUSTLER
AND JOHN M’KENZIE.

Ilf

Cleveland came in two sections, one lor
Bushnell and McKisson and the other for
Hanna.
There were over 1000 arrivals
During the patoday from Cleveland.
rade a wheel catne off of one of the Gatling gun wagons, and Herbert Reynolds
>f Newark was fatally hurt, and Harry
Butts of Newark seriously injured.

Senator was assured.
Senator Gray of Delaware.
Davis replied to Mr. Gray contending for
doubt that Hanna was
is no
There
the observance of the precedent in this beaten for a week previous to last Friday
matter and objecting quite strenuously to when
Renresonfative Manuel of Mont-

Griffith of Union, but

for Lost.

CREWS OF 36 MEN BELIEVED

meetings

of the House Democratic steering committee,said that Hanna’s defeat tomorrow

accessions

Up

two hours before

the

with the 65 Democrats in voting against
Hanna. The Democratic steering committee reported tonight that it was satisfied. Representative Cayman, chairman

no

the auditorium

time, and if the doors had been
opened the place would have been packed
before 3 p
The seating capacity of
in.

leastl’ight
I

made
and it

Given

Schooners

that

manded of Mr. Kurtz that he furnish at
affidavits tonigdt from Repubmembers that they would stand
lioai

presentative

Two Gloucester

While the mass convention was not, according to promise, called to order before
3 p. m., vet the crowds began to press

by

should
the proposition that the Senato
take the public into its confidence in conHe took issue with
sidering the treaty.
Mr. Gray on the statement that no gen-

im nurti mm.

scene

Sure—Charge Now Made That Han-

10.—Senator
January
Columbus, Ohio, January 10.—Senator
Washington,
Davis, chairman of the Senate committee Hanna is believed to be one vote short
The managers of the oppoon foreign relations, brought up the sub- of election.
ject of the ratification of the Hawaiian sition are not sure of 73 votes for any
annexation treaty in j;he Senate today. one man as against only 72 for Hanna,
of at least preHis motion was made soon after the dis- but they feel confident
posal of the routine business and for the venting Hanna’s election. I.ast night
remainder of the day's session except the the Democratic steering committee de-

rolled over and become a total loss. All
saved by the tug North
hands vvero
Delaware
MAN ARRESTED FOR MI BEER.
American and landed at the
The Masnou was
breakwater tonight.
was built
She
10.—-A■
ties.
laden with railroad
Worcester, Mass., January
a
221
tone
answering the description of thesuspe “e in Brewer, Me., in 1SC7, was
leet deep and
Brookfield murderer. Miller, who ?“
register, 25 1-2 foot beam, 12
n
the
g
last
New Bedford by
into station, was a lodger
was owned in
and again tonight, has been held P®?„
captain’s
wife._
tom
an investigation by the officers
Ho is a laI®
ENGLISHMEN KILLED.
morning of the case
and dressed shabbily, and in ,naM''
from
of
London, January 10.—A despatch
spects answers the description
of the coast province in
Deputy
capital
Mombas,
this
At two o’clock
visual the British East Africa protectorate, says
Sheriff H. K. Tarbell of Brookfield
has
news of renewed lighting in Uganda
He had seen MM®
station two.
Luo
Jort
from
been
there
’°t
received
once, and thought the man
in the Usoga
w»B
country, under
him like Miller at first, but be
December iu. Lieut. MacDonald, brother
certain of his man on second Mgn
the commander ol
Of Major MacDonald,
will send a man from North
Mr. Pilkington,
the British forces and
tomorrow
who knew Miller intimately,
the missionary, have been killed.
■

J. MURPHY, 173 Mulberry St, Newark; N.J.

It Was Taken

~—

juamuvi, wuerc jjicu#.
ither state officers

Hustler Wat Latt Heaid From October 1Z
and It Believed to Have Foundered in
Galt—*The McKenzie
x
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Ocean Steamer— I.lst

of tlio Victims.

THE TWO RIVAL SHOWS.
Forenoon and Hanna’s in

they

today

Bnshnell’* in

is the general belief that they are
Afternoon and Both Were Big Ones.
short one vote tonight. It lias been agreed
January 10.—This is the day
Columbus,
by a conference committee that the tal- jefore the balloting in the Senatorial connot
shall
houses
begin
loting in the two
1 est. In addition to the usual conferences,
until two o’clock. The workers will not
he legislature reconvened in the mornsleep now until after the balloting beThe inauguration of Governor Bushgins. There is a feeling among many of ng.
The Hanna conthose opposing Hanna that If he is not i lell ooourred at noon.
defeated on the first ballot or rather by
'ontion was billed for the afternoon and
the separate ballots tomorrow be will not 1 he final conferences on the eenatorship
be defeated at all. The anti-Hanna workers say they had a majority of five against < ,t night.
Hanna when they exposed their strength
Although the balloting begins in both
in organizing the legislature on Monday
iranohes of the legislature tomorrow, it
last and that if they came down to a mano
■ s settled in advance that there will be
jority of only one against Hanna tomortime.
that
at
not
bold
lection
coalition
the
may
together
orvv,
While the anti-Hanna
to
nineteen
for another day.
The Senate will stand
insist on Kurtz as the candimen still
evonteen against Hanna and the House
that
date
against Hanna, yet they say
of one or
Bushnell, Kurtz or any other one will he vill likely give him a majority
dropped as soon as it is demonstrated that ] uore. There Is no election unless both
ail the votes of either j louses are carried by some one candidate.
he cannot secure
the anti-Hanna Republicans or the DemIn the event of Hanna or any one else
Of the names most
members.
ocratic
a majority in both bodies on Xueswas trat
mentioned
laving
today
prominently
meet in
would
of Representative J. P. .Tones of Stark tay, the two branches
to hear
county, the home of President McKinley. oint convention on Wednesday
read
Mr. Jones is a Republican and prominent ;heir journals of the previous day
of
the vote
in the miners’ union. He is for free sil- ind approved and the result
and
offlclalbe
formally
advocated as the labor candi- in senator,would
ver and is
in
date.
y declared, But when the majority
from that tf
different
is
Griffith,
Manuel,
Snyof
the
houses
me
Representatives
der and others,are having the constant at- :he other,
then the two houses in joint
tention of the other side.
issimbly must proceed on Wednesday to
scenes
when
times
There are at
lively
oallot, und in case of no election on the
Hanna, workers invade the rooms of the joint ballot, the legislature must oontinue
opposition at the Great Southern, and ;o ballot iu joint assembly from day to
also when the hustlers for tho opposition lay till some one receives a constitutional
The vote on Tuescome to the Neil house after some doubtMajority for senator.
ful members or their friends. There is day cannot be decisive so far as Senator
tonight doubt about the final vote of Hanna Is concerned, as it is conceded by
the Senate will stand
some of those on whom both sides have
his workers that
been counting.
nineteen to seventeen against him on the
With tho result depending upon one separate ballots. His majority must come
either way, there are several who from the house. If the opposition shows
vote
want to be on the winning side and may tomorrow the strength that it claims tochange at any time. Owing to tho appar- day and oasts all its votes for one man,
ent closeness of the vote there are still ru- there will be un election as it would then
The Hanna men claim have a majority in both houses on senator
mors of bribery.
The
to have stenographic notes of an offer of *1 It did have one week ago today.
$5000 by two prominent members of the apposition still claims the house by at
the
make
The
would
which
55
to
managers
least
54,
opposition
opposition.
claim that S. H. Hollenbeck, a member general assembly stand 74 to 71 on joint
of the Republican state executive com- ballot against Hanna.
But. even after
mittee. went to Cincinnati last Saturday the members are all recorded in their rewith $10,000. It is charged that Repre- spective houses on the roll calls of Tuessentative Otis was offered and accepted day, there is nothing to prevent any of
$1U,000. Representative Otis was elected them changing their votes on Wednesday
when the minutes of the proceedings of
It is said that Otis will pile $10,000 on the previous day are read in the
joint
his desk tomorrow and make a sensation- meetings.
al speech when his name is called on the
And if the record of quick and repeated
The Hanna men make flops during the past week is kept
senatorial ballot.
up
ll_»_:nn nnvfalntiv ahmifi
fhn finul
a general denial of the Otis charges and
say that they anticipate other dramatic result until a deoisive joint ballot is taken
performances tomorrow before the ballot- and the official announcement declared.
Outside the opposing senaBushing begins.
The inauguration of Governor
torial quarters the city is tilled tonight, nell, and other events in connection with
wit h excursionists yelling for Hanna. The the inauguration, caused no cessation of
crowds and the excitement surpass any the conference and the hustling in the
The resembling of the
of the usual convention scenes.
senatorial contest
legislature brought all the members back,
Columbus, Ohio, January 1U.—This has and the contest was waged more perbeen the most exciting inauguration day sistently and bitterly today than ever.
today a resolution was
In the house
known in Columbus. Long before
ever
offered to amend the state constitution so
the
streets
with
exnoon
{.were thronged
that United State Senators shall bo < lected
The house
oursionists from the country. At noon bv a direct vote of the people
estimated that there had adjourned till ten o’clock tomorrow.
the railways
In the senate there was an effort to
boen 15,000 arrivals on the 30 excursion
lobbies and
to the
admission
limit
in.
senatorial
trains reported
galleries by ticket during the The
senate
lost.
it
was
The BuBlmell badges were in the ma- balloting, but
took a recess till 1 p. m.
the
as
Hanna
excursions
were
jority
The State House and all places In the
not booked to arrive till afternoon in time
oity were crowded with visitors’ today.
mass
convention.
the
forefor the
During
A message was received from Governor
the senate of
noon the State House was surrounded by Bushneil officially advising
as
of John Sherman
As it was the resignation
crowds yelling for Bushnell.
senator for the term ending March 3,
for
the
inside
crowds
to
of
Marcus
get
of
the
impossible
appointment
1899, and
the Capital building, the governor was A. Hanna to till the vacancy.
much more talk today
haB
been
There
called out into the grounds, where he adHon. K. G. Kathbone,
about bribery.
dressed Hie multitude and received in re- formerly assisting postmaster general
Hanna’s
and one of
view one delegate alter another. The first under Harrison,
have the stenographic
delegate to which the governor respond- managers, clalmajto
concealed
was
notes of his secretary, who
ed was from his home at Springfield,
and heard one of the opposition make an
included hundreds of workingmen offer of $13000 to one of tho members. Toand
from Bushnell’s shops, hearing written day tho opposition say they have a memgreetings of confidence in him. These ber who will, when his name is called on
demonstrations continued till noon, when the ballot tomorrow,
announce that
Gov. Bushnell was escorted to the rotun- double that amount was offered him and
decorathe
State
where
da of the
House,
it is further stated that one of the bolting
tious in iloral designs and bunting were Republicans will produce the raouey in
more elaborate than ever before
the session, and with it piled on his desk,
The members of the Supreme Court, make a sensational speech on the manner
state officers
other
and
all
legislature
in which he was approached, and on his
with reserved seats and
were provided
rejection of the proposition and of the
the crowds occupied all the space in the money, which will bo sent
back, and
windows, galleries and everywhere, while which it is claimed was taken’as purt of
House
were
State
and
grounds
t lie streets
a preconcerted trap plau.
crowded with shouters. The oath of office
The opposition claim that their case of
was administered by Chief Justice Burk- bribery against one of the Hanna workers
ett, who was re-elected ou the ticket last will be sprung in the open session of tho
of
November with Bushnell
legislature tomorrow for the purpose
It.
The governor was given an unusual having an immediate investigation.
went
ovation when he appeared on the plat- is claimed that a certain emissary
form and again when he appeared to de- to Cincinnati, over Sunday to see Repreliver his
inaugural address, which con- sentative Otis, and that ho carried $10,900
no direct references to the Senatained
with him and that every word of the contorial contests.
versation has been taken down and will
Arrangements were then made at once be laid before the house, ’there ure many
but only
for the governor and his staff to proceed re
(torts about the use of money,
to the grand stand on the north side of two charges, one on each side arc
made
the State House to review the parade.
These charges have no apspecifically.
After the exercises in the rotunda, and
parent effect on the very close result but
the greetings to Gov. Bushnell, the govSenate
to
the
with'others,
Ccntiuucd on Second rage.
repaired
ernor
■

1

Gloucester,

Mass., January 10.—After

hoping against hope that the passing
dayB might bring some tidings of the
overdue schooners Hustler and John E.
McKenzie, the owners have been reluctlantly and sorrowfully forced to the conclusion that the vessels have foundered
and that the ciewi of 36 hardy and vig.
So today beorous men have perished.
came the sad duty of the owners of the
two vessels to publish the crew lists.
The Hustler was owned by James E.
Tarr and brother, and left here Angust
26 to engage in the tank cod fishery under command of Capt. Alexander J. Mc-

Fadden,

a

highly capable captain.

On

the 6th of Ootober the Hustler put into
and procured a
Harbor Maine, N. F.,
supply of bait. Capt. McFadden wrote
had 140 tubs of fish on
home that he
board and would return to the southern
part of the banks to complete his trip.

leaving Harbor Maine absolutely
tidings of the vessels have been received, and it is thought that she foundered in the great gale which swept the
Grand Banks on October 20, and which
havoc among the fishing
created such

Since
no

The Hustler wits a staunch craft
fleet.
of 92.17 tons, built at Essex in 1889, valued at $7000. and insured for £4,471 on the
She carvessel and 81700 on the outfits.
ried a crew of 18 men, two of whom were
married, and the owners state that they
were as fine a set of young men as they
The official and
vessel.
one
ever had in
correct crew list furnished by the owners is as follows:
Alexander J. McFadden, captain, S3,
single, Port Hastings.
John D. Morrison, cook, 50, widow and
nine children, Klver Inhabitants, C. B.
John A. McDonald, single, Soursis, P.
E I
Allen McDonald, single, Port Hood. C.
B., parents at Port Hood, and leaves two
sisters here.
Malcom Matheson.
William Murphy, 2S, single, Newfoundland.
William Hose, single, Port au Basque,
N. F.
George Scott, single, Newfoundland.
Walter Aylard, 25, single, residence unknown.
Andrew R. Ryan, 22, single, Burin, N.
F.
Michael R. Mackey, 23, single, Bear Island, G. B.
Patrick Poor, 36, widow and one child.
Straits of C'ansons.
Joseph Ryan, brother of Andrew Ryan,
25, single, Burin, N. F.
James Edwards, 22, single, St. Johns,
_

__

Adolph Peterson, 26, single. Norway.
Warden Eisner, 28, single. Nova Scotia.
Edward Sparrow. 25, single, Oarbonear,
N. F.
Today Messrs. Hugh Parkhurst & Co.,
owners of the schooner John E. McKenzie, gave up all hope of that vessel .ever
returning to port, and gave out the correct crew list. Twelve weeks ago that
from this port ou a bank
vessel sailed
halibutiug trip under command of Capt.
Andrew McKenzie, and from that day to
word has liteu heard
this not a single
whereabouts, and as she was inof her
tending to fish on grounds directly in the
line of ocean steamship travel, her ownthat some transled to believe
ers are
Atlantic iiher crashed into and sunk
the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Royal makes
;

Absolutely Pure

3USCEIA,ANEOU8.
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W4i\T THE DEBATE CLOSED

Senator Hoar's Bill to Protect tho

for Cold Weather!

Headjf

can

Pi's Eitract

Opponents of the Civil Service Law
Getting lies! of It.

FOR ALL PAIN

ATTEMPT TO BE MADE TO CLOSE

The Family Remedy

Used internally and Externally

Chapped

Hands
and Faces,

Bruises, Burns.
Lameness &

Bleeding.

POSITIVE SPECIFIC FOR PILES.
pa
||TiftN Some
UftU I III ii

dealers

offering

are

cheap, watery mixtures

as

substitutes. SHUN THEM THEY ABE
DANGEROUS.
POND’S EXTRACT is only sold in
bottles, with buff wrappers and our
landscape trade-mark thereon. Note
every label and wrapper.

our name on

PILES.
Pond’s Extract Ointment
bottle•
Price, 50 Cents

0

vmmmmmmmmm—mm

Pond’s Extract Toilet

Paper,

MEDICATED.
nka., Six for $1,00•

20 Cents

POND’S EXTRACT CO„ 76 Fifth Avenue, New York,
’•

*

*

Opposition Have

Summoned

Their

Forces and Claim to lie Abie to Defeat
the FIan~-Friends

of

Law

Cooperation of Speaker

Will
and

Have
Rules

Committee.

of

equalled by any
other brand.

The McKenzie was one of the finest
her.
vessels of the Gloucester fleet. She was
130 tons register, built in Essex ’in 1893
ard owned by Hugh Parkhurst and Capt.
She was valued at £10.500
McKenzie.
and was insured for £7000 on the vessel.
18
men were as follows:
of
Her craw
ITniwria

A

r-ant.ftin

4-9.

1p.*kvr»n

wife and two children.

Joseph Howe, 35, native of Bay of
Bulls, N. F., where he leavqs a wife.
Has fished from Gloucester for many

years.
■Tas. Campbell, single, East. Point. P.
E I
Daniel
Campbell. 35, single, Port
55
HawkesWry, C. B. James Rossiford, but
Irtlkyid,
single, native of Wexford, 30
years.
has sailed from this poft for
James Leonard 4$, widower, native of
MafcWMj C. B. Has sailed, from this port
for 28 years, part- df the time as-captain.
For several years his home wa§4n Dan*
vers

Mass.

_

fisheries
uninterruptedly
of 17, and with marked suerecord
several
breaking
ig
d for halibut and also made
herfrozen
Newfoundland

the
:e

v

to Look Good.

skin
oke are really more than
lending entirely on a healthy
If the
on of all the vital organs.
bilious
have a
oe inactive, you
disordered,
you
.; if your stomach he
kidneys
if
vo a dyspeptio
look;
your
o affected,
you have a pinched look.
Secure good health, and you will surely
is
have good looks. “Electric Bitters’
Alternative and Tonic. Aots
a good
directly on the stomach, liver and kidneys. Purifies the blood, cures pimples,
blotches and boils, and gives a good complexion. Every bottle guaranteed. Sold
at H. P. S. Goold’s Drug Store. 50 cents

pat bottle,

—

Senator

the interview:
The President, stands firmly in favor
of international bimetallism, as promised
He considers
by the St. Louis platform.

negotiations

with

the

(is Annual

of Officers.

E.

F.

European

tion to again send his envoys to Europe
as soon as the conditions are favorable for

continuing negotiations.”

Senator Chandler added the opinion
that tho President is earnestly in favor of
bimetallism—tho use of both metals as
standard money as earnestly as the Senator himself.

Meeting and Election

BOOTHBY

UNANIMOUSLY

CHOSEN ITS PRESIDENT.

participated
position to the law,

westbrookT

op-

Messrs.

Cooney,Dem-

ocrat
Missouri; Door, Kepulican of
Mizpah chapter, O. E. S., held a public
last evening. The officers
West Virginia, Cox, Democrat of Tennes- Installation
of
Arkansas, were installed by Past Grand Patron A.
Little, ^Democrat
see,
Brumrn, Republican of Pennsylvania, H. IiuiTouglis, assisted by Past Matron
Cowherd, Democrat of Missouri, fciullo- Mrs. Louise Burns. A j large delegation
of the
ui
nampBmre; was nresent from Beulah chanter
way, xvepuDJicaii
of New York.
East End,and from Iona chapter of Portof

Low, Republican

land.
After installation a fine vocal and
Washington, January 10.—The atten- instrumental
musical programme was
of members in the House was
dance
Refreshments were served. The
enjoyed.
light today, but the galleries were well officers are as follows:
tilled. By unanimous consent next. MonWorthy Matron—Mrs. Ida E. Quinby.
day was substituted for today for the
Worthy Patron—Fred W. Babb.
consideration of District of Columbia
AssociateJMatron—Mrs. Ella C. Hawes.
Secretary—Mrs. Lucy H. Rioter.
business.
civil

swindle.
Mr. Door,(Republican of West Virginia,
followed with a set speech in opposition
to

the law.
Mr. Cox,

Democrat of Tennessee, said
he was so bitterly opposed to tt>8 civil
he would vote to
that
servloe reform
for the
the appropriation
strike out
commission and for the repeal of the law.
Mr. Little, Democrat of Arkansas, antagonized the principle, theory and practice of the law.
Mr. Brunn, Republican of Pennsylalso opposed the reform system.
vania,
He doubted, he said, whether the President of the United States, members of
the Supreme Court, Senate or House,
could pass some of the civil service exdefended wbat was
He
aminations.
known as the “political pnll,’’ whioh he
said ought to be cultivated.
Mr.
McCall, Republican of Massachusetts, was the first speaker today to deIn replying to
fend the merit system.
the oritiqisms of some of the opponents
be raised a laugh at the
uf the system,
expense of Mr. Grosvenor who, according
to his,
(McCall’s) calculations, wanted
over 115 per cent of the offices exempted
from the operation of the civil service
law.
demonstrate the economy of the
To
merit system, Mr. McCall contrasted the
number of employes in the classified service in a single department In 1888, when
they number 5,530, with the number iu
1896, 5,443. In the legislative branch of
the government under the spoils system,
of employes during that
the number
period increased from 154 to 3il6.
Mr. MoCall said thejsecret of the spoils
system attaok on the civil service was
found in the fact that the disappointed
oflioe-seekers were more potent in politios
than those in office.
Cowherd. Democrat of Missouri,
Mr.
called attention to some alleged violations
ol the civil service law in his district.
of New
Mr.
tiulloway, Republican
Hampshire proclaimed himself a spoilsreservation.
mental
man without any
law. ho said, had been
conceived in iniquity, born in infamy
cowardice and by
md administered in
Democrats. He believed the government
belonged to its friends.
Mr. Sulloway’s remarks were very pictin a
uresque aud kept the anti-reformers
continuous roar of approval.
After some further remarks by Mr. Parker Republican of New Jersey.in defense
Mr. Low of New York,
of the law, and
of a modification,sthe debate
in favor
dosed for the day.
Mr. Moody, Republican of Massachusetts, ifi charge of the bill, gave notice
that tomorrow he would make a motion
to close the debate.
At 6 o’clook the House adjourned.
,,

Treasurer—Mrs. Emma L. V. Stiles.

Conductress—Mrs. Amy F. Gray.
Associate Conductress—Miss Annie L.
Morris.

Chaplain—Mrs. Olive Morris.
Adah—Mrs. Ada C. Babb.
Ruth—Mrs. Avis G. Ames.
Esther—Mrs. Ida M. Freeman.
Martha—Mrs. Addie Horr.
Electa—Mrs. Sadie Ames.
Warder—Mrs. Emma. K. Bodge.
Sentinel—Ernest A. Bodge.
Organist—Mrs. Hannah B. Muroh.
Mr. E.G. Sturgis who celebrated his 90th
birtnday g a short time ago, is visiting
relatives at Stroudwater for a few days.
3 Misses Addie May and Lillian B. Quinby entertained a party of about 50 young
people Iron: Portland, Beering and this
city at thpir home on Mechanic street,
last evening with whist and, dancing
and instrumental and vocal music. The
instrumental music was furnished by
Miss Alma Fellows of Westbrook and
Miss Grace Graves of Portland. Vocal
parts were given by Miss Eva Findley
Of Portland, Miss Mattie Hawes of Deering and Miss Maud Legrow and Miss Addie May Quinby of Westbrook. Perry’s
furnished music for dancing.
orchestra
were
and light refreshments
Punch
The
served.
guests from Portland and
Beering returned on a special car at 12
o’clock.
The installation of the officers of Pequawket tribe of Red Men that was to
held this evening, has been
have been
death of
postponed on account of themembers.
Galvin S. Walker, one of their
The funeral of Mr. Galvin S. Walker
will be held this afternoon. The cutter
shut down this afternoon to
room will
to atgive the employes an opportunity
this being the room in
funeral,
the
tend
worked for the
which Mr. Walker bad
past 15 years.
Regular monthly meeting of the board
of engineers will be held at their rooms
this afternoon.
The Mayor and city council by invitation of CaDt. II. G. Starr, paid a visit to
Gleaves Rifles last
of the
the armory
evening and witnessed their drilling.
It is fine skating on the river and last
evening there was a large number of
young people enjo ing it.
The musicians of Westbrook are to give
a
Westbrook,
charity concert at the
February 2. Mr. Spires has kindly given
the
hall.
use
of
the
S. T. Raymond has secured a position
with the Portland company.
there will be a curio party at Cumberland hall
Thursday evening under the
auspices of the Ladies’ Circles.
LAST WIGHT'S FiKE.
An alarm of fire was rung in from box
35 at a little after 11 o’clock last night.
the
One of the moulding boxes at
foundry caught fire and some one thinking the building was in danger pulled in
the alarm. The blaze was extinguished
without the aid of the department and
amounted to nothing.
OLD MAN FROZEN TO DEATH.

Bangor,

January 10.—Richard Clark,

80 years old. of Sheridan Plantation, was
frozen to death last Sunday. Four men
froru Sheridan started Sunday afternoon,
to walk into E. Hill’s camp on the GarCreek stream, about four miles
diner
above Washburn, and when about a mile
river Clark fell befrom the Aroostook
hind the other three and they went on to
were
in
no
and
ways alarmed becamp
Clark did not get to camp that
cause
night, as they thought he had become
tired and stopped at some house on the
another
Monday
morning
way.
and when he
man came out of the camp
got to the river found Clark frozen to
death on the ice, where he probably had
sat down to rest, from sickness or weariness.

SHOE COMPANY ASSIGNS.

tho city with a
are in operation in
of
construction.
third road in process
The progress made in the patt year by the
Grand Trunk railroad under the very able
been
management of C. M. Hays has
roads

markod and has done much towards increasing tho prestige of Portland as a railroad and steamboat center.
Mr. Wesoott dwelt upon the marked im

shown in tho development ol
the Grand-Trunk system in Portland and
It has better bridges
Various all along its line.
Reports by
Some Interesting
heavlor tracks and is hotter equipped foi
Officers and Committees—Mr. Goody
Hf
doing business than every before.
tVonld tike to Have Deoring’s Board
also of the
whict
spoke
improvements
of Trade Annexed to Portland.
have been made in the last few years or
They non
The annual nioeting of the Portland all the railroads in this state.
Board of Trade occurred yesterday after- have better rolling stook, stronger bridge!
Frederick E. Booth- and heavier tracks.
This iinprovemem
noon, with President
in equipment has been marked on th<
in the chair.

by

The attendance was not*very

large for Boston and Maine and Maine Central sys
tem.
Formerly freight cars which ooulc
oarry 300 bushels of grain were considered
very large, but today oars with a capacity

annual meeting
Postmaster George L. Sfcvett was eleoted

an

to

membership.

Mr. Charles S. Fobes of the special
committee appointed .to investigate the
the harprogress of the work of dredging
He said the
bor made a verbal report.
committee had gone to the engineer in
of the dredging and stated to him

beoorai
bushels have
than ever and are begin
Thirty year:
ning to be generally used.
con
ago a locomotive of fifty tons was
sidered very large, but today all of the
of

thousand

one

more numerous

roads are using locomotives of one hun
doing muo!
dred tons and they are
All o
heavier work than evor bofore.
these changes have been going on gradual
ly but they have added much to the de
velopment of the state and the city ol
Portland. Mr. Wescott also spoke of th<

Mr. Fobes stated that thure were reasons
a amount of business being done bj
why the contractors had not done as largo
facilities of the New Yerl
muoh in the past as might^have been done and increased
Steamship line and the increased buslnesi
which
trouble
some
of
reason
they
by
due to the progres
bad had among themselves. They hnd, so in ocean steamships,
.1
>1
nrii^oanmlm
mannn>a«vi/intunderbe was informed, arrived at an
He
said
Trunk.
that it was now
Grand
standing and hnd purchased another
-1_,1_:
.nimlilnn nfhinFi
4c
Vinner
Hi
no uncommon thing to have at the docks
in this oity six ocean going
steamships
way to Portland from Baltimore and ip
future
and ho believed that in the near
sxpected to arrive^hero at any time. It
of ooeac
and all the year round line
was the opinion of the committeo that
out of Portland would
from this time out the work would be steamships sailing
about.
The facilities offered
be
brought
moro
satisfactory
pushed forward in a
the merchants of Portland by the steamei
—^

« ..

nn

manner.

Frank Jones, sailing to eastern points
Mayor C. H. Kandall reported for the
the coast, was also commented upalong
of
a
the
on
securing
special committee
Wesoott said that the oity ol
on and Mr.
He
paid
naval dry dock for Portland.
that a copy of the resolutions on the
matter passed by the board of trade had
been forwarded to Washington to each of
Maine's Representatives and replies had
been received from all of the Congressmen

with the exoepition of

Senator

Frye

md Representative Burleigh.
Mr. Charles S. Fobes spoke upon the
subject of utilizing the material obtained
'rom the dredging of the harbor in ex-

:ending tho land at Fish Point.

All of

;ho material now taken from tho bottom
>f the harbor is carried to sea and wasted
when it might be used to good advantage
n extending the water front. In years to
some it will be necessary to make a Bll at
will be
Irish Point and then tho city
jbliged to pay for the material needed.
Mr. E. B. Winslow said that he feared
:hat lx tho dredging of the harbor was not
pushed forward rapidly, so that the apbeen
of |870,000 which ha3

propriation

made by Congress was not utilized by
June, tho appropriation of 5350,000 for
she next
year which Portland harbor
would be entitled to, would not be made
harbor
ind the work of deepening the
would bo greatly delayed.
Mr. Fobes said that the special commitsee on this subject had asked tho engineer
n oharge about this matter and had l?e?n

issurod by him that there

was

nothing to

'ear from this source.
further discussion of
There was some
hose matters and then It was voted to
on
both the
lontinuc the committees
the dredging of the
laval dry dock and

Portland was much indebted to the man-

agement of this steamboat line for the increased amount of business it was bringing here. The report also mentioned the
large numner of harbor and bay steamships which are in operation and dwelt
on the faot that every year much improvement along this line is brought about.
C.
H. Farley, chairman of the meterological committee offered his annual report.
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
To the Officers and Members of the Portland Board of Trade:
Your committee are pleased to report
that the work of the weather bureau at
the same
this port is carried on with
regularity as in former years. It is doing
and
the best it can
perhaps nearly as well
It will
be able to do.
as it will ever
probably never be able to reach a point in
forecasting the weather that will satisfy
weather
the public; and in fact if the
could be known with certainty for three
days in advance, it is doubtful if it
would be on the whole benelieial to business.
Many things would bejput off for a
change that might contain fnrther disappointment, and so valuable time would
For vessels making short runs
be lost.
along the coast and for these bound off
shore it furnishes valuable.information.
For attention to duty and for promptness and accuracy of work we have only
words of praise for Mr. Jones and his assistant.
(Signed) C. H. Farley, William Sonter,
Winthrop Jordan, Meteorological Committee.
January 10, 1898.
Port Warden James Kezar reported that
the warden had visited 79 vessels during
the

larbor and they will make more thorough
of the mon■eports at the next meeting
of Trade.
gers of the Board
The auditing committee of which W.W.

past year

Secretary Rich then made his annual
report as follows:
This was the secretary’s report-.
the
To the Officers and Members of
Board of Trade:
Merrill is the chairman reported that it
durthat
I would respectfully report
lad examined the books of the treasurer
ing the past year, seventeen meetings oi
md found them correct.
then
Mr. F. S. Fobes, the treasurer
made his annual report as follows:
showed:
The report cf the Treasurer
Dr.
LSalnnoe Jan. 9,

189",

$ 106.66

managers were called and two of the
board (Including one joint meeting with the Managers), none of which
to
adjourn for want of a quorum.
had
There have been also eleven special committee meetings to consider and provide
tne

general

---

JUi

viz.: the sending of> committee to Boston to aid in bringing the ^Kew
11S9.00
Trndo,
England Fair to Portland; to consider
Dash from Snpt. Meroh.
the projected an Industrial and Cereal
n'6-00
Exohange,
Exhibition"here in May; to consider and
Dash fromjlnvestments
provide for having a British war ship
matured,
here in June, and the North Amerioan
14.50
Dash from Usa.of Room,
for reSquadron in July; to provide
155.00
Dash from Interest,
and entertainment of New|Hampception
Entertainment
Dash from
shire State Board of Trade; to provide
205.50
N, H. State Board,
and entertainment for ohorus
-13620.60 quarters attending musical festival at a
members
Cr.
time when hotels were crowded; to take
* 275.00
Dash paid Teleggrams,
aotion to secure modification of so much
00
26
Dash paidJTelephone,
discrimiof Sec. 32 of the tariff act, as
9.08
Dash paid Gas,
nated against northern railroads; to urge
6.60
Dash paid Advertising,
of
a light ship off the entho Importance
Dash paid P. o. Box Rent, 8.00
trance to Portland harbor, and also the
Dash
paid Stationery and
need of a U. S. Naval Dry Dock at this
21.80
Printing,
181.40
Dash paid Papers,
new members have been
46.bl
Dash paid Repairs,
admitted, and the Board has lost by death
1200.00
Rent,
Dash paid
6ix. Including Jerome B. Fiokett, Charles
Dash paid M. N. Rich
H. Chase, Augustus Champlin, John M.
450.00
Son

-t_u

Rnarrt of

projects,

P°Ninety-seven

salary,

Gash

paid

State Board of

Trade,
Dash paid Investments,
Dash paid Sundries,
Balance,

30.40
970.84
13.95

^ *3626.06

Mr. Fobes spoke at some length In recondition of the
gard to the financial
Board of Trade ana made some recommendations which were discussed at great
in regard
length, but no definite action
debt of the
to reducing the outstanding

10.—The
Legro, board was taken.
January
Spaulding Shoe Manufacturing company
B. Winslow, ohairman of the
Mr. E.
assigned today to William B. Swan, A. committee on manufacturing reported
the
assignC. Sibley and R. P. Dnnton,
not been called
that the committee had
water supply as are the citizens of Washdate January 1. The factory waB
with foul ment to
the past year to act upon the
confronted
are
“We
daring
upon
ington.
supstarted about a year ago ard was
He
location of any new manufaoturies.
water,” said he, “so filthy, indeed, as it
It
by local capital.
few changes
principally
ported
drink
and
irkto
said that there had been very
it dangerous
to make
hundred
porsons.
has employed about one
in the manufacturing interests of the
some even to take a bath.”
The stockholders met today an adjourned
Nearly nil of
the past year.
Mr.
Gallinger of New Hampshire, a
Tho city during
without action.
members of the District of Columbia until Thursday
the manufacturers in this vicinity have
committee, thought a system of Altera- factory is still running and it is expected had a
busy and prosperous year.
tion would be very expensive, but he as- that arrangements will bo made to conI,jaino has not felt the depression in
sured the Senate that the oommittee tinue It.
has been so maniwould do everything in its power to rembusiness ciroles which
of the country.
edy the evil aimed at by the. resolution.
The
other
parts
in
fest,
J.
of
this
Frederick
Alderman
Ilsley
At 12.16 p. m., on motion of Mr. Davis,
industries, in particular,
of the commit- city was elected chief engineer of the pulp and paper
of Minnesota, chairman
and Maine now has a
and Saco River railroad last have prospered
t-e on foreign relations, the Senate went Bridgton
session to consider the
output in theso linos than
into executive
week. He is at present at Bridgton mak- muoh larger
Hawaiian annexation treaty.
He said
other state in the Union.
ing a final survey of the extension of the any
were that the manuWork will he commenced on this that the indications
road.
M. CAMBON ARRIVES.
of Maino would have another
extension early in the spring and will be facturers
New York, January 10.—Jules Gambon,
N
year.
prosperous
very
immediate
the
under
superFrench ambassador to the United States, prosecuted
George P. Wesoott, ohairman of the
arrived here today on La Gasooyne.
j vision of Mr. Ilsley and his assistants,

Belfast,

committee on railroads and steamboats
made a very interesting and instructive
He said that the railroads^ond
report.
steamboats in this vicinity hava had a
fairly prosperous year. I1 our steam railroads now center here whilo two electric

provements

Moody, who had charge of the bill, gave
Senator Hoar introduced in the Senate
notice that lie would test the sense of the today a bill to Di’ovent the desecration of
By the terms of the charge
House tomorrow on a motion to close the the national flag.
bill, no person, corporation or oompany that the progress of the work was not
The
debate.
opposition
immediately may uso the national flag or tho coat of
to the members of
their ranks to be on arms of the United States as an advertis- altogether satisfactory
sent word to all in
the board of trade and the engineer frankdevice.
ESS
Sfifia
will
no
diffihave
and
ing
hand
they say they
ly admitted that the work was not proculty in defeating the motion. Those who
gressing as well as he wished It might.
in the debate were: In

Gallant, 30 Tignish, P. E. I.,
leaves wife and three childreti.
John E. McDonald, 3d,, single. Cape;
North, C. B.
Daniel Ellsworth, S6f, Greenvale, P. R.
Has brother in this city.
Angus Molsaac.30, single, Cape Breton.
IN THE SENATE.
Archibald McDonald. 38. single, native
and cousin
of Prince Edward Island,
Washington, January 10.—Bishop Merof Capt. McKenzie.
rill, D. D., of Chicago, delivered the inThomas Lynch, 30, single, Harbor vocation at the opening of the Senate toGrace, N. E.
Win. Riley, 85, single, Placentia, Bay,. day.
N. F.
A bill was reported favorably by the
John Eddes, 28, single, Norway.
commission, prohibiting railroad
rndian
John Peterson, 85, single, Sweden.
from charging more than
Augustus Nelson, 80,single, Holmfiteau, companies
Sweden.
three cents a mile for passengers through
Steve Slade, 40, single, Denmark,
the Indian territory.
.'ohn Flynn, 30, single, Placentia Bay,
A resolution looking to the filtration
>-. F.
In the list the native place of the men of the water used in the oity of Washingli is been given, but most of them had ton having ;„beon ^offered and referred to
residence in this city and
.%en
up a
of Columbia committee, Mr.
To- the District
*3lowed fisheries for a livelihood.
that in no part of the United
her they comprise an exceptionally fine Hale, said
: t*w for Capt. McKenzie always carried
States wa3 there a oity where citizens are
had
'eked crew, Capt. McKenzie
so imposed
upon and abused as to the

Michael'

10.

did not consider the nomina ion
the better of the debate in the House totorney General McKenna to he Associate
of
number
those
enas
the
far
Justice of the
Supreme Court. This
day so
nomination
was incidentally mentioned
Mine
of
the
gaged in it were concerned.
in rhe committee, but different members
11 speakers wore of the opposition. The
of the
desired to dispose
unotjected
friends of the law are very anxious to nominations and the time of the commitThe
crises.
and
those
debate
in
this
taken
with
tee
was
off
further
shut
they
up
conthe co-operation of Speaker committee will meet tomorrow and
will have
sider the McKenna nomination.
committee. Mr.
the rules
Heed and

service reform idea which
whole civil
he denounced as a oheat. and a narrow

It stands alone,
is the best on
earth, in quality
It
and flavor.
suits the people.
A standard of
excellence un-

January

conference with President
biMcKinley today on the subject of
metallism, aud ho said after the close of
a

January 10.—The oppotoday
the civil service law had much "The Senate judiciary committeeof
At-

service debate was then reand Mr.
Cooney, Demoorat of
sumed
Missouri, took the floor. He opposed the

TOBACCO

Arne rl-

Flag.

Washington,
nents

The

All Down but One

BOARD OF TRADE.

powers only temporarily suspended on account of the peculiar condition of affairs
in India, and it is the President's inten-

CURES
The

Washington,
Chandler had

the

DEBATE TODAY.

Safely.

Colds, Hoarseness,
Catarrh, Sore Throat,
Influenza, Cuts,

WASHINGTON GOSSIP.

The John W. Perkins Co.
have

a

full and complete line of

ED. PINAUD’S, Paris,

FINE PERFUMES_
..

TOILET PREPARATIONS.
unsurpassed
small (1 oz.)
bottles—assorted odors. • «
Our

stock

perfumes

Is

in

in

ED. PI^AUD’S

jrfxtrnil~ Vegeta I.
TUe most remarkable toilet preparation in the world. Extensively
Used bv gentlemen after shaving,
perfumed in over 30 different odors.

We

shall
to

something more to say
friends about SOAPS.

have

our

O---^ 9

GET WELL AND STAY WELL.
GET KID OF

WHAT MAKES YOU SICK
KID OF IT.

A ND STAY

It Is so simple to be well that we wonder why
there are so many sick people.
Come to think about it, must be because
them sick.
they don’t know what’s made
If they knew that, they could prevent it, and
when they were sick, in some oases cure themselves. But so long as we don't take more
care of our health, we shall always be more or
less sick.
The simple rules of health are: Keep clean
take exercise, eat good food, scour out your
stomach.
This last means: Don’t tolerate indigestion.
A
Cure it with Shaker Digestive Cordial.
stomach full of undigested, fermented, putrid
food is the unhealthlest tiling you can think
of.
Half our diseases and troubles comes from
the poisons of undigested food. More than half
of them could be cured with Shaker Digestive
Cordial.
illore than half, because often when we think
we are sick we are only weak, and a course of
nourishing food digested without effort by the
stomach (with the aid of Shaker Digestive Cordial) would reinvjgorate the whole ‘system and
make us well.
A ten cent trial bottle will prove it.
At

board nnd in this connection L. A. Goudy
made a suggestion.
He said that he
thought It was for the best interests of

Deering and Portland,
oltyjshould bo annexed

that the former
to Portland and be
urged that a uommittee be appointed by
the Portland board of trade to confer
with the Deering Board of Trade in re-

Rheumatism ;Cure ia guaranteed to be absolutelyup the weak
Harmless; and a strong tonic In building
xud debilitated. It cures acute or muscular rneuma*
;ism in from one to five days. Sharp, sliooting pam3
n any part of tbo body stopped in a few doses. A
euro lor lameness,
prompt, complete and permanent in
bins and loins.
soreness, stiff back and all pains
or pain In
lumbago
sciatica,
Chronic rheumatism,
Lbe back are speedily cured. It seldom fails to give
relief from one to two doses, and almost invariably

gard to tho two boards working together
in bringing about the desired annexation.

cures

when this annexation is actho board of trade of Deering
and Portland should combine and in this
way both bodies would bo made stronger
financially and by working together have
influence than they could have
a

Ultimately,
complished,

Write for interesting book to The Shakers,
lleade Street, New York.

Mr. E. B. Winslow said he hoped tho
annexation of Deering might bo brought
about and ultimately he hoped to see the
Deering Board of Trade working hand in

Continued

From Firit

Page.

Republican convention at the
this city this afternoon
the largest assemblage ever known
The capacity
in the history of the city.
AII standing
of the auditorium is 5000.
and
thousands
taken
was
many
room
The
to gain admittance.
were unable
meeting lasted from 3 to 6 p. ni. There
when
of
the
were repeated scenes
hissing
Mr. Kurtz and
mimes of Gov. Bushnell,
The
terms
mentioned.
were
others
“traitors,” “Judas” and the like were
frequently used as responses from the audience. h'everal of the speakers referred
to Senator Foraker in connection with
the revolt in the party.
The Columbus glee club, which refused
to
participate in the inauguration ceremonies, contributed largely to the enthusiasm by its singing.
As Chairman Nash and Congressman
Weaver cams up the platform the Tippecanoe club of Cleveland and the Business Men’s league of that city entered the
hall and there was a wild scene. As soon
could be restored Judge Nash
is order

LOST IN LAST PERIODAgain Drops

a

Game Already

Won,

—

an Weaver of Springfield, the
home of Gov. bushnell, was then introHe
duced as chairman of the meeting.
made a vigorous speech against those
whom he accused of schemes for the disruption of the party.
1 'the hissing of the names of Bushnell,
Kurtz and others that began during the
address of Judge, reached a higher pitch
during the address of Mr. Weaver.
At the conclusion of Mr. Weaver’s ad-

“Congressu

dress, Congressman Grosvenor, Northay.

Burton aud Southard, and Judge Goubie
of Cincinnati, were appointed a committee on resolutions.
While
the committee on resolutions
was out, old Col. Kevin of Dayton spoke.
He has
always been the close personal
friend of Senator Foraker, Mr. Kurtz
and others who are opposing the election
of Hanna. His speech against the action
of those whom he charged with demoralization and debauching the party, caused
the greatest demonstration of the afterA Imost the
entire audience rose
noon.
to their feet,and while standing on chairs
threw their hats,handkerchiefs and other
articles wildly about the hall.
At the conclusion of Col. Kevin’s address the resolutions were read by John
R. Malloy, who had been defeated by the
The resobolters for clerk of the House.
lutions were unanimously adopted by a
rising vote and the utmost enthusiastic
demonstration of applause.

The resolutions

B. Coleman.

Treasurer—C. S. Fobes.
Secretary—M. N. Rloli.
Port Wardens—Benjamin W. Jones and
James Keazer.
After the officers had been olectod President Boothby spoke a few words on the
Interest which had been shown by the
board of managers during the past year
and some of the things which it has acHe said that the resolution
to be placed at the
entranoe to the harbor had been introduced into the Senate by Senator Hale,
nnd that there was a good chance of the

complished.

lightship

matter being brought about.
A f tor wards tho board spent some time
dlsoussing the financial condition of the

The week
observed
prayer
Spurr’s Corner by prayer meetings eaoh
uight of the week. £
The sleighing is good.

are

substantially

as

fol-

ows:

This mass meeting of Ohio Republicans
sends greeting to the people of this state
that notwithstanding the
md declares
zerdict of the people of this state in favor
>f the Republican party and its cumulates, expressed in the Hovember elecion, after a fair, full and comprehensive
all the issues involved, it
liscussion of
s
now discovered that a conspiracy, oroutside of the
and
promoted
ganized
the general assembly has
nemters of
formed to thwart that expressed
teen
,vill. Designing men in the state of Ohio
ire making strenuous efforts which we
lid not care to
specially characterize
:o the accomplishment of the various purscheme. The connefarious
of
this
poses
spiracy contemplates and has for its ultithe transfer to the Demomate purpose
jratic party without limitation the conof
the
trol
organization of the Senate and
to take from the regularly constituted
majority of the House the control of its
organization and to confer upon the Demociatic party power to limit and circumvent Republican
legislation and thereby
make possible suco legislation as is desired by the parties to the combination.
It contemnlates the defeat of M. A.
Hanna, and it contemplates the sending
to that body of either a free silver Repubinterests
lican pledged to stand by the
and principles of the men who elected
him.
We appeal to Gov. Bushnell to exert his
influence now to stay this threatened
assault upon constitutional government.
Resolved, first, That we condemn without reserve or qualification this most unholy conspiracy ami protest ui mr
of the people of Ohio against its further
progress and further success.
Resolved, further, That we call upon
the general
every, Republican member of
seat on
assembly to be present in his and
vote,
next Tuesday and by voice, act
execution the lulnllment of
carry into
when
him
assumed by
the obligation
elected as such member, and,
That we will welfilially,
Resolved,
co operation
come most cordially to full
of sa.d
with us the Republican members
may have
however,they
general assembly, far in relation
to the
voted or acted thus
subject matter of this declaration.
Cleveland
of
Congressman Burton
made one of the most vigorous speeches
a petition
of tho afternoon, and presented
from the, home
with over 10,000 signatures
his
elsction.
of
favor
in
of Senator Hanna
were
After a number of other speeches
three
closed with
made the meeting
three
and
cheers for tho Republican party
After the
meeting
cheers for Hanna.
serenaded at the Neil
Senator Hanna was
The Senator
House and made a speech.
make many
speeches
was compelled to
and
in all of
and
evening
during the day
fullest
confidence
the
them he expressed
of the contest.
In the final outcome

Secretary.
Portland, .Tan. 10, 1898.
OTISFIELD.
The following officers were then nomiJan, 10—A singing sohool
Otisfleld,
for
the
eleoted
nated and unanimously
taught by Fred Mayberry of Casco villensuing year:
age, began at Spurr’s Corner, Saturday
night. Although the number Of scholars
Presidnt—F. K. Boothby.
much Interest Is manifestVice Presidents—Joseph H. Short, Anil is not large yet
ed and the school bids fair to be profitaWhitney and Albert B. Hall.
George ble.
Directors—C. W. T. Goding,
are to be nine
The sohools in town
Trefethen, Alonzo W. Smith, Charles F.
instead of eight as was
Libby, W. W. Merrill, E. H. York, Wm. weeks in leDgth,
H. P. expected.
H. Gray, Augustus R. Wright,
The ice on Pleasant pond is nearly thick
M.
Elisha
Cox.
Conley. Adam P.
and
John Bnough for cutting and packing.
William
Chamberlain
Leighton,
of
was
at

a

Aren

The mass

-—

calling for

Munyon, l«Afc>

was

and William
E. Davis,
Rockland, January 10.—The home team
H. Houle,'and from tho Merchants’ ExB. Curtis, defeated the visitors this evening in one
John
change, Joseph Drowne,
and Sylvester Marr,
whioh, deducting of the most exciting games of the season.
lapses, makes the present membership of The dhampions.took a great brace in the
Exthe Board 425, and tho Merchants
last period and won out. The summary:
change 118.
I haYo received for admission fees and
Rockland—Murphy, O’Malley, rushers;
assessments of the Board $1,189.00, and McGown, centre;
Maynard, half back;
from
rents and other sources $220.00, O'Malley, goal.
subfor
and
total
of
a
$1,409.00,
making
Portland— -Lincoln,
Curtis, rushers;
scriptionsjjto the Merchants’ Exchange McKay,
centre;
Turnbull, half back;
$970.00,(making my aggregate receipts Allen, goal.
has
from all souroes $2,385.00, whioh
Goals. Won by. Rush by. Caged by. Time
been paid to the
treasurer, and is in
collections for 1—Portland,
.SO
excess of previous annual
Maynard, McKay,
O
ATthan ten years past, and with
more
U..1_IF ..C
a-1_
D.^ahavt.-l
3— Rockland, Murphy,
.30
O’Malley,
3.20
Lincoln,
Murphy,
Exchange, where the greater expense 4— Portland,
and
its
—-Limit
comes to
telegraphic
up
koep
Lincoln,
5— Rockland, Lincoln,
11.26
news files, it.csn bo made self-sustaining.
Murphy,
1.15
It would seem as though the importance 6— Portland,
Curtis,
Murphy,
nows
and
Limit
of such a business headquarters
Murphy,7.30
and information bureau as the Exchange, 7— Rockland,
Maynard, Murphy,
at the chief metropolis at the entry of the 8— Rockland,
O’Malley, 1.10
Murphy,
extensive
9— Rockland,
state and the terminous of its
Murphy,
Murphy, 1.25
trans-Atlantlo trade,ought to forcibly imScore, Rockland,5; Portland, 4. Stops,
busiof
our enterprising
minds
the
press
Maynard.
its use- O’Malley, 41; Allen,54. Fouls,
ness people sufficient to see that
Referee, Snowman. Timer, A. T. Blackfulnesss be not embarrassed for want of ington. Attendance, 500.
sufficient support, and we believe that it
will as soon as their attention is properly
GARDINER, 4;=BATH, 2.
and its
called to its real importance
of
the
work
Gardiner, January 10.—Gardiner deneeds to supplement much of
in a well
this Board as well as of the city govern- feated Bath at polo tonight
The
ment, which it aids in the circulation of played game by a score of 4 to 3.
literature to tourists
a large amount of
The score:
locals
polo.
gilt-edged
played
and for business purposes, ‘that is asStops—Hackett,
for by
many other Gardiner, 4; Bath, 2.
sumed and paid
municipalities.
33; Burgess, 26. Fouls—Dawson. Rushes
In this connection I beg to Impress the —Dawson, 5; E.Mooney, 3; tie, 1. Referee
members with the importance of taking
Timer—Pnrtell. Attendance—
eurly action for the publication of several —Long.
thousand guide gbooks of Portland and 400.
vicinity and statistical circulars of what ROCKLAND PLAYS HERE TONIGHT
the oity’has to offer, both to tourist and
to those*seeking residential and business
Rockland defeated Portland at
polo
homes here, to meet the constant growing last
This was probnight at Rockland.
files
show.
letter
our
that
inquiry
due to one thing whioh has played
Our immediate future outlook for busi- ably
the havoo with the Portlands in the last few
ness may be safely predicated
upon
adopted by the games, their inability to play on the degauge of improvement
New York Times, from answers to
S),000 fensive.
By this time Portland should
inquiries mado to representative com- have learned that this is
the^only proper
and
financial
manufacturing
mercial,
enterprises all over the country, which game to play when they are well in the
report an aggregate increase of over 14 lead.
per cent In business, and at the same
Tonight the Rookland team will play
time to the financial editor of TheiTimes,
Seoretary Gage, at his Treasury Depart- in City hall. It may be seen by the acment Office in Washington,
expressed count of last night’s game that Rockland
himself as follows:
us and able to give the home
times
to our is still with
of
The ooming
good
It is a
team a good run for its money.
now
not
is
something
intangible,
oountry
defeat
far off ; our good times are right at hand, question whether Portland can
dependent meroly on our willingness to Rockland, as they now are, even in City
and
them.
them
keep
worthily greet
so that
tohight’s game will be a
“Throughout the length and breadth of ball,
the land blessings have been Jshowered in lively one at any rate with good chance
There
will
bountcousness by 1897. Some of us at for
Portland
winning.
the opening of the year just ended, prebo a big crowd present and seats
sumed to be hopeful—few of us even to be probably
confident that.1897 would blaze a pathway may be obtained at Chandler’s today.
The accomplishment of
The managers of the Maine Polo league
for prosperity.
1897 makes, indeed, glorious contrast with held n meeting in Gardiner on Sunday.
the dreary record of wrecking years preWhat they did is not known, but the receding.
"The international balance sheet of the sult of their deliberations will probably
favorable as be made
world was never before so
public some time this week.
States—never before
now to’the United
Mr. Horace
Keith, the owner of the
a showing for us.
favorable
so
approached
club will arrive in
It Is no more the meie longing of a dream Brookton baseball
shall become the Portland^today to talk over New England
that our
country
credior nation of ;tho world. That ac- leaguo baseball matters with
Manager
tually it Is today.
who in the summer time is the
enormous production develop- Burnham
“Our
ments last year have given to elements in manager of the Brookton baseball club.
the business world muoh larger exchange- Last season Brockton and Newport ended
able facility and power. Thus has been the
season, each claiming the pennant. A
produced in high degree a general prosof the New England league will
penny wuurbiu an uui jjcupiu iuuio ur j.obb meeting
he held in Boston on Wednesday and Mr.
participate.”
Therefore surrounded with such gener- Keith’8 visit heye Is for the purpose of arous prosperity
throughout the country
Brookton's claims of the chamgenerally, Maine cannot help participat- ranging
the
good things already on hand. pionship so that they may be presented in
ing Jn
we gather from our own best sources,
Mr.
good shape at the league meeting.
that generally and briefly summing
np Keith will attend the polo game at City
has
that
been
the situation
money
easy.
Mr. Burnham
People have purchased with due caution hail in the evening with
serious business and afterwards will accompany
him to
and very few cases of
embarrassment have been reported and
Boston on the Pullman.
In
this.oity and through
very few failures
out the state.
CORBETT HAS MONEY GALORE.
Trade Is therefore In a very
healthy
state. The lumber trade of the state has
St. Louis, January 10.—At the close of
increased, there havogboen extensive build the second act of his theatrical performbetter
for
^prices prevail
ingjoperations,
ance tonight, James J. Corbett stepped
real estate, the'inerease in railroad build- before the audience and announced that
ingjhas exoeeded that In any other state, he offered Fitzsimmons $35,000 for a
steamboat companies have Increased their
the entire sum to go to Fitzfaollities and there has been a noticeable finish fight,
revival”in the demand for sailing vessels, simmons if Corbett failed to put him out
in ten rounds. Corbett intended to issue
our European trade has largely increased,
the|pulp bulness of Maine is now the a challenge on January 17 but decided to
largest in the country, manufactories con- make it public tonight.
and
mechanics are
tinue to multiply
LEWISTON TOUGH ARRESTED.
generally employed at satisfactory wages.
The state Is becoming more and more a
St.
January 10.—Eddie
Lewiston,
summer
while
the
for
inresort
tourists,
for whom the Lewiston police
flux of sportsmen was greater in 1897 than Pierre,
have been searohing.waa captured iu Bosever before.
ton at noon today and will be held for
Respectfully submitted.
orders. He is a tough local character and
M. N. RICH,
is wanted for several offences.
-.A.

Prof.

auditorium in

then adjourned.

Adani6,{George

.AS*

write

they are having great eSeot in intensifying the feeling between the workers of
the contending factions.

hand with the Portland organization.
After discussing the board’s financial
situation for some time more the board

Portland

The Munyon

TSlmfliir

thought best.

druggists.
30

bottle has been used.

Street, Philadelphia. It is absolutely free.

The suggestion was not embodied in a motion, but Mr. Goudy said
he had simply made it to be aoted upon if
was

one

medical advice

greater
separately.

it

before

for each
prepare a separate cure
disease. At all druggists—25 cents a vial. If you need

Remedy Company

Calvin S. Brice has given out a statethat he is not
ment in which he declares
•eking part in the senatorial tight. He
of
the
party and state
„,irt. ‘-The good
vill be best conserved by their voting for
and not at any time voting
, Democrat,
•or

a

Republican.’’

LENGTH OF HANNA’S TERM.
■

Washington, January 10.—Senators who
examined tho precedents say that the
ippointment of a senator by the governor
iave
is

in the

j ll the

case

of Senator Hanna holds

nu-

legislature elects or adjourns.
Congress, having provided by law that a

NAPLES.

has
cgislature cannot elect until after ithave
Edos Falls, Jan. 10—Death has again leeu In session two weeks would
entered this place and taken from us our irovided for a vacancy if the appointee of
friend and neighbor,
Mrs. Melisa G.
legislahe governor held only until the
She leaves a husband, three ( ure met.
Chaplin.
and
three
many
and
daughters
sons,
other relatives in this plaoe who mourn
BESIEGING MAYA HI.
tneir loss. She was a kind nighbor, always had a kind word and pleasant smile
Havana,
January 10.—The insurgents
confor all. The funeral services were
port
,re besieging and have attacked tho
ducted by Rev. H. A. Peare. The intercoast of the
on
tho north
f Mayaii,
ment was in Edes Falls oemetery.
irovlnee of Santiago de Cuba.
Troops
Mrs. Sadie Robin-on, Mrs. Lillian Lord
iave left Gibara, the northern port in the
sick
and Master Guy Lord are all quite
ame province to relieve the garrison oi
at this writing.
A filibustering expedition reMr.Rob Leach, of Raymond, made F. ^ dayarl.landed in the bay of
Mayari.
len'tly
E. Harmon a short visit last week.

j

j

a

I

I

__

MISCELLANEOUS.

annexation.

thorized

by previous

NO GUESS

administrations

The last year, in order to meet some ex
To the Editor of the Press:
tl,aordinary oulays, without increasing
t.ho tax rate, the donbiiui expedient o:
From the conversations one hears in re
re
borrowing from the sinking mnd was
the
citi
gard to the question confronting
sorted to, and the suin of $81,000 takei
to be,‘
zens ol Deering of ‘‘to be, or not
therefrom, and Is now due that land.
anti from some of the communication! Other liabilities he mentioned are unpait
bills of new Armory, $13,348, “The bond
which have recently appeared in th<
ed Interest acoount has been drawn ot
no!
Daily PRESS, it is apparent that,
from time to time for current expenses
o.
only are there a number of people whost which must bo replaced to the amount
For several years an lnsuflicien
position on this question is not based or $13,201.
sum has been allowed for tax abatements
any comprehensive knowledge of the ex' This deficit has now reached the sum o.
thal
conditions
Amounts due on laud pur
isfcing conditions, or the
$26,000.”
chased for contemplated para system o
will exist, if annexation becomes a fact
Bis
Baxter, $16,778 It
and hence are a little uncertain of tneii all Honor, ex-Mayor
amounting to $140,415. This in a cltj
eithei
is
there
deb
which on its books reduced its
position; but also that
and bt
lacking on the part of those who do pro $32,000 during the last fiscal year,
out a similar course “may be
tend to be certain of their position, ar following
lieve Itself from ail burdens of the pas
accurate knowledge of the real facts relu
in ten years.”
tive to the conditions of the two cities, o?
According to Mayor Handall, there ar<
actual liabilities for which no offsets an ,
else they use only such facts and figure
even
so
and
it would seen
as will lead one, provided
he be not tot shouldclaimed,
properly be added to that "ne
matter of logio, t( debt,” making it amount to $1,449,151
particular on tho
adopt their conclusions as incontrovert which gives the rate per cent as .0383
What other liabilities of a similar nature
ible.
there maykbe, not so urgent e.s to rcquiri )
However, we are all human, and ari immediate attention in the opinion of HI 1
therefore liable to ’err. And In order t< 1 Honor, we have no means of knowing
have showi
get at the real facts, both sides should bi as the reports would not mention o
these, but for the Mayor's
heard, misstat3ments correoted, misrepre them In ills address.
sontations laid low, and fallacies exposed
We are told that Deering has begun im
With this in view, a piaco in the column > provements which when completed, wil |
raise her rate per cent, nearly to the fivi
of your valuable paper is solicited for th
o
per cent limit, and far above that
*
th
publication of this communication
Portland. In thiB connection it maybi 1
solo object of which is to bring the fact 5 well to note that Mayor Randall’s esti
;
mate of extraordinary expenditures fo:
before the people, whether they he con
the present year for T'ukey’s bridge, nev
further
die
or
arc
herein
tained
through
sohoolhouse in Wilrd One, and increase li 1
aussion brought out later.
State tax, was $140,000, and while Port ;
Knowing the facts every one can dray land, by raising her tax rate, sellinj
the brai
such conclusions ns they seem to him t > bonds at a premium and raiding
;
Company's treasury, has provided in par
wnT-rant
and we are ail Yankees, if i
11 for this, yet if reports aie true, there wil 1
1
of
And,
conjecture.
bo something left to require extraordin
comes to a matter
knowing the faots, a majority of tin ary appropriations for the coming year.in
Now let us see about the enormous
voters of both cities prefer to live unde:
crease in Deering’s debt, about which w<
condi
such
under
and
one

t

■
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CASH
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=

SALE

j
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government

iwve neara so

will then exist, let us submit b;
all means to the judgment of the major
tions

as

ity.

BOOTS and SHOES,

The assertion that those opposed to an
nexation in Deering are entirely madavowed seek
up of present office holders,
those men
and
honors,
after
ers
political
a >
modest aspirants, who are sub rosa,
afflicted with that “deep seates [

least,

Is only a counter charge on th
bo
port of those who are annexationists,
cause their remarkable abilities as states
o:
men have not been duly recognized
and so are ready tc
appreciated,
justly

COMMENCING

hope”

Morning

Monday

down the house about their own ear
in order to destroy those whom fortun
has smiled more kindly upon, nor ar
they entirely free, it may be from a wee
hope that in Greater Portland

pull

not entitled to our serious considera
There are the real facts behind al I
this, and in view of which it is eithe
wise or unwise for Deering to be annexes [
are

Bargains in Every Department,
In order to clean out

our

stock and

tlon.

to Portland. The loss of a representative
tax rates, and the condition o
room
having the question of further improve
we ! inents in our territory placed in tb 1
hands of men a large majority of when
and would live in the more densely populates |
portion ot the Greater City are unques
tioned facts and are with many other 5
entitled to consideration.
The question of the debt of each cit;
and its relation to the valuation is no
;
free from some uncertainty in the mind 5
of many, and from its importance ough
to be entitled to more care: ul in estiga
tion than has yet been given U by mos
of our citizens, although it must be ad ;
mitted that it is a little difficult to get a J
Portland's real financial standing Iron 1
the reports issued, owing, as one of th !
commissioners termed it to her, oxper
system of bookkeeping. The statemen
that the proportionate debt of the twi
cities is now practically the same, no
Now
only does not tell the whole story, but i
also erroneous.
In the first place the question of wheih
is above or belov ;
er or not a city’s debt
the five per cent, limit has reference ti 1
.".c the gross debt, and is of importance, be
cause no city has any authority to horror
_.aa
money in excess of five per cent, of it
and it is admitted that Port
!.L*i valuation,
debt is seven and two-tenth 1
2.0^ land's gross
per cent, of her valuation, two and two
2.51
above the flvo per cent
cent,
tenths per
2.4S
limit. It is not denied, however, tha
1
Portland is able to make temporary loan
ansi refund her present debt, if necessary
1
her cresliiors relying upon the hono
4.1. 1 and integrity of her eititzens to meet he
J
obligations, yet she would hardly under
take, we think, to avowedly increase he
.0.
heron j
permanent or bonded indebtedness
!
its present limit, and tfiis fact has cause *
her to perform some rather reinarkabl
;
financial gymnastics within the past fe\

higher

make
to arrive

for new spring goods which are soon
have overhauled all our lines ot Ladies , Gents’
Children’s Boots and Shoes, and have marked them
down at prices that will move them quickly.

HEBE ABE A FEW OF OUR LEADERS:
G-oods.

X-iStclies’

_Formerly
Ladies’ Pointed Toe Button Boots,
iiusset Lace, Pointed Toe,
*
*•
B^ton,
Box Calf I.ace,
Small lot Coat Button,
La ies’ Kid Button Waukenphast,

’’

on

°.OU
4.00
$3.50 and 5.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
3.50
3.00
3.00
$2.50 to
4.00
o.OO
1.50

Turn
Plain Toe.
Congress Boots, Imt. Button,
•
iiusset Lace Boots, iiusset Pat. Tip,
.
*.
Cloth Top,
Kid Button Buots, Cloth Top,
*•
Southern 'lies, Pat. Tip,
One Odd Lot Ladies’ Oxfords,
*.

•*

u

..

*»•£*

2-S

..
■

Ladies’Beaded Slippers, double strap,
Patent Leather Oxfords, Pointed Toe,
iiusset Oxfords, last year’s floods,
*•

I^Eoxx?js

1

Goods.

1

_Formerly
Small Lot Lace and Cons. Pointed Toe, Pat. Leather,
Russia Bals,

Lvltts,
Calf Lined,
Leather Bals, Round Toe,

$5.00

Patent
Box Calf Bals,

all

sizes,

4.2.
4. SI
4.21
2 .91
1.7c

?.50
5.00

Calf Bills
Calf Congress and Bals,
Patent Leather Bals,

,

;

$4.00 and 5.00
5.00

Tiak

Calf Oxfords,

|

vwrf

5

t, wplvo-h’incirodth

,4>1.9S i per cent, of her valuation,

5.00
o.OO
6.00
5.00

Brass

**

Xow

years.
On the other hand, Deering’s gros
debt at the end of the present year wil
and

3.50 and 4.00

l.^c

2.00 and 4.00

.»<

leaving a pot
sihlo increase of about two per cent fo
further permanent improvements befor
reaching her live per cent limit; whicl I
may be seen from the following figures
and which may be verified by investiga
tion.
Bonded debt (Including Forest
Ave. bonds,
City’s share of cost of sewer for

$120,000
6,~0(

'97,

Amount spent on High School

11,200

•97,
Temporary loan for land dam-

We also offer great bargains in Misses’ and
Children’s Shoes at this sale.
This sale will continue until all the goods ar<
closed cut. Call early and get the best selections.

Total,

Amount due
Forest Ave,.

valuation will at the end of the coming year amount to $5,355,000, whict
would make our rate per cent. .0392. No ;
such a startling difference between tha 1
and Portland’s present rate based on he
“not dobt” plus the additional ;liabilitie |
pointed out by His Honor, and even 1
some other liabilities are not found re
quirlng immediate attention next year
with her heavy extraordinary expense !
this year, an uotual decrease In her debt
is hardly probable,, though what her Sys
tern of bookkeeping may show is a mat
ter of conjecture.
But it is said in the last ton years Port
laud has paid off $1,70*1,000 of her debt
and accordingly in ten years more “sh >
may be free from the burden of tfc >
past.” Well, It may be within the rang )
of possibilities, but as a probability it i >
about as likely to take place as, in ease o t
annexation, Portland Is likely to spam 1
one-half of her appropriations for streets
streets now within th )
or #50,000 on the
limits of Hearing.
It is very simple to pay off debts witl
paper and penoil; for instance, Heerini
will undoubtedly be at the end of th
ooming year $200,000 in debt. Suppos >
instead of being annexed we maintaii
our separate government and raise ou
tax rute from $17 to $20 per thousam 1
which with our annual increase in valu
;
ation would raise au additional sum o
twenty to twenty-live thousand dollar ,
dur
per year, over our income from taxes
ing the present year. Then allowing :
for our annual increase in current oxperi
ditures apply $15,000 a year of that in
crease to our debt and the farmers o
Ward One, Two and Three, not to men
tion those of Ward Koven, would be re
lieved from the burdens of the past al !
most as soon as if a resident of Greate
Portland.
Investigation will show that it is no
true that Beering has not paid her run !
ning expenses. The records show tha :
the only increase in debt from that lef
by tbe old town has been for sewers, lor
est Avenue, and the new High School
The temporary loan of $4,500 mentions I
above was unexpected for this year’s ex
penditure, and will readily be taken oar
of under next year’s appropriations, am |
should not really bo added to the debt, es
debt fo
pecially in the estimate of the undoubt
the end of next year, as it will
time.
before
that
edly be taken cnro of
The question has many pbasos yet t
!
he discussed, but to our mind the whol
question broadlv stated will resolve itsel
into this: Shall wo, if annexed, actual!
receive as ninny improvements us w
?
should by raising the same amount o
r
money on our property, and spending i
ourselves. There certainly will not b :
any more money to spend in the tw
cities than when separate, the tax rat
Annexation wil j
remaining the same.
not create any valuation whero it doe
Then the question come
not now exist.
right home, will a city government,
large majority of which resides in th f
densely populated part, take a portion o
the money raised on the property in tha
nart. and spend it in the less thick!
soft led territory? It would seem to ti
that the needs of smaller Portland ar
enough to require all the money that i
can raise by taxation on Its own proper*
for some years to come. You cannc
ts
spend more in one territory withouttift
king from the other. If yon spend
or
sixty thousand dollars on Deering’
streets Portland's would suffer. The: e
I
would be the additional twenty or twer
ty-five thousand dollars coming from th B
increase in Deering’s taxation with whin 3
she might be policed, and be furnishe 1
with better Are protection perhaps, bn t
wo are not obliged to he annexed to Pori
land to get our tax rate raised. We can d 3
that ourselves, and hire police, and buy 3
Are engine if we wish. The quegtio 3
whether with the same amount of tnone Y
to spend, a city government, a very larg 3
majority of whioh live in the densely poj
ulated part could more judiciously spen 1
the money and meet the needs of the sul
urban districts better than a govermner t
entirely of men living in thos a
our

■

■

_

$152,4U(
from

abuttors

1,S5(
151,151

Gross debt,

Total valuation at end of present yea r
estimated on increase of last two yean
$4 830,000; rate per cent., .0312 But it i s
“net debt’’ should b *
said Portland’s
composed
taken, which will bring her rate pe
ha
cent, down to .134, and that Leering
Consumption Positively
contracted for improvements which at th Lend of the coming year, when the tw
Cured.
cities will bo really united, will mat 3
Mr. It. B. G reeve, merchant, of Chi
her rate per cent, far In excess of Pori
howie.Va., qertiAes that ho had consumj
land, and very near her five per oenl
limit.
tion, was given up to uio, sought a 1
medical treatment that money could prr
Xjet us see. Portland represents her tc
8
claim
eoul :1
tul indebtedness as $2,720,550, and
cure, tried all cough remedies ha
and
of
railroad
ga
hear of, but got no relief; spent man
assets consisting
assel 8
it:
fund
and
trust
was
fund
in
a
chair;
stocks, sinking
nights sitting up
amounting to $1,439,734, leaving a nt * duced to try Dr. King’s Now Discovery
sinkin
he
r
? and was cured by use of two bottles,
debt of *1,286,796. But that
e
fund, while nominally containing at th1 II pasi three years has been attending t 3
business and says Dr. King’s New Du
beginning of the past year $49,984,
oi tl; K
covery is the grandest remedy over mad<
renlity had nothing in it but uofes
an
n
fire
boat,
as it has done so much for him and als
city, ‘a bill of sale of the
for otherSiin'his commnnity. Dr. King s
other kindred collateral; ami as lreasui
New Discovery is guaranteed for Coughf
er
Libby admitted before the onnnii
cit
Colds and Consumption. It don’t fai
sioners, it contained nothing lhat the
redu<
c
to
Goold s
which
could lay its hands on by
l Trial bottles free at II. P. S.
own notes
its
debt,
except
the city’s
Store.
Drug
;
His rlono:

Stemeisalber, Stale Operas $i®Bn«iaiy IWonsing
ni

4-50 3

ages, etc.,

a

■

lingering
if they are conspicuous in advocatinj
union, the lightning might insist 01 1
coming down their rod.
But such charges and counter charge

O’CLOCK.

jate.

■

1

AT 8.30

much or

house, estimated to cost $30,000, will prob
ably cost $50,10.), over $11,000 of whict
abovi I
was included in Hearing’s debt, as
stated. To complete contemplated im
provements on Forest Avenue, $15,000 ii 1
estimated to be amply sufficient, but t(
allow a margin, let us add $55,000 to oui
present debt, and it will then amount t< 1
$200,000, and with a proportional increasi 1
in valuation to that of the past two years

8.30 O’Cloek.

All Portland
low the

People

WOI1K

Have To Do

Is to Fol-

Example ol' Fellow Citizens.

Knots ara stubborn.
Some may be disputed,
None can be disproved.
A tact Is the opposite of fiction.
Is always hedged about with proof.
Has to stand the test of investigation;
Or it drifts to the realm of doubt.

Investigate closely the following:
Tiie closer the scrutiny the more
vincing the result.

oon-

539 Congress Si.

Brown Block.

1

HOTEL HAJESTIC,

Mayor Randall

Central Park West & 72d to 7 8 st Sts.,New York
the ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
thoroughly lighted
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.
AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.

One of the largest anil finest -best located,

AISSJ.iE & WEBSTER.

however that may be,
in his inaugural artdre; s
called the attention of the city goveri
bonde il
meat to the fact that Portland’s
debt does not include ail her iiabihtiei
and that there were some inheritances < f
neede I
that
previous extravagances
1 beg I o
special attention, and says:
foliowin ?
to the
call your attention
:i
special appropriations that will he neede
to th e
addition
in
for the coming year
usual amount required for current exper
has been ac
sss, practically all of Which
But,

1

aai« 1

eoiiti

grata Bquare Hotel.

Annual

Cash

*

(

Clearing Sale

*

---

Mrs, David Rounds, of No. 74 Linooln
“I felt miserable in the fall
of 1895 and the winter of 1896 for my
the better of me and I was

•

OF-

OVERCOATS,

street, says:

complaint got

I was subject to
run down.
and
spells of dizziness, my appetite failed
of my
a severe pain settled in the small
back. At night I could not sleep although
I wanted to badly, my kidneys acted very
sluggishly and the secretions were very
about myself
scanty. I felt quite anxious
and tried to find some means of stopping

completely

I read in

it.

a

ness

ULSTERS,

looal paper that Doan’s

such troubles
Kidney Pills were for just
and I got them at H. H. Hay & Son s
and
drug store at the junction of hree
work
Middle streets. They did their
well. My kidneys act freely, the dlzziis gone and I can rest at

night

REEFERS ADD SUITS

and

By the Manufacturers.

can recsleep refreshingly. I am sure I
ommend Doan's Kidney Pills to anyone.
Doan's Kidney Pills 50 cents per box,
for sale by all dealers or sent by mail on
receipt of price by Koster-Milburn Co.,

N. Y..

Stats.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
no substitute.
_

districts, and who know the needs from
actual experience in living therein is one

which merits caroful consideration.
The advantages anticipated by the ardent annexationists as resulting from
union, are very tine to think about, DUt
fail to materialize it
if they should
would not be the first time that,the realities had failed to come up to anticipations.
Deering’s increase in debt during the
nast year and for the coming year need
We shall not put up
cause no alaTm.
High School buildings ou.every street
corner, and we have but one Forest aveOur sewer system is practically
nue.
completed so far as the needs of our city
An
will require for a number of years.
increase in our rate of taxation to 518.
annual increase
per thousand, with our
in valuation, will meet all ordinary exallow
and
something each year
penditures
for permanent improvement and for reduct-ion of our debt. What money we now
raise, we are sure will be spent within
That it is wise to
our own territory.
let this bird in the hand go for the bird
in the bushes of Greater Portland is certainly not a self-evident fact.
^

of both Portland and Deerto vote next March upon the qnestion of the annexation of Deering to Portland. Portland never has had the opportubefore, but it is no new question in
The

It lias been discussed in every
for at least eight or ten
After a couple years of desultory
in the year 1889, when Col.

years.

agitation,

Edward Moore was the Deering ropresentative at Augusta, and Hon. Charles F.
Libby of Portland was in the Senate,
two measures were passed by the legislature, with the avowed purposo of giving
the citizens of Deering a ohoice of ohanges
of form of municipal government. One
was an enabling act for annexation to
Portland, generally understood to have
Hopkins
been drafted by Judge Geo. G.
of Deering, who at that time championed
other
the annexation movement. The
was a city charter for Deering, drafted
Chap
by a committee consisting of L. B.
W. Wilman, Daniel D. Chenery, Adam
H. Hutchins,
son, Kuel Small, Joseph
[saac L. Elder and F. O. Bailey, three
of whom arc now said to favor annexation. This charter is the same, though
some what changed by amendments,under
which Deering now exists.
Following the enactment of these two
arose
measures a division of opinion
among the advocates of a new departure,
a
for
so
time,
that,
as to which to adopt;
the party which still adhered to the old
town form of government had their way.
Annexation was submitted to the people
defeated byT a
in the year 1890, and was
majority of only eighty-four in a totai of
seven hundred and one (T01) votes, shorving o’etrength of at least 308 voters at this
early date. Son after, the city charter
whs defeated with a very
light vote, by
annexa-;
about two to one. in May, loyj
tion was again submitted to too people,
for it,
cast
were
and this time 886 votes
comin spite of the
a gain of 78 votes
binod efforts of the charter men and the
time, organized,
town men, who, this
canvassed, and spent money freely for
their campaign purposes, and mustered
vote. Annexation was
every available
defeated by a vote of 5!)6 to 886 at the
largest town meeting ever held in the history of the town. At this time the Eastthis
ern Forgo Co., was in operation and
helped the vote of the “Antis” by about
added
when
sixty transient voters, which,
to what was then known as the “dump
who were
those
cart brigade,” that is,
regularly employed upon the roads by
force to
a
sufficient
the town officers, was
hold the balance of power. Besides, the
splendid organization of the anti-annexationists succeeded in bringing to the.polls
whom
voter
they had
almost
every
marked as opposed to annexation. In tho
fall of tiie same year, upon Uct. Ill, the

PKOGB&sb.

ULSTERS selling

warm

now

at

$7.50

WARM ULSTERS selling at only $10 and $| 2.
A few $25 Ulsters selling at only $15 each.
reduced prices.
All
Great values in GOOD OVERCOATS representing greatly
surplus stock and broken sizes MUST BE SOLD.
in price from $8 and $10 to only
BOYS’ ULSTERS ages 5 to 10 years, reduced

$5.00 each.
Boys’ $2.50

and 3.00

ages 3 to 8 years, offered and selling at
as represented and thoroughly reliable.

REEFERS,

Every article sold guaranteed

only $ | .85

GREAT SPECIAL SALE OF BOYS’ CLOTHING SATURDAY.

STANDARD CLOTHING GO.,
255 Middle St., Portland, Me.

people

possible phase

heavy

Lots of $15 and $18 heavy

are

nity
Deering.

$10 and $12

$8.50.

and

To the Editor of the Press:
jng

of Good Black

Lot

sole aeents for the United

■

Congress

MIBCEIXATTEOrS.

;

disproved.

citv oharter was accepteil by a light vote.
The enabling act of 1839 was exhausted
that
time
by its second trial, and from
until now the people have not had an opthis
question. At
portunity to vote upon
every session of the legislature, however,
legislaan attempt has been made to get
tion for the purpose; and on each occasion
met
at
been
Augusta
tho petitioners have
by the organized efforts of the office holders and,politicians of tho city of Deerlng,
who have been successful in preventing
submitting
the legislature from again
They
this vital question to the people.
hnvo uniformly claimed that tho measure
t.everthecould not be carried; but have,
less, boon unwilling to trust the pcoplejin
winter, however, the
the matter. 1 .nst
law creating the coin mission to formulate
terms for
annexation was passed; and
now we are once again to have an oppormethod
tunity to pass upon it. 'lhe
To
he
adopted for .fixing tho terms seems
as
could
cities
both
as fair a method to
here
I
has
contrived.
possibly have been
been an increase of about seven hundred
Buckiesi’s Arnica Salve.
polls;in Deering since 1891, when it was
fu
1
last, v >tel upon, and many of these aie
THE BEST SALVE; in the world
Bal t from Portland.
Cats,
Bruises,
Sores, Ulcers,
CUnppe 1
There would seem to he good grounds
Hiieum, Eever Sores, Tetter, ml
nJ£1 1
time Peering will
Blands, Chilblains, Corns and rile*, c ? for the belief that thismoro
vote for annexation;
especially so.
Eruptions and positively cures
were
e
since the chief arguments which
no pay required. It is guaranteed to giv
then advanced against it are no longer
perfect satisfaction or money r,®fUu
;
x
valid, and the relative financial condition
Price «6 cento per box. For sale by agoe
of the two cities is now about the same.
677
B.
dt., unuer

Goold,

MISCEIXAUEOIJS.

"standard CLOTHING CO,

A Portland citizen speaks here;
Speaks from experience and conviction.
Relates faots—stubborn facts.
That may be disputed, but cannot be

_

Center & Howeli,

|

SIISCEIXABfEOUS.

HEBE.

and Operators of 30
Manufacturers [and Promoters of Fashionable, Perfect Fitting; Clothing,
jan5dtf
Stores.
Largest Wholesale and Retail Dealers in America.

Tiano

ANNUAL MEETINGS

buyers--

Casco National Bank.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland will be held at
tlie office ol said bank on Tuesday, the eleventh
day of January. 1898, at 10 o’clock a. m.. for tha
purpose of electing seven directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of auy other business which mav legally come before that meeting,

jn-ldtd MARSHALL R. GORING, Cashier.

Tiie Portland

nS^sThyde;

m
liino
Ur I
1%
JfB f»|

—AMD

N

riAilUuj

...—

AEOLIAN.

UNIQUE

CALL at our Warerooms will convince you that we are fully equipped to fulfill your
requirements, and that we are in a position to give you better value for your money than can be
obtained elsewhere.
Our Liberal Term* of Credit enable anybody to own and enjoy a good Piano.
A

_

In

of the Stockholders of
Railway will
be held at the ofllee of the Mayor of the City of
Portland on Tuesday, the eighteenth day of
January, 1898, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to
choose Directors for the ensuing year, and to
transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
jan4d2wJOHN \V. DANA, Clerk.

meeting
THEtheannual
Portland & Ogdensburg

Transposing Key Board

THE

3VETTSilC DldPARTMEPirT
selecting the goods for fids department we have spared no pains or

expense to

make it

CANAL

GEORGE

declAdtd_

Merchants' National Bank.

517 CONGRESS STREET.

deci6dtfnrm

THE SHERIDANS’ BALL.

night

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK.

at the Auditorium the
Co. L, M. s S. N. G.,

X-MAS

Sheridan Rifles,
will give their grand ball, and military
A Day in
entertainment desoriptive of
Camp.” A splendid order of dances will
be

provided,

and the American

HOLIDAY

hear him in

ning.

Congress

hall tomorrow eve-

_

THE

COLUMBIAN

CLUB.

The following officers wore elected by
the members of the Columbian club, for
the ensuing year:
President—W. E Philips.
Vice President—E. W. Hopkins.
Recording Secretary—F. L. Adams.
Financial Secretary—M. F. Healy.
Treasurer—M. E. Conley.
Committee—D. E. Magner,
Auditing
John Collins and Edgar Seymour.
House Committee—James Welch. J. R.
Ryan, Churles Quinn, John Collins and
J.’ H. Naylor.
Toastmaster—M. E. Conley.
FARM BUILDINGS

BURNED.

Patten, January 10.—The farm buildings of L. B. Grant, together with conSir.
tents, were burned this morning.
Grant’s live stock and produce were also
consumed. Tho loss is 11000 and there is
no insurance.

g

g
»

Scroll Saws with choice woods,
Fine Razors and Cutlery,
Pocket Knives and Scissors,
with Sterling Silver Handles.
Carving Kuires, 7oc to $10.00.
Plated Table Knives and Forks,
<kc., &c.

ti
|
IS

ANNUAL. MEETING.

g

M. PERKINS & GO.,

I

Hardware Dealers,
■■■ 1.
Opposite Middle.

a

8 FRlir;

SwcJSCTBSSiWBBSRIlWHHHBSMHMMisBBB^H
REAL

estate

transfers.

These transfers have beon reoorded:
Woodman Mason to Mosisk Cobb, both
of Westbrook wood land in Westbrook.
Thomas H. Pratt to Henry B. Jensen,
In
both of Peering, land and buildings
Peering* on Pitt street.
R.
McRosa E. Dachokler to William
Kenney, both of Sebngo, for $-00, land in
Sebaao.
Fidelia T. Prince to Oliver Stovens et
als, for $100, land in HarpsweJl.
Nettie L. Verrill et al to Arthur W.
Weutworth all of Auburn, land in Auburn.
Martha E. Coburn of Hudson, N. H..
to Percey W. Stevens of Dei ring, laud in

Peering.

Til-'annual meeting of ilie stockholders of
First National Bank cf Portland for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year, and
the transaction of any other business that may
legally be presented, will be held at its Banking Rooms on TU ESDAY. the 11th day of January, 1898, at 10 o’clock A. M.
J. E. WENGREN, Cashier.
dec6
_<Rd_
the

CALL AND SEE OUR LINKS.

11

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
file Portland National Bank of Portland for ilie
election ot diectors for the ensuing year and
the transaction of any other business that may
legally be presented, will be held at their banking house on TUESDAY the 11th., day of January, IS98. at 11 o'clock A. M.
CHARLES G. ALLEN. Cashier.

Portland, Maine, December 9,1897.
dec9
_dtd

Sleds, Skates,
Boys' Tool Chests,

CHALK-TALK THIS WEEK.

has steadily refused to use his board for
any other than the grand cause of doing
He is brimming over with fun,
good.
Everybody is invited to
just the same.

j

Hardware.

Cadet

Band will furnish excellent music.
Mr. Greet will he on hand Wednesday
evening with bright and stiring sentences
graphically illustrated by his crayon.
It is commendable to this artist to say
could employ his entire
that while he
time at a good salary as a Inn creator, he

BANK.

The annual meeting of ilie stockholders
:
National
Merchant’s
the
of
Bank of Portland. Me., for the election of seven
the
transacand
directors for the ensuing year
tion of any other business that may legally be
their
at
banking hous-,
presented, wiil be neld
on Tuesday the 11th day of January, 1898, at 10
0. 0. BANCROFT, Cashier.
o’clock a. ill.
December 9, 1897.deciadtd

Mi Steiner! & Sons COu1
TELEPHONE 818-2.

NATIONAL

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Canal National bank of Portland will be
held at their banking house on Tuesday, the
11th day of January, 1898, at 11 o’clock a. m.
of seven directors and tor
for the election
the transaction or any other business that
be
may
legally jwesented.
C. PETERS, Cashier.
December 10, 1897.

the Leading Music Depot Jn the Slate.
Mail Orders Promptly Attended To-

Tomorrow

Ogdensburg Railway.

&

The Chapman National Bank.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Chapman National Bank will be held at Ur
hanking rooms on Tuesday the lltli day of January. 1898. at 10 o’clock a. m.. for the election
of directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
CHESTER IT. PEASE, Cashier.
declOdtd
Portland, Me., Dec. JO. 1897.

STATE MUTUAL. LIKE INSURANCE CO.
fTiIIK annual meeting of (he members of the
I state Mutual Fire Insurance Co. will be

company. No. 11 Exstreot. on Wednesday, Jan. 19. 1808, at
for tbe election or directors for the
ensuing year, and to transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
E. C. CAliLL, Secretary.
Jan7diw

held at Ihe office of I be

change

2.30 p.

in.,

TRITE

LATHAM
PIANO,

The President yesterday nominated (lie
following postmasters: Walter E. Clark, 537
Waldoboro.
janf

0RGAn"aN0

Studio, Room

is.

THEORY.

Brown Block,

CONGRESS

STREET.
dlw

—

MAINE

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

the Southwest afforded us the spectacle
of the inhabitants of one State promenad-

Rudyard Kipling contributes to the Janhis Just
uary St. Nicholas the second of
So Stories. The present one tells How the
Oamel Got His Hump and Oliver Herford
furnishos a number of illustrations for it.

national law which
will regulate inter-State health matters.
The recent alarm about yellow fever in

AND

STATE PBESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier any where witbin the city limits and at
W'oodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the

feeling touching

—■-II

advance,
per
tisements, 25
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertisements not paid in advance, will be charged
it regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
■or first insertion, and 50 cents por square foi
la-jh subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., B7 Exchange Street,
Portland, He.

THE

PEESS.

has been facetiously asked if th«
Mexican trip of Mr. Bryan shou id be regarded as the tail end of the last campalgr
or the front end of the next.
The theatrical trust was not long permitted to remain alone in the amuse
ment world, for now comes the baaebal
trust to keep it company, and the oirole
to be extended from time to time,

occasion requires.

During the month of December thirtyfour railroads earned $23,048,339, an increase of $2,675,190 over the $20,073,149 reported for December, 1892. Thirty-twc
show
This

two
decreases.
increases, and
reflects a feeling of confidence in

business circles.

Russia, England and Japan have come
to an agreement relative to Corea, and the
British ships have departed for Hong
Kong. What the agreement is has not
boon made public, but the probability is
that it is one by which each gets an equal
amount of; the swag. Of course the interests of the Coreans do not figure to any

appreciable extent

in the trade.

The Sureme Court of Missouri decides
that smoke 5 not a nuisance per sc, unless so declared by statute, and holds that
a smoke ordinance of the city which provides that “the emission into the open aii
of dense black or thick gray smoko within
the corporate limit of the city is hereby
deolared a nuisance” exceeds the powers
of the city under its charter, and is
reasonable and void.

un-

"

The councils of the city of Philadelphia have under consideration an ordinance providing that aisles in theatres,
public halls and places of amusement
shall not be less thun six feet wide. The
intention of this ordinance is of course to
make escape easy in case of flro, but most

likely freedom of movement would be
better promoted by increasing the number of aisles rather than by the widening
process, which seems to be the only thing
contemplated by the ordinance in question.
to be no doubt that the
government at China has yielded to the
pressure of Germany and has granted the
German Emperor a cession of the port of
There

it is admitted on both sides that there
will be no election today. As to the relative strength of Hanna and the opIndinatinno

seems

caain

tn Via

tliat

*-

the formar has been gaining, and that ultimately he will win, though there may
be many ballots before his triumph is
achieved. Stilljthere is au element of
much
dependence
uncertainty. Not
can be
placed upon a man who has
as
has Mr. Grifhe has no mind of his
own, and the crowd whioh gets at him
last secures him for the time being. The

so

frequently

Evidently

fith.

It

isjlikely

United States Senator
Ball ting
begins In the Ohio legislature today, but

make for Hanna are the
facts that he has the great majority of the
Republicans of the state behind him and
that his support is solid and enthusiastic, while the opposition has very little

things that

Undoubtedly in the discussion of

appoint

depredations.
Also, apropos of boy

health

slip away,

they

cannot be restored.
are really old is to suffer
and that is a sin.
It is a sin

are

:

up the nerves and restoring woman'*
to its natural state, relieves all these troubleIn confirmation of this we, by
terine symptoms.
permission, refer to the following women, all of
whom speak from experience:
Miss Celia Van
Horn, 1912 Sharswood St., Philadelphia, Pa.; Miss

special symptoms Mrs.
ive Wash, which will cure
ines a trial.
te to Mrs. Pinkham,

ed; you

can

Pinkham has
local troubles.

Lynn, Mass., if you

prepared

address private questions to

a

not

To MOTHERS.
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AND
“
PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” as our trade mark.

itttuy

a/i

mu

“

years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the kind you have always bought
-r on the
g,
and has the signature of
wrapone
has
No
me
to
use
name
exauthority from
per.
my
The
Centaur
cept
Company of which Chas. E. Fletcher is
President.
/>
,x>.
March 8,1897.
»

g A t the Mechanical Falls Congregational
church Sunday at Mechanic Falls, the
pastor, Rev. Frederick Newport, read his

Do lNot De Deceived.
endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some
druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the ingredients of which even he does not know.

“The Kind Yon Have Always Bonght”
BEARS THE FAOSIMILE
SIGNATURE OF

Oscar Butters, Newport, $10;
H. Weaver, Togus, $6; Almond
ren,

Albion, $fc>.

ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETO.

Josephine E. Beal, Bath, $6.

Charles
G. War-

large
partment.

increase in tlie

very

FINANCIAL

m

ouu »»

take effeot

FIX AN Cl AX.

$50,000
Portland Water Company Gold
4s, Due 1927.

H. HI.
dec31

FOR SALE BY

Pays©*#

Income

Total Net
Income.

LEGALITY

|

The legal papers have been drawn under
the combined direction of Charles H. Tyler,
Esq., of Boston, Frank S. Streeter, Esq., of
Concord, New Hampshire, and Drummond
& Drummond of Portland, and they have
passed their opinions favorably upon this
issue of bon s,

|

Lasso.

Its the
way of the
Cuworld.
pid discovers

a

man

and

a

maid

---

|
|

Found in every
Maine's only old-line Life Insurance

Casco National Bank
|

Company. There is nothing equivheads
It states just \l
ocal in the contract.
if;
in
together
“
il way. The
be
will
what
done—pay upon satis- \|
&
■sman throws
m factory
proofs of death.” No time g
er them and
putting

their

re:

two

peo-

ide more or
for life. If

__gilt, healthy,

cheerful wife they will be more and more
happy as the years go on. If she is weak
and ailing and incapable there won’t be
much happiness for either of them.
A woman makes a grave mistake who
enters upon the obligations and trials. of
inarried life handicapped by physical
weakness or disease. It is her duty to be
in the best possible condition to support
the duties of wifehood and motherhood.
If every young woman who knows of or
suspects any unhealthy condition in her
physical make-up would seek competent
professional advice she would save herself
much future mortification and misery. Dr.
R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician of
the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute
of Buffalo, N. Y., gladly answers confidential correspondence from women free of
charge and gives careful fatherly and professional advice, to suit the individual case.
He has, for thirty years been recognized
as among the most eminent of living specialists in the treatment of diseases peculHis “Favorite Prescripiar to women.
tion is the only proprietary remedy in the
world designed by an authorized, educated
physician specifically to cure female troubHis great thousand-page illustrated
les.
book the “Common Sense Medical Adviser” will be sent free for 21 one-ceut
stamps to pay the cost of mailing only.
For 31 stamps a heavier cloth covered copy
will be sent.
Barbara A. Mudd, of Indiancreek, Monroe
I am vei^’ thankful for what
Co., Mo., writes:
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription did for me. I
from nervous prostration,
down
was all broken
but since taking ^our medicine I have had more
the
all
doctors. Your Favorite
relief than from
Prescription did me a world of good.”
Doctor
The quick constipation cure
Never gripe.
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets.
or
imitation.
substitute
no
Accept
—

|

|

|

limit of which advantage might be
®
taken, but oracticallv immediate settlement.
The condition

$

obligatory upon the
the regular payment

-j

jj

|
vl

policy-holder is
of premiums. After a time, even if
$ those are not promptly met, the pol-

«

value by the Maine NonForfeiture Law. Other privileges are
likewise guaranteed after three annual

jj
jj

icy has

|

|i'!>

a

all
payments have been made
clearly stated in the contract. A
specimen upon any form cheerfully

|
|

|yi
y|

|

|

furnished.

i Union mutual Ok
1 insurance Co.
Portland, Hie.
1
<t>

f

j

1824.

Incorporated
CAPITAL.

AND

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Draft# drawn on .National Provincial
of England, London, in largo or
Dank
mnall amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Interest allowed

on

Time

Deposits.

_

Real

MOULTON,

BANKERS,

MARSHALL R. GODINS,

Cashier-

HQHEBONDS.

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

5’s

STEPHEN BERRY,

gock, Joi

(gwd

ffidndel,

Ko. 37 Plum Street.

hTe7 MILLS,
Tuner,
Plano
,iate st Chandler’s Muslo Store, 431
n,.„

°raer

207,756.33
208.640.07

r
T

[QTZSCHSVIAR HALL

ta
Cap;
stock

„

J

306.199.01

203,805.71

214.S09.59
35,039.35

the

to

I
_

A
"

«

—

mortgage all the stocks of
]

IS

5’s

E.

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS
Maine

WALL

ST.,

0. STANWQOQ &
JDEVONSHIRE ST„

jams,11,13,15

Cousress street.

AUDITORIUM, WED. EVE. JAN, 12

heridan Rifles, Go. L, 1st
N. G. S. M.

ssisted by the AMERICAN CADET BAND.
Tickets-Gents 50c; ladies 25c. Dance music
r orchestra of 20 pieces.
JanSdet

TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 11,
PORTLAND.
vs.
iOCKLAND
Thursday evening, Jan. 13.—BATHS.
Chandler s.
Games at 8,30. Seats in advance at

LECTURE

ILLUSTRATED

E. < liurcli,
Pine
Wednesday Evening, Jan. t‘i,
Street HI.

1

YORK

REV.

iY

C0„

F.

Admission 28 cents.

BOSTON.
fineol

C.
8

ROGERS.

o’clock.

jant0d3t»

lYROX W.famousWHITNEY
Boston’9
basso,
4gnes M. Safford, reader; Mrs.F. O. Hassoprano; Mrs. V. K. Baker, alto; Miss
jonice Chenery, soprano; Mrs. W. B. Morrill,
icompanist. In concert at

Maine Central R.

4s.

Portland Water

4s.

R.,
Co.,

Merrimack County,
N. H.,

Admission 35c: reserved seats 45c.
,

Chapman &

apitol stock of tile Water Company,

*225,000
150,000
This company has paid dividends at the rate
for
cent
if 8 per
many years.
FOR SALE BY

Prices on

sale

R E L 8.

Benefit of Foot Ball Team of
the Portland High School.

4s.

i

riday and Saturday,Jan.
At

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

On

Wyman’s._janlldBt

I I W 8 T

14-15

Assembly Hall, High School Building.

rickets, 25c and 36o.
■’3 Music Store.

Now

on

sale at Chaud-

Jaulld5t

4s.
AUCTION SALKS.

total bonded debt,

application.

O.

BAILEY &

CO~

ictioneers and Commission Merchants

_

H. M.PAYS0N&G0.,
u
tfd

SCOTS.”

Cosrregationnl
Church,
'oodfords
Thursday Evening, Jan. 13.

dtf

Bankers.

OF

MARY', QUEEN
:

jan"dtf

iss
■11

Population, estimated, 98,000.

decsi

Regf.

|

portiMtrust
I10V23

Day in Camp.)

CITY

GREENOUGH,
NFW

a

I

Us HER SIGN ED RECOMMEND
THE
THE ABOVE BONDS AS A SAFE AND
DESIRABLE INVESTMENT.

&

I the

GIVEN BY THE
V

bonds
who shall countersign
extent < f two-thir s of the par value

POOR

ENTERTAINMENT

1IUTARY

(Illustrating

offlows.
all the
coma The legal organization of
condition
of the
tiie physical
panies.
have been exaccounts
the
and
property,
amine and reported upon by experts nominated by the undersigned.

4’s

QUINTETTE.

GRAND BALL m

the

4’s

MAGICIAN

:

by the Mandolin and Guitar

_

of s itl stocks so deposited.
subThe mortgage provides that all the
companies are to be kept free from bonded
that
could
or floating debt or any action
cause impairment in the value of the shares.
1HK AMERICAN slttL iELEPHOS jffi
is represented in the boards of each of
CO
sub-companies by two of its principal

Portland and Rumford Falls

HERMAN

:

Whole house reserved. Seats 35 and 50c.
Plan of hall, and tickets at M. Steinert & Sons
C f>’s. Music House, 517 Congress St.
janedlw

1

..

TIE

Female Samaritan Ass’n.
Home lor Friendless Boys

CARCIOTT0

(is-

Surplus...

DchSIiC.

Assisted

sued).. .$6,700,000.00

Reserve

Do-s.'»{!}

| Hill

Jl

the Trustee,

4’s

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,

64,024.70

106,273.68

--t--

only

4’s

4>^’s

204.500.23

the'subordinate companies belonging to the
Erie Teleph ne Company are deposited with

Codar Rapids, Iowa, Water Comdue
pany, First Mortgage, gold, 5's,
1927.

|

The firm of Charles McLaughlin &
Co. was dissolved Dec. 31, 18117, by
the death of Mr. Geo. E. Davis.
The
business will be continued under the
the
name
firm
same
by
surviving partCHARLES WALKER,
ners.
ALBERT DRUMMOSD.

225,135,53

l0]iv terms of

Je4dtf

and

300,000.00

Supplleatunused).

its

Brunswick, Me.,
Maine Central R. R. Co.,

30.412.06

nts.

] Wednesday and Thursday, Jau. 12-li5

telCompany and the amekican bell
ephone company in the same proportion as the capital already owned by theta. The
object of the issue of bonds is to provide the
Erie Company with the means of payment for

Middle and Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.
janl dtf

Cumberland County,

....

$7,210,004.72
$7,210,004.72
As extension of the system becomes necessary
of
the subshare
the
to
time
capital
time
from
ordinate companies is increased and paid for
and
Erie
Telephone
the
Telegraph
at par by

COMPANY.

STEPHEN R. SMALL Presidnl

■XTBAYAGANZA CO.

C(

—

Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
others
Corporations,
uals,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transAot Banking basithis
of any description through
ness
Bank.

|

LIABILITIES.

estate..

Accounts receivable..
Cash.

Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.

Sterling Exchange.

208,450.04
222,184.96
231,244.61
234,912,29
271,781.12
314,913.75

Property &
franchise..*,6345,020 25

V

Dl^OLbTfOV

jau5(llw

MAINE,

$205,318.84

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1890.

Interest Applicable
Paid, to Dividends,
$205,318.84
207,431.81
$1,018.83
213,807 37
8,377.50
19 402-50
211,782.11

ASSETS.

OF

PORTLAND,

Shaw’s

May

• BIG- •

1890:

dtf

..

I

Total.... $1,688,806.21 $229,569.45 $1,459,236.70
The net income for 1897 (partly estimated) is
$365,000.
It will be observed that notwithstanding the
pregeneral business depression of the period been
sented,a continuous increase of income has
maintained. The net earnings for 1896 applicable to interest on the bonds were $314,913.75,
and the management state that tlie expenditure
of the new capital will'create more than a proportionate increase of revenue.
The tallowing is a condensed statementof the
condition of the sub-companies December 31,

& C©.

Cupid'*

WEEK OF JAN. 10.

ates the "subordinate corporations (.conduct- I ’retty Girls,
ing tbe Kell Telephone business in Cleveland,
of Minnesota. North and Sout li
Guzzling Costumes,
Dakota, Texas, ami Arkansas (excepting only
Hills
Black
Big Array of Talent.
the
and
Duluth
district.)
The profits of the Erie Company, like those
BELL
TELEPHONE
AMERICAN
of the
COMPANY, are derived from dividends on the 1 atinee Daily at 2.
Evening at 8'
shares of the sub-companies belonging to it,and
for seven years its income account has been as
Admission to cents. Reserved Seat 20 and 30
follows:

EXAMINATION.

—

dst

$250,000.00 Ohio,land In all

We have the favorable reports of two engineers who made a careful examination of
this property.

Cor.

Cha*e,|Manager, Auburn, Mb.

GAIETY THEATRE.

Payable as follows:
O per cmt or #50 per bond on applicatlon.
and interest on or betore
93 per cent
March 1st.
The bonds are now readv for delivery, and
are listed at the New York Stock Exchange.
Coupon accrues from Jan. l, 1898.
&Tlie following particulars are stated in a letter from the President of the Company:
The Erie Telegraph & Telephone Company,
in conjunction with the amekican bell,
telephone company, owns and oper-

Secured by mortgage certified by attorneys

&

LAuundlUn nMICd Un InC rAILnUAUb'

jan6

offer for sale at 97 and accrued interest, $1,000,000 of the above issue
of bonds, the remaining $1,000,000
having been sold.

to De a first lien on the entire property and
of the company now owned or
franchise
hereafter acquired. The full amount of tills
mortgage has been issued, therefore no additional first mortgage bonds can be issued.

WOODBURY

.

£/

Homer N.

Messrs. Poor & Greenough,New¥ork
Messrs. E. C. Stanwood & Co„Boston

BOND ISSUE.
The total issue of bonds is

—FOB SALE BV—

—

5

STATEMENT.

singer

'lie talented Violoncellist, will be the solo
rtists. A brilliant programme oi Symphony
will be rendered. Next to
t he Maine Festivals thes' Concerts will be the
ever givenln Maine.
Events
Musical
reatest
j
AFTERNOON REHEARSAL CONCERT at
5 .30 especially lor the children, at which full or, hestra will play, and Mr. Kuonold and other
All under 15 years of age
s oloists will appear.
1 .’111 be admitted to any part id' the house for a
l ickets on sale at Box
adults
SO
cents,
ents;
Iffice at l p. si., Jan. 14.
EVENING CONCERTS at 8 o’clock. Evening
rices $1.00, 75c andisoc.
aaSEBBOB
Tickets for sale at Cressey. Jones & Allen’s
j lusic House, on and after Monday. Jan. 10, unt 11 3 p. m.. day of concert, when they can be
1 roeured at City Hall Box Office.

SHAKE CAPITAL *4,800,000, ON
WHICH DIVIDENDS HAVE BEEN PAID
CONTINUOUSLY FOK FOURTEEN
YEARS.

(From Official Statement of the Manager)
and
Capital Stock authorized
$250,000.00
issued,
Total amount of First Mortgage
250,000.00
Bond, authorized and Issued,
Earnings from April 1, 1895, to
April 1, 1897, the time of operation under present management,
Gross Receipts,
$139,225.77
103,133.08
Operating Expenses,
Net Earnings,
36,092.09
cost
of
this
722.00.00
property,
Original
It Is certified to by two engineers
that the present vulue of the
504,681.50
property is
We are Informed by the treasurer of the
net
for the
that
the
earnings
corporation
year ending in 1897, will exceed the Interest
on the bonds by at least $10,000.
;

land, Me.; George E. Macomber, Augusta.
Me; H. L. Shepherd, Rockport, Me., and
Berney C. Parsons Boston, Mass.
Tills
corporation is controlled by wi 11
known New England men and the directors
are mon of local standing and position.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 77 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY-

THE

Brilliant
Concert
in America, and

Most

[ nd Opera selections

OLD COLONY TRUST CO., Trustee.

earning of this de-

Hon. K. L. Shepherd, Treasurer and General Manager, Rockport. Maine.
Direct- rs, Albert Wallace, Rochester, N.
.1 hn C. Kivel.
George E. Wall iee,
H.,
Kochest r, N. H.; Fred E. Richards, Port-

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed Yon,

between now IS

Skilled Musicians.
MADAME LILLIAN BLAUVELT,
DIR. 1IANS hItO.V)I,D,

authorized issue of $4,000,000, of
(part
which §1,000,000 are reserved to retire an out
standing issue of 6 per cent Bonds, and
the remaining $1,000,000 are held in
the Treasury of ihe Company.)
PRINCIPAL DUE JULY 1st, 1926.
INTEREST PAYABLE JANUARY 1 AND
JULY 1.

*«.

Hampshire.

DEFINITE

10
'he

Bonds,

Fund Gold

Sinking

MANAGEMENT.

AND

PORTLAND CITY HALL,

5 Per Cent Collateral Trust

1

.

—

tour of the state and give a
Grand Concert at

a

GRAND ORCHESTRA OF

This Company is a corporation doing business
under charters granted by the Legislatures of
both Maine and New Hampshire, and controls
the gas and electric plants which furnishes
municipal and domestic lighting in the cities of
Dover, Kochester and somersworth, in New
Hampshire, and in the towns of Berwick and
The population of
North Berwick, in Maine.
this territory aggregates about 32,000.
the light for
not
furnishes
Tills Company
only
the cities and towns named, but also supplies
the power used in operating the street railway
between Dover add Somersworth, and also
used for manufacturing
purposes,
his branch of business has never been de»»

OF

CHAPMAN

(Director of tlic Maine Festivals),
Vill make

4

Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.,
Portland, Trustee.

jcaio

R.

Friday, Jan. 14, 1898.

DUE MARCH 1. 1917

U1C JllCAl a»U

NEWLY ORGANIZED

WILLIAM

of an

auu

PORTLAND

lain SymsiliQi y Orcliestrs!

Telegraph
and

m nagement of the Company is as
The
follows;
Albert Wallace, President, Rochester, New

and April.

]

ORIGINAL.

to

$2,000,000

First Mortgage Five Per
Cent Gold Bonds.

not

.

of

ELECTRIC CO.

VCiUi'CU,

I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Eyamis, Massachusetts,
the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA," the same
that has borne and does now
^ on everJJ
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper.
This is the original PITCHER’S CASTORIA,’’ which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty

PLAIN

HALL,

GRAND SYMPHONY CONCERT.
THE

Erie

and

saloons, St. Louis reports a redacunder the curfew Jaw, of fifty per
in commitments to the Reform
cent
School, and Lincoln, Nebraska, a reduction of seventy-five per cent. Ho let us
ring out the saloon, and ring in the curfew.

: ITY

UNDER THE DIRECTION

tion,

resignation,

ciuao

criminals

Issue

?ower

was

charges

1

FINANCIAL.

quit®

woman.

AN OPEN LETTER

Do

JAN- 17-18—JOSEPH HOLLAND In THE MYSTERIOUS ?^R. BUGLEJAN 19-21—HENNSSEY LEROYLE in OTHER PEOPLES MONEY.

UNITED GAS AND

DATED MARCH 1, 1897.

A

3 £*

ga

a

Give these

are

l

Ql

W U I
It D M ■
Grand ballets, beautiful transformations, scenic illusions and amusing
ino people engaged.
specialties. Prices—Evening, 2oc, oOc, 70e, $1.00; Matinee, 26c. sue, Tic.

by building

Grace Collord, 1434 Eastern Ave., Cincinnati, O.;
Mrs. Newell, 50 Eyerson St., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mrs.
Isabel Oberg, 220 Chestnut St., Woburn, Mass.,
Mrs. A. H. Cole, New Rochelle, N. Y., and many
others

&

AN EVENT OF GREAT IMPORTANCE.
THE HAN UN’S GORGEOUS SPECTABLE,

Thi Farmers’ Loan anJ Trust Co., Trustee.
By E. S. MAItSTON, Vico President.
New York, January 3, 1898.jcinlod3t

;m

THEATRE.

*
Iiosford,
I.e^-efts and Managers.
A GOOD RESERVED SEAT FOB. 60 OEM S.
TFOwio-aEacT. aiATuxmxi si-c'i.'X’tTio.xaaivsr.
*

BONDS.
Nos 07 110. 123, 124, 127, 176, 1S6, 188, 198,
269 274 275 292, 299, 846, 361, 432, 484, 460, 486,
673.’ 714, 839, 864, 859, 862, 866, 874, 1015, 10115,
1017, 1063, 1061. 1085, 1304, 1325, 1409, lo4H. 1551,
16'M 1630 1631, 1641, 1642, 1643, 1663, 1657, 1658,
1673’ 1677, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1773, 1830, 1831, 1832,
1834' 1839, 1925, 1930, 1 63,2140, 2163, 2211, 2214,
\>26o’ 2272, 2273, 2279, 2281, 2300, 2304, 2359, 2379,
2409’ 2559, 2606, 2631, 2684, 2762, 2776, 2865. 2944,
2989’ 3018, 3022. 3312, 3502. 3504, 3035, 3637, 3638,
3683 3684, 3886, 3757,3769, 3769, 3882, 4051, 4120,
4r>2 4128, 4162. 4349. 4353, 4372, 4419, 4420, 4589,
4003 4605, 4623, 4657, 4743, 47-14, 4752, 4758, 4830,
488fl! 4933, 4934. 4974, 6023, 5141, 5172, 5189, 5190,
5232, 5294, 5427, 5800, 6825, 5866, 5880, 5014.
The iutereston the above bonds ceased 1st of
January. 1898. and are 1'AYAHLK AT I'All
on presentation at the office of The Farmers’
Loan and Trust Company, 10,18, 2(1 and 22 William street, New York.

open

___

figures,
by
thing is obvious, that the State’s people:
liquor maohine did not reduce the num-

committee to inquire into pub-

jewels of

Fay Bros.

137

indifferent until it is almost

-j

of burglary, robbery and larceny, illformed the Judge that the boor obtained
without difficulty in their nelghborhod
gave them the “nerve” to commit these

boen made on
No prices have as yet
future.packs of Maine corn, but no doubt
last
the
Ban'.e as
will
remain
about
they
Portland
Transcript.
says the
year,
There is a singular lack of activity in the
market for both present and future supplies. While the western farmer is getting good prices for his wheat, the Maine
farmer has but little to sell, while wages
in manufacturlng towns are lower. No
his prices for
lobs ter packer has made
1898, and the probability is that lor the
present none will .be iixed. All that can
bepackedwill.be sold at full prices.
Canned tomatoes are a little higher.

one

a

the

A ftf USKtfKNT*.

|

JEFFERSON

FUND.

i

all symptoms of nerve trouble.
You cannot have nerve trouble and keep
out of a
your health. In ninety-nine cases
hundred the womb, the ovaries and the bladder
are affected.
They are not vital organs, hence
they give out soonest.
Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

sleep,

Indianapolis.)

Chicago having pleaded guilty

The new city building at.’Kookland was
The New York Herald’s commissioner, thrown open for public inspection Friday
afternoon und.was visited by throngs of
Rev. George H. Hopwcrth, has arrived ot
people. The building .contains a police
Bitlis, after making a journey, which he station and offices for the city officials.
devoted to the oity govsays he would.not have missed for worlds, The third liaor is
Tho building hp.s been
ernment rooms.
and would not take again for a mortgage
constructed in a most satisfactory manner
on a
thousand planets. The nearest he and the citizens are greatly pleased with
gets to the Armenian massacres Is his the new structure.
statement that he had seen the Hamidich
A Camden man had been
gone from
cavalry, who were an important factor in home for some time on a sea voyage and
fiercest
the
are
men
them. He says they
He went
came
home unexpectedly.
he ever met. Several times since Mr. around the house and entered the kitchen
he
stood in
the
back
door.
As
through
Hepworth began his journey he has let the middle of the uulighted room he could
words drop which seemed to show that he hear the strains of a violin in the back
had not fallen so deeply in love with.the parlor so he knew that all were well at
Turk as ho was expected to—not near so home. Suddenly a figure appeared in the
door way leading to the dining room. It
deeply as did Mr. Terrill, our last Minis- was his youngest daughter. Seeing h;m
ter to Turkey.
but distinctly, she took him for a burglar
she
and shutting the door
quietly reFrom January 1, 1887, to July 1, 1893, turned to the rest of the family and inwhen the South Carolina dispensary law formed them that there was a man in the
The son arose, violin in hand,
kitchen.
went Into operation, six years and a half,
and walked to the kitchen
just in timo
in
that
homicides
the total number of
to see the supposed burglar
get behind
He dropped the violin
State was 753, on average for eaoh year the pantry door.
a
word
reached
behind tho
without
of 116. For the four years and a half, be- and
door and grabbed the man by the collar.
the
with
that
the
time
dispen- When the rest of the family arrived on tho
ginning
sary went Into operation, the total num- scene and lights were brought, there stood
ber has been 850, an average of 189. From tho son holding the father by the collar.
followed and the father is
this It appears that the number of mur- Explanations
quite sure that his family is ^ell proders is more than 60 per cent greater un- tected during his absence.
der the dispensary than under the license
MAINE
PENSIONS.
system, which preceded it. While the
subtle relations of cause and effect are by
Washington. January 10.—The following pensions have been granted to Maine
no means established
these

It Is not surprising that the New York
Board of Trade has thought it proper to

SINKING

In accordance with the terms of the Deed of
Trust of the Oregon hallway and Navigation
per emit., Article I,
Company First Mortgage 6this
day drawn by lot
Seotion the Trustee has
for account of the Sinking Fund, the following
viz:
numbered bonds,

because it is the result of repeated violations
of nature's laws.
ram, lassitude and weariness, inability to
sleep, dreadful dreams, starting violently from

secrecy is necessary, or at least
Tabulated statements from the chiefs
but this is not one of them. of police of many cities show that the
There is no reason why this should not number of boys who start every year on
road to the penitentiary is appalling.
bo debated in open Senate—no reason un- the
From one hundred towns 371 bands of
less It be that Its friends do not like
boy robbers were reported: 33,000 were
to be compelled to publicly defend it. confined in Chicago jails in two years,
That may be, and very likely is, the rea- and nearly one third of Boston’s arrests
were boys.
Apropos of these facts is the i
son in this case, but it is not a good one.
item of news in a morning’s paper to the
effeot that four youthful oifeuders in
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
to

ritory.

ber of murders in the State.

one

premature death,

treaties

abutment is already completed, and in
be in
about four weeks everything will
readiness for the steel.bridge, which will
in
to
hours
take but a few
put
position.

from German ter-

Oregon Railway and Navigation Company.

necklace of the most beautiful pearls,

women seem

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL-__

1

..'I

To die before you

Boys

Home Convention, at

MISCELLANEOUS.
--~-——

——■

advisable,

All this, be it remembered,
Is ostensibly at least the compensation for
the murder of a couple of Jesuit priests,

expelled

(Extract

somo

a

too late, and

closed doors, and it is unnecessary too.
any of the fiction. No less is true of Mr.
The questions at issue are questions of Dana’s
chapter of recolleotlons of life in
right and policy, which the whole Ameri- the trenches at Vicksburg, with its close,
in
and
can people have an interest
ought living view of Grant. Sherman and the
to hear discussed. If there is any line of other generals there. Cy Warman’s account of his sojourn at Karlsbad is a bit
reasoning whioh can make it appear of humorous, attractive description;
to
for
us
and
gobble up Robert Barr’s character sketch of Mark
proper
right
Hawaii without consulting its citizens, Twain, from his own intimate acquain
offers a distinctly now view of the
the public ought to know what it is. If, tance,
great humorist, and Norman Hapgood's
it
will
that
shown
bo
can
it
strengthtoo,
study of Boutot do Monvel, with the fine
in the neighborhood of a reproductions from De Monvel’s work
en us to annex
thousand Asiatics—the same gives ode an excellent idea of the leading
hundred
artist of our time in the portrayal of chilkind of people whom we have been trying dren
The fiction of the number consists
instalment of Anthony
to keep out for many years by drastic of the second
not
beto
be
shown,
Hope’s New Zenda novel and several
legislation— It ought
short stories.
hind olosed doors,where the public won’t good
know anything about it, but in open
APPEAL FOR CURFEW LAW.
and Girls National
session, where the public can listen.
from

The work upon the Bond brook bridge
at Augusta is carried on every night on
of the day
account of the high water
time. Two more,nights will be sufficient
to complete the laying of the foundation
be
of tho north abutment, when it will

who had been

and

confession, but in the others as well.
For example, Mr. Hamblen’s account of
his own personal experience as a railroad
It is unfortunate that the debate on Ha- brakeman with its almost daily episodes
waiian annexation is to be held behind of
daring and disaster is as absorbing as

Kiao-Chou for a term of flity years. And
from the press despatches it is learned
the# if the Germans find that Kiao-Chou
does not suit them they are to pick out
some other portion of the coast, and the
Chinese government will pay the expense
of removal.

than

yet one by

In McClure’s Magazine for January the
good story is told in most of the articles
—not merely in those which are stories by

Republican support among the people
and has no candidate whom it can ralThese advantages will tell
ly around.
in a protracted contest.

>11

Is a beautiful possession. If a woman owns
one, and if a single pearl drops off the string,
she makes haste to find and restore it.
Good health is a more valuable possession

trait of General James Wolfe, one of several pictures of this hero given in an article on that topio by Paul Leicester Ford.
Other contributions on English topics are
Scenes from Huxley’s Home Life, by his
son, Leonard Huxley, with a new portrait engraved by Johnson, and a graphio
of The
account of the ourious features
and Mrs.
Lord Mayor’s Show by Mr.
American
The
material
inPennel.
cludes Recollections of Washington and
his Friends as preserved in the family of
Nathaniel Greeno, contributed by Martha
L. Phillips and daintily illustrated by
Malcom Fraser; Every Day
Heroism, a
group, by
paper in the Heroes of Peace
Gustav Kobbe; the continuation of Mrs.
of
Mexico
Stevenson’s Rominiscenoe3
Intervention, with
during the French
illustrations—the first popular account
printed in America of this period,and last
but not least The Mysterious City of Honduras, the reoent discoveries in Copan,
here described by the explorer, George
Byron Gordon, with a rich array of pictures by Henry Sandham.

pledges.

for

flopped

TUESDAY, JANUARY 11.

as

inclination to evade his

—

--

A NECKLACE OF PEARLS

ing their frontiers, armed with shotguns,
keep out the inhabitants of a neighserial.
boring State; of railroad trains being There is the first chapter in a new
foroibly stopped at a State boundary, in Through the Earth, by Clement Fezandle
Lakevolving a temporary ruin of commerce The lively boys who made up The
rata of S7 a year.
and incalculable loss and inconvenience rim Athletic Club, in the story by Rupert
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published to innocent travellers. It is to be hoped Hughes, take up
hockey on the ice.
every Thursday,$2 per year; Si for sixmonths; that favorable responses will be received Frank R. Stockton, in Tho Buccaneers
50 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscripof Our Coast,
recounts the surprising
by the New York Board of Trade and
adventures of the noted pirate Bartholemy
tion of six weeks.
in
be
remedial
action
Congress
by
Persons wishing to leave town for long or proper
Portuguez. The Two Biddiout Boys, of
the end secured.
Mr. Trowbridge’s tale, begin their exshort periods may liavo the addresses of their
citing chase for the remarkable trickpapers changed as often as desired.
Into
dog that is one of the leading characters
II the civil service bill introduced
Advertising Kates*
in the story. The romance of chivalry,
the House a tow days ago should become
With the Black Prince, by W. O. StodIn DAILY PRESS $1.50 per 3quare, for .ms
a law the terms of all subordinate officials
dard, deals with the campaign of the
week; $4.00 for one month. Three Insertions
or In
1903, English army in Normandy. A timely
Every other day ad- would expire flvo years hence,
or less, $1.00 per square.
New York, by
was in urticle on tho Greater
und the administration whioh
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Ernest Ingersoll. is called Reasoning Out
civil a
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one power then could pack the whole
reason for
the
Metropolis, and gives
be sure New York’s supremacy.
week or $2.50 for one month,
service with its partisans. To
“A square" is a space of the width of a col- some sort of an examination is to bo reThe January Century has the opening
umn and one inch long.
but it will not be difficult to tlx part; of Dr. S. Weir Mitchell’s new novel
quired
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi- one up that will turn out partisans when- The Adventures of Francois. Foundling
tional.
ever wanted.
Practically therefore the Thief, Juggler and Fencing Master, durAmusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 pel
the ing
the French
Revolution, which is
bill if it becomes a law will restore
Three
or
insertions
week.
less,
each
square
and simple. We illustrated by Castaigne and Is expected
pure
system,
old.spoils
square.
$1.50 per
of Hugh Wynne.
Heading Notices in nonpareil type and classed do net believe that such a measure will to be a worthy successor
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each ever receive the approval of President Mc- The beautiful Gainsborough portrait of
Insertion.
Kinley even if it should pass both houses. Mrs. Graham, engraved by Colo as the
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, He is committed by his promises, and by
frontispiece of the December Century, is
25 cents per line each insertion.
Gainshis acts so far, to preserve and advance replaced by another beautiful
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- civil servloe
reform, and he has shown.no borough, engruved by Muller, the Porfor
cents
week in
to

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

llo

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

j

186 Middle St., Cortland, Me.
dU
jy2i

11
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O. BAIL EX.

math*

C.

W. ALLEN
tt

t

NEW

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

jfil W

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

3f shelf

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.
sale of seats for tho grand concert

30c

PALMER

Oito be given by the Maine Symphony
chestra at CitvgUall,Friday night, opened
Jones &
yesterday morning at Cressey,
There was a large advance sale,

Allen’s."

there are excellent seats still to be
had. Wherever this orohestra has ap-'
peared thus far in its tour it has received
most flattering encomiums. Apart from
tho splendid playing of the orchestra,
blit

SHOE

Mysterious Mr.

Theatre.
Bugle” won its

1

Sale

Mysterious Mr. Bugle” that no
matter how old you are or hew crabbed,
whether you have a toothache or have
lost your best friend, It is impossible for
without
you to sit through the play
at Mrs. Ryley’a clever

WASH DRESS

THE GAIETY.

ty girls
lionaires.”

It was full of good choruses,
and the best number was a trio by the
“On the
Fremaln Sisters and Killeen,
It won an enBanks of the Wabash.”

May Shaw’s ballads weregcleverly sung.
“I love her; just the same,” and being
recalled, her English numbers are worth
“Mrs.
O’Grady’s Wash
mentioning.
of
the
title
the
Stanleys’act.
was
Day”

tight rope and Ann Stanley, In stunning
costume caught the crowd by her grace
ful dancing.
Raymond Stanley in the
“Kid act,” did well. Miss Parker sang

BOUCLES,CHINES,

LACE effects,

needleDAMASKS CHECKS-from
Checks.
LA.CES.
Broken Plaids, LAPPET
cloths and many other

point

Shepherd

up to large

Prices last year under a
25c. They
lower tariff were 42c. 37c,
to
tomorrow
and
sold
be
today
will

by

This will be

a

Hard

for

a

Lazy

Pays

for

the

Trouble.

One has often read or heard of the good
effect of a quick 6ponge bath and rub
until it has
down in the morning, but
been put in practice for a fortnight

really

the value is not appreciated.
Moderately cold water should be apthese briskly
plied to arms first, and
rubbed with a towel and tho open hand
until smooth, dry and warm.
Then treat the stomach, back, legs and
fi.et separately in the same way.
One is Inclined to feel a hearty, boyish
desire for breakfast, and if the healthy
life of body thus begun is desirable to

maintain, the person could, with profit,
avoid coffee at breakfast and use Postum
Food Coffee and some whole wheat or oat

preparations.

If chemical research is of any sort of
value in making clear the food value of
dono a
wirions articles it has never
to mankind than in the
of Coffee and Postum.
The first shows no food value whatever,
but is shown to contain the same alkaloids as tobacco, opium, whiskey, and to
have a similar effect upon the human
trio have; ultimately
body as this famous
cases heart failure,
in
many
producing
stomach and liver disease and

greater
analysis

service

paralysis,

other serious complications arising from
nervous system.
a daily poisoning of the

True everyone must be allowed th(
or her individ
liberty of taking into his
but it is t
ual body whatever is desired,
the thoughlfu
source of satisfaction to
what th<
man and woman to know just
int<
real facts are about any article put
om
the human stomach and upon which
it may depend for health.
Coffee may bo used by some persons to
ove
years and exert no particular power
one wil
a
strong constitution, but if
the daily life of sa;

carefully investigate
on
twenty-five coffee drinkers, scarcely
will be found entirely tree from som
t<
physical ache or ail directly traceable
Peopl
nervous system.
a disarranged
who would rather have solid days am
nights of health, and easy comfortabl
bodies to carry around than stick to
cup of coffee each morning, can find
pleasant way by adopting Postum Pool
Coffee and having it made according t<
the new directions, which makes the wa;

riliC

tette,

The entertainmusical organizations.
of
ment Is given in part for the benefit
the Female Samaritan Association and
The
the Home for Friendless Boys.
’97,
Bangor Whig, under date of Dec. 22,
says:

Amsbach, the German magician,

greeted by

a

was

line audlenoe last evening,

and gave an entertainemnt which
both highlv pleasing, amusing and very
on
mystifying. Every trick of tie many
the programme was attended by complete
enwas
success, and frequent applause
best was the
gendered by them. One of the
the Hingrowth of a plant, as is done by of earth
du magicians. He showed a pot
for a moit
over
to the audience, placed
and a
ment a hollow cone, took it oS,
ibe
plant was seen to have sprouted
cone was
again put over the Pot>
a
plant
large
upon being removed again
to have
covered with roses was seen
flowers were distrib
grown there. The
ufied among the audience.
omAo

was

finTiRtsir,

AT

DEERING.

famous
Myron W. Whitney, Boston’s
reader;
basso; Miss Agnes M. Safford,
Mrs. C.
Mrs. F. O. Haskell, soprano;
Chenery,
Louise
Miss
alto;

Baker,

E.

so-

accompanist,
prano; Mrs. W. B. Morrill,
Conwill appear in concert at Woodfords
gregational church,

Thursday

January 13.

evening,

)

HIGH SCHOOL MINSTRELS.
The sale of tickets begins this morning
at Chandler's music store for the High
entertainment, to be
School minstrel
and Saturday evening ol

given Friday

this week for the benefit of the foot ball
team. This team, which is a branch of
the athletic
association of thp school,
needs the money through no fault of its
own.
Bad
weather for the big games
So those who purcaused the
defioit.
chase tickets will be helping the boys in
material way and will be securing an
evening’s amusement, which, evsn if it is
all folly, is
harmless. The boys "arc
working hard at their rehearsals and hope
to please their friends.
UNDER THE DOME.
“Under the Dome” one of the season’'
most successful plays, with its high scenic
and mechanical effeots will occupy the
stage of the Portland theatre next Mon-

to

a

most

BROTHERS

:

:

GO.

ale

Half price

The

meeting of tho Fruit and

annual

Saturday
Produce Exchange was held
afternoon, and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing yoar:
President—James Hall.
Vice President—Harry F. Libby.
% Secretary—Charles H. Winchester.
a
Treasurer—Stanley T. Soule.
George A. Morrill, Maurice Cummings,
and L. B. Griffin, were selected as a com*
mittee to nominate a board of directors
and report at the next meeting.
MARRIAGES.
In this cltv. Jan, 8, by Rev. A. H. Wright.
Charles M. Christiansen of Peering aud Miss
Lizzie M. Morgan of Portland.
_1. -Ten
Q
Kit Pair
TP* Allr
r..

V..-4L

1113, Edwin W. Sadler and Miss Ella Frances
Moses.
In Monson. Jan. 1, Charles F. Douglas and
Mrs. Lilllus M. Braley.
In Farmingfou, Jan. 1, Waiter J. Small and
Miss Anna Norton.
In Farmington. Jan. 1, Avelino C. Norton and
Miss Bertha Lillian.
In Eluehill, Jan. 1. Herbert W. Grindle and
Miss Lulu M. Hardison.
In Ellsworth. Jau. 1, Joseph T. Silby and Miss
Olive Sinclair of Surry.
In Augusta, Jan. 1, Charles A. Griffin and

Marcia M. Spencer.
In Icetoro, Jan. 1, James E. Cliadbourne and
Miss Hannah B. Devine, both of Augusta.
In Waterville. Jan. 1, Wiil H. Nilas of Hallowell and Miss Annie B. Doe of China.
In Itocklanu, Dee. 30, Woodbury H. Thomas
and Millie I. Froliock._

some

36c.

THIS DIORSIIM WE OFFER

COLORED.

TRIMMINGS,

APPLQLE

$1.00 to 50 cents per yard.
■ lot marked from $1.00 to 38 cents per yard.
1 lot marked from $1.25 to 65 cents per yard.
1 lot marked from $2.25 to $1.00 per yard.
I lot marked from $1.50 to 62 cents per yard.
E lot marked from

1 lot marked from 45 cents to 19 cents per

yard.

Black Mohair Braids and Colored Mohair
marked from 60 cents to 23
marked from 63 cents to 38

cents
<

per
cuts per

36c

if you

Loom,
by

dropped

A mark down

of

nnlrnTAAfl

the

1 n

Ml

were

Fancy

a

pair.

Special for today. 72 of these
uncommonly good styles and

Chenille Covers.
covers,

like dollar

cover,
n(l/>

Fifteen
uine

pieces

15c

genSwans-

Fine

Fine,

soft

kind

pieces
Con- Print.
514c

Bleached

414c
Remnants,
Remnants—like
Cambric

at

5c

Fifty new {choice pattern*,
5e
high grade cloth,

Corset Coyer.

French

gathered

The
made of extra fine Nainsook.
5c
Lonsdale.
is
neck
the
at
unusually
embroidery
Lockwood Bleached 42 inch, 714c fine and delicate. Pearl buttons,
“
“
45
814c
Lockwood
“
54 “ lOYaC
Lockwood
o’clock,
at
2
afternoon
The wind-up of half a
"'mineral this Tuesday rear
Muslin
of No.77 Congrees
that you cannot, afford to miss.
from parents’ residence,
Two
Lockwood, 81 inch,(seamless), 14c Drawers, dozen lots of Ladies’
DeJan. 7. Mrs. Maria H„ widow
StInewinslow,’Me.,and
Striped Satin Organdy muslins, mi n(,w fresh goods, New
Muslin Drawers,
Sheets. All having a three inch
fine
daughter of the late John
of Allan Varney,
signs, 13 cent quality, on sole today at 9 cents per yard.
Hunnewell, of China, Maine.
at
handsome,
anti
quality,
fresh
hem. By comparing the Correct Shapes, best ‘workmanship
I-2c
new,
L.
Lace
aged
12
Bryant,
Dimities,
In Saco, Jan. 2, Mrs. Kowena
One Half Price ttmay, 6 1*4 cents per yard.
of sheets all made—below— of
71inSacb, Jan. 2, Mrs. Sarah J. Spencer, aged
These goods will l»e displayed on our counters lor the first time prices
Deep Cambric hemstitched rutiles.
here
,|H“
hearer to 9 o’clock you
at
9
of
o’clock
this
iiioriiintf*
with
L.
Some have
Emery.
perJan. 2. Everett
prices cloth—above—you
Some Lace trimmed.
7°IuBEhsworth,
front of Hie crowd that will be here
of C. M. the nearer
In Bethel, Dec. 31. Mrs.Octavla, wife
you will be to the
for the
ceive
a trifle you pay
what
deep full Umbrella ruffles, others
Wormel!^rd Jan ^ Au,ert E. Robinson, aged to buy them at these prices.
and
workthe
the
of
Embroidsheets,
making
are decorated with Swiss

SPECIAL SALE

TODAY, JAN. 11.

Bargains

S7In6Augusta,

Jan. 2. Ezra W. Emery,
in Brownfield. Lorenzo D. Rogers, aged about.

64inejeflerson,
ageu Woolwich,

Dec. 31. Mrs.

aged

19

years.

Dec.

Isaiah Johnson,

31, Judith G.

Perkins,

manship equals home work.

RINES

-
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79 C
window
show of Lamps

today.
$1.39
$2.25

51.69
$2.39
$3.89
$4.98
$8.69

Lamp

now,

“

“

“

«

“

“

“

“
“

«*

“

“

“

98c
$1.75
1.39
1*89
2.69
3.69
5.89
6.49
6.98

$9.79 «
“
$11.89 “
B and Miller and Willard Burner.
Brass

Lamps with Miller and Wil-

lard Burner.
$2.39 kind at
“
$3.39 *•
“
“
$3.69
$3.75
$4.19
$5.39
$5 98

“

“

“

“

“

“

$6.49
$6.89

“

“

“

“

“

“

$1.39
2.25
2.39
2.49
3.19
8.89
3.98
4.19
4.25

J. R. LIBBY GO.

pattern,
in front

today,

See

10c

7 c down
Lockwood, 42
10c
go out today at
8c
Lockwood, 45 “
Flannel. The 7*e, 7c, G'ic
Lockwood, 61 inch, seamless,1214c Gating

Bleached.

Price has been
$1.00.
Price

yards

“

,

B burner.

12Kc

$2.49

stock.

like

jgO that cut
with DECORATED dome
shade, or globe,

25c
IK

our

Lamps

25c

fit*

tinental,

in

Fancy and plain Half

Best white and marbled,

sharp selling.

4fl

on every
decorated lamp

making

29c
Blankets. There’s a radical BlankChallies
Paris
Silk (Satin) Stripe
et wind-up going on here.
not more than half a dozen
styles For instance: All our best
83.75,
Now
39c
ware 62c and 50c.
White
3.00
and
3.25
Blankets,
3.50,
An appreciating Audience gathnow and then a fleck of dust, shelf or
Advance
ered around these
Spring
counter dust,large size, extra weight.
wash goods and the selling was enYour choice from the lot at
couraging. There’s enough of them

days

price

12%e each.
12-^0 each.

in.,

Today.

36 in.,

by

to

Remnants—10 to 20 yard
than Lockwood or

Price.

36

25 designs
made in
Challies
wool
50c, now
France, exquisite efTable Oilcloth.
them for

A line of

—Better

To be closed out at Half

42

Sale

Lamp

Price. Plain gray and
now
12%c
were
39c
now
20c
colors,
Fancy
Extra grade fancies, were 59c and

early
fects.We were holding
Spring trade but an impulse, born of

T

LACES.

10c each.
by 38%
12%C each.

42

any money by
Pillow Cases at home.

Braid Panels Half Price and Less.
quality. Look
January Sale of Sheetings.
tnrloTT
Lockwood,
yard
Braid Blouses Half Price and Less.
Unbleached.
5c Swansdown.
wide,
Braid Yokes Half Price and Less.

Braid Revers Half Price and Less.
Jet Garnitures Half Price and Less.
Beaded Edges Half Price and Less.

in.,

save

brown,

Thought.

the mark-down-frenzy
price from 37Kc down

36

fine,

in.,

Fruit of the

great lot of Lace stripes,
Fancy Percales, Satin stripes, Eiderdown.
He
Plain Lawn,

Please excuse us for sampling these goods
’twould be useless, for by the time you got the
samples home aud a selection made the one you
decided upon would be gone,

yard,
yard.

by

extra

ex-

A

for two

Braids.

42

Also compare this list of prices
Perwith the prices of the cloth and see

cales, 50c kind,

Were 37^c
Now 29c.

Childrens’

week at half.

Another, 45

printed English

A Challie After

DEATHS.
In this city. Jan. 10, Thomas F. Roberts, aged
6* years 8 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter. at the home of
In this city, Jan. 10, suddenly,
her daughter, Mrs. J. J. Callahan, No. 24 Wash86
ington street, Mrs. Elizabeth Horne, aged
years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Jan. 10, Agnes Henriette, daugh11
ter of Jens and Minnie Henncksen, aged

In this lot will be found
English Boucle.

14e.

the band selected for the occasion. Seats
will be reserved for the front gallery for
the city government, officers of the First
All that
regiment and Invited guests.
attend are assured of a most enjoyable

FRUIT AND PRODUCE EXCHANGE.

19c

Have been 37now

Fine

That which was left
after spooling. Put
5c
boxes,

The sale of Ladies’ and
at
Jackets
Half Price goes on with
spirit. It’s only because of the great
numbers at the start of the saie that
you get this Hundred Jackets this

new

designs-

delicate

etchings, colors,

ounce

Jackets
at i

exquisite figures, Hemstitched,
white ground Hemstitched,
on

in

quisite

CITY GOVERNMENT INVITED.

occasion.

39c

Price,

—-

ICAUUIC,

Black Silhouettes

a

delicious, crisp am
charming coffee, heavy in uourishmen
It contains some re
and entirely free from any sort of narcot I day and Tuesday.
markable soenes, notably the muoh
io effect like common coffee.
talked of hurrloane scenes showing the
Mr. Curtis, the president of the famou
beautiful coral reef harbor at Apia before
Ladies’ Home Journal Co., says he like
A view
the storm of March 15th, 1689.
Postum better than coffee.. Many do
of the storm as seen from the consul’i
but probably a larger number conside
1
house late in the afternoon, a view of the
the flavor of Postum seoond to that o
shore at night during the storm, and the
choice coffee. But Postum is delicious
magnificent struggle of the Trentor
and when its powerful nourishing proper
Another scene
ties are considered in conjunction wit]
against wind and wave.
is the
scarcely less worthy of mention
the piquant flavor, it takes its place as
fixture on the table of thoughtful people.
perfect reproduction of a ferry boat trij

plain

some

plain,

Invitations which were accepted were
extended last evening to Mayor Randall
and the city government to be present at
entertainthe grand ball and military
ment
given at the Auditorium by the
Sheridan Rifles, assisted by the. American
Cadet band, with appropriate music by

19 to 30.

up in

SATINES.

FRENCH

Bor 19c.

he entertained
vate, and last Thursday
him
the Athletic Club. All who have seen
and declare
agree tha t he iB a marvel,
him a wizard. Ho will be assisted during the evening by the Carciotto Quinof our
one
prominent ladies’

l’retty lace at top with insertion of
ribbon, white and drab. .Sizes from

Waste Silk.

dog jumping

action.

Man But

satin

jean,

corset

strips.

38c and 50c.

ou^

RINES

double zone
Hxtra long waist,
through tne waist line, two side
steels on eaeli side, heavily boned,
stiff bone bust, double busk.

Cases.

Pillow

dresses

(A little linore than half
half that
prices for them, but less than
duplicates can be sold.)

illuminated and several familiar WashThe interpreting comington localities.
pany is a good one.

29c

inch,

golden opportunity

for thrifty peoplejto get two
for the present price of one.

Jersey City to New York. Other
Washington
show the capitol at

Sizes from 19 to 26.

Price,

Lockwood Seamless Sheets, 72 by Fringed Doylies—Damask Stamped
90 inch,
37viC each. for embroidering.
10 inch, were 18c now l2Jc.
Lockwood Seamless Sheets, 90 by
8 inch, were 15c now 9c.
6 inch, -were 9c now 6c.
90 inch,
46c each.
Hemstitched Seamless Sheets, 90 Bureau Scarfs. Were
$1.00, 75o
56c each.
by 90 inch,
and 50c.
Now

Price,

and wing dancing was good.
A feature of the entertainment was the
They ranged from a
“sbadographs.”
hurdle to a war ship in
a

A RUB DOWN.

‘my

customers

through the waistline.
-Made of line, firm corset jean,
with satteen strips, light weight,
white and drab. Lace trimmedfop.

advertising

again yesterday

came

make room for their Spring Sisters,
Sisters no more beautiful than these,
but dated a few months later.
19c

and Murphy,rold Portland faIrish sketches, and James
their
vorites,tn
the eccentric comedians and
H. Hall,
mimio were warmly welcomed. Mackey
Walker has lost none of theirjold
and
time talent for fun making and the buck

Tomorrow night at Kotzschmar Hall,
Ansbach, the German magician, make*
his initial appearance before a Portland
audience. He has appeared here in pri-

go

seamless Art Embroidery. Stamped Linen
bleached
Lockwood
be two thousand
41c each.
.uoynes ror emsheets, 81 by 90 inch,
yards of Dainty Import- Fruit of the Loom
sheets, 81 by 90 broidering.
ed SCOTCH NOVELTIES (CotMarked down from 10c, 25c and
45c each.
inch,
beautiful
weavings,
ton), curious
15c.
Now 3c, 5c, 10c and 15c.
Hemstiched Seamless Sheets, 81
printings.
of 6 at 10c to 18c a sheet.
Sheets
49c each.
90

weaves.

Killeen

scenes

name

May

For 19c.

pleasingly.

from

and

assigns.

Shoes

walks the

our

Substantial

SPIDER

THE MAGICIAN.

cent

at

them at this j riof

regular

Fr’ance,Cermany,

Women’s

core.

AMSBACH

50

‘•For” says he,

today. Here are from 8000 to
The sale continues
and Summer Wash Fabrics from
10 000yards Spring
Saxony, England, Scotland. Charmmg

of

May Shaw’s Parisian Belles Extravaa week’s engageganza company opened
ment at the Gaiety yesterday to packed
houses. The curtain raiser was a rollicka bevy of preting skit which introduced
and was entitled “Klondike Mil-

The show closed with a liv ly
burlesque called “Casey tho Piper,”
which was/full of songs, dances and
Tfte bill pleased
amusing situations.
the audience, who at times were very enthusiastic.

mark

prices.)

lastyear’s

our

lines.

,

39c

29o
Corsets,
at
other
39o.
the
and
The maker refuses to have Ins trade-

and found (or saved, which is identical) good money at our “OPPORTUNIof
“EUROPE-WIADE” QQ/i
SALE”
TY
dul
GOODS at half present value (two-thirds

__7

laughing heartily

very'clever.

t>2o and

one

on

the spot (and

column) they

“The

It was

watching

—

simply

The one

sand

Money?

signs

who sell these Corsets at 50 cts., would
scratch me bald head.
e(j jf you gold them
pensity. It’s a human instinct, every
brother-man has it, yes, now and tVien under
name
at 29o and 39c.”
my
a sister-woman.
care for the
don’t
However, you
A woman? Why bless you, half a name so that
50o
a
Corset at
you get
thousand women found money, yes, 29c or 39c. Listen :
actually found good money at our
Long v. alst. four side steels,18 bones’
90/1
Remnant Sale last week, and by iWtMj. 8 hooks, double tusk zone runs

CO,

presented
Monday night at Tho Jefferson

spurs last spring at the Lyceum Theatre,
New York, where 1c enjoyed a notably
“The Mysterious Mr.
successful run.
for
Bugle” is a play constructed solely
Its mission, if a
laughing purposes.
is
play may be said to have a mission,
to amuse. It has been said of

show

Two lines of

You passed the lucky spot again, you
instinctively looked about half expecting to find money again.
Don’t be half ashamed of the pro-

BUGLE.

zen,”

“The

pair

although they are 75c,
Drawers, they go out at

Whenever

taBaBMaBW^—

“The Mysterious Mr. Bugle,” a farce
form the nimble pen of Madeleine Lucette Eyley, the gifted author of “Christopher Jr.” and “An American Citiin this city next
will bo

Soane

Found

Von

and get your seats.
MR.

a

counter dust.

4 Corset
Duet.

Once

Mme. Blauvolt repeats the triumphs of
the great Musical Festival. Herr Kronold, tho ’cellist, will also be heard at this
concert, and that is worth tho price of a
ticket. Go to Cressey, Jones & Allen's at

MYSTERIOUS

or

Jh

So

MAINE

once

.Ci -1W

Now and then

MUSIC AND DRAMA

The

fKV

P. S.

Quo Yadis.

Two hundred and fifty
copies of this famous

One
book came to us last evening.
alhad
them
hundred and sixty of

ready been engaged by customers
who left their orders with us. That
leaves 90 for this morning’s sale.
They may last until 11 o’olock but it
would be safer for you to come at 9
o’clock.
It’s a splecdid edition handsomely hound in
ornamental cloth, extra paper, clear type ami
the illustrations are illustrations indeed.

ery.

J. R. LIBBY GO.

J. R. LIBBY GO.
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PUBLISHED

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCI3ULAN1EOTJS.

^

BY

SPECIAL

ARRANGEMENT.

—

Every Mother j WL XXZl
the many
occur in every
tor

common

family

ailments

as

FOlt SALE.

DUST.

Forty words Inserted under this
one

fTWIP

which will

life lias

A

woes.

long
Dropped on sugar suffering children love to
take it. Do not forget the very important and
useful fact, that Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
is for Family use, INTERNAL as much as
EXTERNAL. It was originated in 1S10, by Dr.
A. Johnson, a good old fashioned Family Physician, for use in his own private practice, to
relieve pain and cure every form of inflammation. It is recommended by many physicians
everywhere. It has soothed, healed and cured
more diseases, and relieved more suffering for
nearly a century, than any other medicine.
as

GO JL.D

KEEKING.

I 1 ^

M AHHl
i

v

A

ir\I ILfl9
DRAMA

HALL

BY
Atttuom

of

“The Scapegoat,”

IM

OR>A

story of

The Unity club will hare its annual
ironouncing match this evening at Miss

love and race.

CAINE,

words are written ou a blackboard indeed of being given orally. Mr. II. W.
usual,
ilawkes will bo the referee as
be a new
if ter the match there will
;ame called “A blind trip to Paris.”

“The Last Confession,” “The Bondman,” Ac-

(ALL

EIGHTS

EESF.EVED.)

in consideration of value this day
reThe Mentone club held its meeting yesceived, to deliver to Isaac Laredo city of
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
(Mir—in)— | Kaftan-3, coat,
;erday
dominion of His Shereilinn Majesty,
Fez,
one
who
calls
to Soolham or selham—a
ten tons of almonds of tho value of ten jewis Whitney of 201 Forest avenue.
cloak,
prayer from the rainaret of the mosque.
Moozoonah—n Moorish dollars per hundred-weight-”
fleering lodge, F. A. M., held its first
The girl paused and looked
Mahdi—leader.
coin of small value.
up. “Allonio hall in the new
Kasbah—r. castle.
Reef:!!n—native of the monds, father? Is Omar Benani a mer- ■egular meeting
Kaid—a chief.
reel mountains.
Idd Fellows’ block last evoning.
chant?”
Kasha.—‘A governor.
Berber—a tribe in Mo“Omar Benani is an officer of revenue
The Woodfords Univerealist society has
rocco.
Ku/eefa—.i lieutenant
to the Sultan,” said Isaac,
lifting his mrchased a new desk for use at the meetKadi—a judge.
Soli—market-place.
head
from
the
ledger.
Jellab—a male outer Adool—n notary,
ngs in Lewis hall.
“Then why the almonds?” said Itacbel.
Umana—a revenue ofgarment.
ficer.
The
“Tut! You are a obild and know nothUnity club will hold its regular
ing. No Jew in Morocco may recover neeting this evening with Miss S. S.
so you see--”
and
lent
in
usury,
The preEent attitude of the great powers money
Morrill on Forest avenue. This is the anBut the old man’s head was back In his
of .Europe towards Morocco, the Sultan book. “Ten tons, you say? At ten dol- nul pronouncing match.
of Morocoo and the Moors, is perhaps ona lars a hundredweight—two thousand ^dolThe committees of Rockameecook tribe
I. O. U.
of the most pitiful
illustrations of the lars. That’s Omar Benani’s
( if Red
Men are making active preparaJune 1st—did you say Juno?”
ions for the fair and sale which they are
story of the dog in the manger. While
“And this is November.”
on his fingers
:o
hold February 21-27th in Red Men’s
The old man counted
Spain, France, and (it must be confessed)
guard over a over the edge of the ledger. “The money ; i$ll.
England also, stand at
is five months overdue. Anything there
The Monday night whist club held an
country which all desire and none can ubout interest?”
suffer another to possess, the most wicked
tho
and'
njoyable meeting last evening with Miss
Rachel looked at
paper again
indifference is shown towards the efforts went ou reading:
fogers on Maple streot.
deliver tho said
“And
failing to
of the people to be master in their own
The regular dance of the Red Men’s
almonds on or before the date
named, I,
land. More than ono.Moorish hero lies in the said Omar Benani. do hold
1 jail association will be held this evening
myself
the prisons of Marakeish. But if right is liable to the said Isaac Laredo lor a furit Red Men's hall. The music is to be
in
ther
of
almcnds
consideration
of ; urnished by Gorden’s orchestra.
not
ton
and
Morocco
is
for
the
Moors,
right
month or part of n month
wherein
wives and friends of the
for the Spanish, the French, or the Eng- each
The ladies,
I shall from any cause bo a defaulter in
of an oplish. To desoribe the efforts
nembers of Rockameecook tribe of Red
respect thereof.”
“Humph!” said Isaac. “Five months ; Men have organized a sewing circle, and
pressed people to be free, and to show that
chief of —five tons—ten dollars a hundredweight
man like Hamed, the betrayed
ire to hold socials on the evenings that
—one
thousand dollars more. Interest
in the afternoon for
the recent rising, are not brutal savages and
1 ho
circle meets
capital to daie, three thousand dolThe following officers were electoutside our "sympathy, but enlightened lars.
work.
He entered this item In tho book, and , id: President, Mrs. .John H. Card; viceleaders struggling to shake off a cruel
then closed it with a sigh.
jresident, Mrs. B. I. Libby; secretary,
yoke, this short tale, “The Mahdi,” has
“Ah! these young rakes—they’ll beg- :
been written, as a romance and perhaps gar mo
Mrs. George M. Cram; treasurer, Mrs. IS.
yet.”
A knock camo to the door, and Rachel
also as a prophecy.
I. Varrey. A lurgejreception committee
went to answer it.
Mrs.* E. L. Watkins is chair, if which
new
comer.
6aid
the
“Peace,”
been organized in connection
“Love is strong, but race is stronger.
nan, has
It was Omar
Benani himself, tall,
It was a Jewish woman who
destroyed handsome and well dressed. His breath vith the circle.
the Captain of the Assyrians, and smote came fast; ho had been
two sieigns were upset yesteraay aiterwalking hard,
andiwas visibly excited.
Woodfords corner, owing to the
loon at
off his head with his own fauchion.”
errand is urgent,” he said. L“Will
“My
The horse attached to
FIRST PART.
Rnchel pardon me? May I speak
with 1 ilippery tracks.
< ine of the sleighs, made a bolt up Spring
her.father alone?”
Chapter L
“No need of that,” said Isaac. “My , itreet, but was caught later on. No damIsaac Laredo was a Jew of Fez, but he
daugbtor knows all my businesses. We 1
the ocoupants of the
was done to
He
Jewish
did not live in the
quarter.
have just been
looking over your ac- ige
1 ileigh, or the vehicles.
had Deen born in the Mellali, and up to counts together.”
A frown crossed over the young man’s
BOLD BREAK AT MORRILL’S.
twenty years of age he had been comface, but he made no answer.
and
walk
off
his
to
take
slippers
pelled
Omar
Sometime
“It is a
during Sunday night beindebtedness,
deep
I-ifL-rpfnnf in thn of.rppts net ftftfin aH h(i WGIlt
Benani,” the old man added. “Latino , ween 9.30 and 6 o’clock Monday morning
it.”
come
to
have
discharge
by the mosques of the Muslims. But at hope you
burglar forced an entiance i,nto the
to
“Alas! no, sir," said Omar, “but
forty he had bought up.the largest house h/viirn .Tr n mi in
Jeering drug store at Morrill’s corner,
in the market place, and was holding the
“That is impossible,” said Isaac. “I , iwned and managed by Mr. Charles L.
proudest of the Moors in the palm of his coo lend no more.”
( Joodrich.
Mr. Goodrich and family oc“On.v one thousand dollars,” the young
hand. At sixty he was the richest man
and 1 iupy the rent over the store and slept
one thousand,
man pleaded.
“Only
under the
in the city, and was living
I will repay youfin a week.”
oundly during the night and knew nothYou are five months behind already, j ng of the affair until 6 o’clock yesterday
“protection” of the Minister for France.
His worldly success had brought its Hidi,” said the Jew.
It was found that the burglar
“One
Is:iac, only one week—I norning.
spiritual penalties. He had passed out of swear toweek,
1 lad gained an entrance by prying a winyou only one week mere-”
His
own people.
communion with his
A
“And what assuranoe have 1-”
< low open at the side of the building.
brethren distrusted him and
despised
“My solemn word of honor.”
used to force the window.
was
iminy
“Humph I I would rather have better L’ho
him, and he repaid them hato for nato
burglar broke open the money drawThe ostracism of security.
and scorn for scorn.
his anger ( r on the left hand side of the store, the
The young man swallowed
with nDd began again. “I owe it to the
the Jews made his way the easier
Sul- s ide where the entrance was affected, and
that he tan-”
the Moors. They never forgot
he secured about $2 in ten,
rom
there
Sul“So yon have been spending the
worst barriers
was an Israelite; but the
On the opposite
said 1 Ive and one cent pieces.
tan’s taxes as well as my money?”
It was known that the Jew.
were broken down.
ide
of tho store the oash drawer was
the best of them frequented his house
The young man bridled tip then re- (
pened by the use of the jimmy and
quickly, 1 ,bout 75 cents taken.
without compunction, and walked with covered himself, and answered
There are two
I
have
been
Hat
“Not
so.
idle,
quietly,
him in the streets without shame.
and 1 have not gathered them; heedless, < ther drawers in“use by Mr. Goodrioh in
the
Jew
Nevertheless, as he grew old,
and 1 have not reckoned their,; perhaps
rhich money is kept, but these were overin his heart grew strong. He began to merciful, and I have not extracted them.
In one of the drawers is the
ooked.
now
!
The
Sultan
come
think tenderly of his poor, despised, per- Come now, Isaac,
aoney received from laundry paresis, as
is a. hard master, you know. Just think
secut2d people, of the old faith of his of it—he has sent me a message tonight 1 Jr. Goodrich
is an agent for a steam
fathers, and of the graves of his parents. that if I have so much to spend I must j aundry.
drawer is the
In
the other
he
and
that
must
to
pay,
Sometimes he thought he would go back have something
1 lionoy accrueing from the sale of Sunday
before
have
a thousand dollars
morning
to them after all.
Occasionally he told or else-”
The burglar took with him two
I apers.
himself that it might have been better if
at the girl and c vercoats and a suit of clothes hanging
He glanced uneasily
from
door
bread
to paused.
he bad begged his
back shop, the property of Mr.
n the
“Or e'se—what?” said Isaac.
door.
also took with him the
He
loodrich.
The young man dropped bis eyes. “Or
His wife had died early, but he had a else I
until all is
penny in the slot” music box containgo to the Kasbah
daughter, who had lived all her life paid.”
Marshal Clark was notii ng about $2.
Isaac took a long breath. “Well, It’s
amoDg the Muslims. She kDew nothing
in the forenoon and at once
ed early
cannot help you.”
business—I
your
of the synagogue, nothing of tho Thorah,
Don t say that, Isaac. Only think—I t aade a searoh of the surrounding prernisand nothing of the Mellah, save what she should lie iu the samo prison
with the r s in the hopes [that traces might be disEl Hasan
saw of it from,the housetops and over the worst scoundrels in the land.
overed that would lead to the detection
his father
walls. Her servants were negroes; her isbthere—the man who stabbed
A trail in the snow [was
last week with a pitchfork. I looked in c f the burglar.
friends were the friends of her father; she
it the door only yesterday. It was hor- c iscovered and by following it, the marsno
had no companions and
intimates. rible—horrible!' Men in rags chained to } al was led in his
investigation to a spot
eyes bolted to
But.she was rich and she was beautiful, the pillars, men with wildfamished
rear of Seammon’s skewer factor,
faces 1 a the
with
men
bhe.walls,
and rumor told of certain Moorish gentleM. C. R. R. tracks at
irawllng on the floor. And then the j ust beyond the
men who were trying to forget that she
Hoorn, the stifling air, the odor of un- I lorrills corner. Here the marshal found
One of
these
was young
was a Jew.
Hean bodies—ugh!”
t he music box, with the money drawer
Isaac put out his lip, and said again,
Omar Benani, the hare-brained son of a
and the contents taken out. Bec pen
‘I cannot help you.”
Basha. Another
former
was a
very
The young man was not to be gainsaid, s ides the box lay [the jimmy with which
different type of man, Mohammed Ab der‘I have been a wild, reckless, headstrong t he job was done.
Kuhman, a student, a devotee, a reform- bellow, a spendthrift and a fool, but I’ve
The marshal at once secured a warrant
act deserved a fate like that.”
er, but also one of Isaac Laredo’s many
of John Kavanaugh who
m the arrest
“I cannot help you,” said Isaac, departners in his many businesses.
h as been employed for the past six weeks
iberately.
hare only to pnt „ t
CHAPTER II.
“You are rich; you
at
Morgan’s carriage ^repair" shop
nave
puioo,auujuu
It was late in the year and late in
the rour mum
^ foodfords. Kavanaugh Is a man about
this
degradation. t nirty-four years of age and wears|a sandy
mo from this
ehumo,
dav. and Isaac was in his room at homo
Some, now, Isaao, don't be hard on a r mustache, and lives at 20 Brattlo street,
the
casting up accounts in his private ledger. ?oung
word, old j ■ortland.
The arrest was made about
jackass. Say
He was seated on a low stool by a stove; friend.”
last evening on
Portland
r ine o’clock
cannot
I
“I tell you
help you.”
treet by Officer Record of Portland and
the well thumbed book was rested ou his
drew back
for a 1 Irown of Deering.
The young man
Kavanaugh will be
knee, and his daughter stood behind sort- moment, and then, seeing Rachel by his
this morning before
„ rraigned
Judge
ing papers in a bureau. A warm shaft dde, ha said, In a
softening voice,
of Deering charged with breakloDkins
from the setting sun caine through the
‘Rachel,
you are merciful, you are com- < ig and entering tour stores in J leering
open arobway of the Moorish chamber, passionate; your father loves you and will
uring the past week.
and fell on the bearded old man in his
ieny you nothing—speak for me.”
slrull-cap and on the slim girl with the
Isaac lifted his hand. “‘I forbid it,” j VTHIAN RELIEF ANNUAL MEETjet-black ringlets.
ho said, hotly.
these Moorish
“Pahl
ING.
spendthrifts,
There wasjeilence for a
moment, and
they’ll ruin me,” said Isaao. “Here’s then Omar began to laugh.
of the Maine State
annual
meeting
The
The
that Omar
now.
Benani,
“I^see how It; is,” he said; “you have
pigeon hole to the left, Rachel, look for wanted to degrade me in the eys of your I lelief association, a Pythian organizehis paper.”
You knew I wanted to stand t ion, occurred at their headquarters in
Rachel took a paper from the bureau, [laughter.
well;with her, and you have made me t lis city yesterday. The following officers
at
the
read:
and
endorsement,
glanced
ishamed. Well, good-bye, Rachel.” He
“Benani—Omar.”
rere elected:
Sited her hand and put his lips to
it. ^
“That’s it; read it, Rachel, read it.”
President—E. C. Reynolds.
‘Good-bye, and if ever I come out of the
The girl opened the document and read
Vice President—Wyer Gresns.
Kasbah-”
aloud:
Secretary—Joseph F. Chute.
“I give you fair warning,” said Isaao,
Omar
“On or before June
1st, I,
do
so
until
Treasurer—Seth L. Larrabee.
not
‘that you shall
my debt
Benani, hereby undertake and covenant, ilso has been
Finance Committee—A.B. Brown, John
paid.”
Omar laughed bitterly. “Just so, just I ,ocke, Jr., Herbert T. Hunt,
jilodical Supervisor—John T. Palmer.
so,” he said. “That’s tiie way wlth'these
Jews tiio whole
empire over. They’re
The secretary reported that the memFrance, by vC ership was 1509, a net gain for the year
protected thomselves—by
Spain, by Italy—and we cannot touch
There have been nineteen deaths
them. But we whojare Moors; in our own 0 f 85.
The invested funds are
country they can put us in prison—they d uring the year.
can grind our faces—they can
suok our s
Luther B. Roberts lias been en10,000.
*
Ask you Grocer to-day to show you X blood-”
aged as state agent for the year.
Isaao had gone to the door and was
I k a packageof GRAIN-O, the new food ♦
“Thank
it,
for
you
holding
open
telling
drink that takes the place of coffee. Z me that, Sidi. I shall remember it.”
one
“Then
remember
thing
it
without
old
drink
more;
The children may
man,” said Omar. “Do your best, do
>
injury as well as the adult. All who ♦ rour worst, but your daughter and I
try it, like it. GRAXN-O has that O shall meet again.”
(To bo continued.)
rich seal brown of Mocha or Java, x
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OF

MOORISH
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5. S. Morrill’s. This has been an occason of a good deal of interest for several
,-ears and, with one exception, has always
It is very
jeen held at Miss Morrill’s.
nuch like a spelling match
only the

STORY.

WORDS.

Labor

existed for over eighty
does possess
years except for the fact that it
extraordinary merit for very many Family Ills?
There is not a remedy in use today which has
the confidence of the public to so great an extent as this wonderful Anodyne. It has stood
upon its own intrinsic merit, while generation
after generation have used it with entire satisfaction, and handed down to their children a
knowledge of its worth, as a Universal Household Remedy, from infancy to good old age.
It is the great vital and muscle nervine.

'^Cglds

jCROUP
UGH
Colic

Cramps

Young Mothers

use

Mothers
Mothers
Grand

use

it
it

use

it

Older

remedy

a

have

of this

special Iprovince

Anodyne

is the
external. It
investigations of medical science, that the real danger from disease
is caused by inflammation; cure the inflammation and you have conquered the disease in
each case. Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment produces an increase of vital activity in the parts
The

cure of inflammation, internal or
is a fact, proven by the

rcrona

vitynmua

tfl

notion

thne

cr,-M

and cure disease. Wrapped
them the power to stop inflammation, soothe pain, prevent
medical authorities upon
rround each bottle is a 6; page book, compiled from the highest
home treatment and a full disIt
Room.”
of
Sick
gives
and
Care
for
Diseases
••Treatment
can understand.
We will
cretion of each complaint, in plain language that every person
address. Keep it for reference.
send a neatly bound copy of the book free, by mail, to any

Send for

Book “Treatment for Diseases’* and Care of Sick Room, Free,
and Directions are on every bottle. Price 35 cents; six $2.00,
S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass.

our

The Doctor’s Signature
cnid bv all Druggists. 2.

BAR.G-AINS

OL 0T HINI
In order to close out tlie balance of our
stock we shall have a markdown
sale of

jobbing

Ulsters,Overcoats;Sults and Trousers.
$12 and $15 Suits marked down to
$5.00
$8 to $18 Overcoats marked down to
83.60, 5.00, 8.00 and 10.00
A big trade in Ulsters for
§1.00
82.00
And Trousers at
The terms of this sale are STRICTLY
CASH. First comers w ill find some rare

bargains IX THIS SALE.
In our regular retail stock
give a discount of

we

shall

20 PER CENT FOR CASH
all Ulsters. Winter Overcoats and
Fancy Suits.
On

TAILORS,

Manuf'ctuiing Clotii ers

d Men's Fur i shers,

a

Square.

Monument
janlO dlw

■

J

handful of Ripans Tabules to an old gentleman of
and he said their effect upon him has been
most remarkable.

Lady.

I gave

a

Brooklyn,

Friend.

What was the matter with

L.

He is

him,

anyway ?

a weigher, and works about the wharves and warehouses. He said that always after eating he would be
troubled with gases, and there would be a sensation as
of a load on the pit of his stomach which made him
very uncomfortable.

did the

do him?

F,

Well, what good

I*

I don't know how they did it, but he says they were effective from the start, and he was surprised to see how
quickly one would give him relief. I think it is quite
remarkable, for he is a confirmed dyspeptic and he
positively sneered when I gave him the Ripans. He
didn’t seem to think anything could reach his case.

Ripans

i: Try Grain-O!

j: Try Grain=OS

|

|

j

~

Difficult cases Cured

tl3 by Dr.

C.Ta FISK.

k ma kes a specialty of
•••.:
other class of
iTif-r,. c-tr.,

Diseases of the Beedisease. Send for my
and names of many

in
pfiDi
lUDLIU

At

U. S.
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Goodwin,

WIio lias been with GEO. C.
SHAW &CO. for the past
years, can now be found

ja foul,
WILL H. GOODWIN&C0. S
ASSSSSS
Square,

Hotel, Portland, Saturdays only.
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fcrPn.ES. It absorbs
Stops itching,
tumors.
tnvE‘-' F.BI.IEF. soe.
iJud gj. At Druggists,

For sale by J. E. Goold & Co
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where he will be pleased to
see all Ills old friends and cus-
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but it is made from pure grains, and V
tho most delicate stomach receives it A

without distress. \ the price of coffee,
15 cents and 25 cents per package.

x

MAINE MEDICAL SCHOOL.
Portland men attending the
Maine
Medical school at Brunswick this year are
Benry B. Hart, Walter S. A. Kimbnll,
Benry P. Merrill, Jr., Walter E.
Barry E. Gribben, Carl R.Doten, Charles

Sold by all grocers.
Tobie'
*
Tastes like Coffee
3. Caswell, Wallace W. Dyson, William
Looks like Coffee
Insietthat your grocer gives you GRAIN-0 €> B. Baker, Clarence P. Doten, also Ervin
3. Soule, South Portland and Eugene
Accept no imitation.
M. McCarty, Woodfords.

.%'

fj
^

To

Any

Reliable

Time i
Cost

1, OR SALK—Good milk for families or invalids
a
who desire best milk.
New lie-up just
constructed with all ihe latest modern conveniences for cho eest cows, customersinvited
to call at farm
and see for themselves. Sample
quart bottles will be left on application. Address WALNUT CREST
FARM, Westbrook,
Me10-2

SAVED SY

7 room house
F0S’™1'1 HasN bath
room, fururce

on Alba St. for
beat, good
floors, white wood finish,
good garden, large piazza,
double parlors. 5000 feet of land, fine home and
W?.ndy Everything. DALTON & CO.,
478 1-2 Congress St.
j0_l
ew

Marvelous appliance and one month’s remedies
be sent on trial, without any
rare power will
,!iJnnre mawnent, by tbe foremost company in the
In the treatment of men weak, broken, dlsrased from efforts of excesses, worry, overcomplete reswork Ac Happy marrinjre pecured.
conditions.
^.ratlonor developmentisof all robust
limited. No C. O. D.
rh« f*me of this offer
no deception; no exposure. Address

ivirid

ERIE MEDICAL GO.. ^UFFALO.^Y.’’

P“R““'U§ cellar,
hdfd Pine

WASHING PoWoES
Vv rial

Only this; ask yonr grocer for It, and Insist

THE
Chicago,

St.

K.

N.

FAIRBANK COMPANY,
New

Louis,

Boston,

York,

BONDS.

ERIE TELEPHONE

Elegant, new two flat modern
on
Gleuvyoou Avenue, Deering
Finished in cypress, open fireHighlands.
places, steam heat, separate hack and front entrances, separate cellars and heaters, fine bath

inserted under this heac
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

5

per cent Collateral Trust Sinking Fund
LET—Office on Congress street, central
Gold Bonds, dtfe July 1, 1920, being part
first floor frpnt, pleasant and all right.
A
rare
for a good office. S. M. WAT
opportunity
of $2,000,000,of which $1,000,000 have been
SON, 12 Monument square.
11-1
previously sold. Both the bonds and
LET—Graphophones; Just the thing for
stock of (ho comany (are quoted at the
ffan evening’s entertainment.
For terms
The Erie etc., call or address R. H. DARKER, at E. D
New York Stock Exchange.
trunk store,
Reynolds’
593
stree
Congress
Telegraph & Telephone Company in con- Portland, Me.
11-1
junction with the American Bell TeleLET—A
first class flat of 5, 6 or 7 room:
phone Co., owns and operates the suboron second floor of house 463
St. John St
dinate corporations conducting the Bell Hard wood fluprs, set tubs, outside windows
fue on same floor, five minutes, to the
screens;
Telephone business in Cleveland, Ohio, electrics. Inquire at the house.
10-1
and in all of Minnesota, North and South
LET—Good desk room in Oxford Build
Dakota, Texas and Arkansas, excepting
ing, 185 Middle street. Inquire at room 5
only Duluth and the Blaok Hills District.
7-1
The Company has a capital stook of
LET—Large
sunny front room, nicel]
have
dividends
which
$4,800,000, upon
furnished, steam heat, gas. etc. Alsc
been paid continuously for fourteen years. large sunny alcove room unfurnished.
15 Grai
The object of the issue of the bonds is street, between State and Park.
7-1
to provide the Erie Company with the
LEL—A very desirable tenement of sij
TO
its
of
for
extensions
sys- A
capital necessary
rooms,
newly paintec
tem, all of which add to the revenue. and papered ceutrally located,
throughout. Price §16 per month
The net income of the Company for 1897 J. C. WOODMAN, 93 Exchange street.
5-1RJ I
was $365,000, being more than double the
:
amount of its total bonded interest. The
WANTED—AGENTS.
bonds are countersigned only to the extent of two-thirds of the collateral deForty words inserted under this heac
posited against them, which collateral •ne week for 35 cents, cash in advance.
consists of the Erie Company’s entire
ownership of the stocks of the subordi- 4 GENTS-§7 daily to sell Specialty Soaps anc
nate companies, which in turn are kept
give customers double their value in Hand
free from bonded or ether indebtedness. some Presents; exclusive territory; sample
outfit
free. MODOC SOAP CO., Ciuciunati, 0
Tho American Bell Telephone Company
10-1
owns all the remaining capital of the
subordinate companies, and is represented TVANTED—General agent for each state an<
•*
on their boards by two of its own prinoicanvassing agents for cities. Rapid sell
uuii/oioi
ing article with Dig profits. Person security
y a±
general
a
of
agency gets a big tiling. Sample an(
statements
period
covering
parative
25 cents.
You will miss a ran
eight years,‘together with condensed bal- particulars
chance by delay.
ACME NOVELTY CO.
ance sheet of the sub-oompanies.
Room 21, 2021-2 N. High street, Columbus, O.

TO

TO

TO
TO

TO
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»
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v,.j

town

Maine for the Ideal Hat Fastener;

Good Ink.

he cried, “with me!”
poster girl contemplated

“Fly,”

a

ir
lie

cessity for ladies; big profits; samples anr
terms 25c. MRS. HERBERT SMITH, genera;
agent, Springvale, Me.
10-1

him

calmly.

TVANTED—Gentleman to open a real estate
and insurance office with an experienced
man, chance to learn the business and receive
big income as partner. §300 required for office
furniture, advertising, etc.
Address REAL
ESTATE
MANAGER, Station A, Boston,

A friend advised me to fry Ely’s Cream Balm
and after using it six weeks I believe myself
cured of catarrh. It is a most valuable remedy
—Joseph Stewart, 624 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn
N. Y.

WANTED—Everyone

Items of Interest Picked

Up

I^OR

SALE—Two lots

FORnade,

near

Western Prome-

49 and the

other 60 feet froniW’est, Vaughan, Chadwick,
Neal, Clark, State, Carroll, Danforth, Weymouth and Portland, and other streets. For
particulars apjfiv, Real Estate Office, First
National Bank Building,
FREDERICK S.
8-1
VAILL.
one

age. Also lots

on

SALE- One of the best located board
Portland, situated on
further particulars inLIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange St.
8-1

in
FORing houses For

Brown street.
quire of A. C.

traverse
FOR$75.SALE—A
to be sold for S85; also

runner pnng, worth
a small movable

office, cost $35, will sell for $12; a meat
bench, 2 harnesses, best P beans by the barrel.
S. HOBART, 143 Brackett street.
7-1
store

SALE—First class detached brick house
14 rooms and bath, perfect repair, steam
heat and all modern improvements, rental of
rooms are $60 per month aside from what the
owner occupies; best c-ntral part of Congress
street. Price $6 00.
W. H. WALDRON & CO.,
180 Middle street.<3-1

FOR

MISCELLANEOUS.
to loan on real estate, 5 and 6 p r
cent per annum; also money to loan
on life insurance
policies, notes, bonds,
household goods and any good collateral
security. W'. P. CARR, Ho m 5, Oxford
8-4
Building, 185 Middle street.

MONEY

fleet of coasters

a

the

M*

To give some idea of the number of vessels that arrive in this port during the
jourse of one year the following figures

dance at Willard’s pavilion.
The new vestry of the Baptist churoh
is now completed and will be used for

interest. Real estate for sale and renteu,rents
collected. Care of real estate. 25 years in the
185
Middle
N. S. GARDINER,
business.
27-4
street, room 4.__
will advance money on any kind of
will
or
to
us,
merchandise consigned
store
household furniture,
pay cash for

WE

given and will undoubtedly prove
-e_.1.nnw
nteresting. They are the arrivals from 1.
January 1, 1897 to January 1, 1898. & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-ti
ONSIGNEDH ousel lold goods of every deiohooners, 3,426; steamers, 1,278; barbs,
scription are always to be found :»t
!5; barges, 100; brigs, 11; sloops, 13. The private sale at our Auction Rooms. We often
ire

lntHoc’

__

The vestry is one
and convenient in

town.

Bertha, the young daughter of Mr. and
David Jones of Pleasantdale on
Friday, swallowed a good sized piece of
wood, whioh, having got part way down
her throat, lodged, and refused to be removed until a physioian was sent for,

n

■

number of

schooners to arrive
41.
Lobster arrivals yesterday were: Lorna,
1000; Addle and Hattie, 3400; Telephone,
argest

Mrs.

the

was

rived In

PORTLAND.

removing

8-1

arlarge
barborlyesterday morning.
They were: Stella Maud, lumber, St.
TjRTGAGES”NEGOTI AT ED—At 5 and 6
lohn to Boston; Dacotah, | piling, St.
per cent, we have funos of clients to
Real Estate.
invest in First Mortgages on
John to Boston; Prefetta, lumber, St. Builders and others
facilities
will find our
moderate.
John to New York; Saokville
any, and our charges
Packet, equal toReal
National
Estate Office, First
Apply,
grindstones, for Boston; Marion, laths, Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL. 8-1
it. John to New York; Rebecca Huddell, AIONEY TO LOAN—On
mortgages ot reat esit. John to New York; Lyra, lumber, I*A tate in the city and suburbs, at 5 and^per
cent. Notes discounted on reasonable i£es of
it. John to Boston.

There

t The High School resumed its session
yesterday.
The Willard Hose company oelebratod
its fifth p: anniversary ^this evening by a

who succeeded in
substance.

N. H.

SALE—A valuable farm within two
miles of Portland, about 15 acres land,
with nice buildings, consisting of French
roof frame dwelling house, 13 rooms; steam
heat; barn 36 by 55, with cellar and silo;
orchard of 5Cf trees, choice variety
apples
and pears; soil clay loam, highly cultivated.
Will be sold at a bargain.
Apply to Peal
Estate Office of BENJAMIN F. IlARRIS, No.
48 Exchange s reet.
8-1

Alongshore

Yesterday,

bust of his son, but a head of Marcellus.

mooting.
pleasant

Bay,

FOR

There was a misstatement in regard to
Dr.Pendleton’s prospective memorial gift
to the High sohool, which is not to be a

their annual
of the most

will.
Alton

a

you

f'OR

A CORRECTION.

fha

farm
can turn
value, and
For particulars address C. R. JONES,
a

a

WANTED—Second

Both Profane.

“I—I’m 6tuck,” admitted the stenographer. “Did you say ‘he swore like a
pirate’ or like a ‘parrotf’
“I don’t remember now myself,” said
"Either will do very well."
the author.
—Cincinnati Enquirer.

timp hv

SALE—Or would

exchange for
valuabl ^patent. 1
FORproperty,
fortune to
at
fair

over

WANTED—Burnham’s

City.

first,

10-1

WOR SALE—We want to build a new. modern
A
house on Central Avenue, Deering. for
wants a good home
some reliable party who
and will pay fair monthly installments to get
We have one fine lot left and will build a
one.
house, single or double to suit you. Sewer, .sebago, bath room, furnace, etc. DALTON &
10-1
CO., 47a 1-2 Congress St.

SALE—At Old Orchard Beach, summer
boarding house, Winona house, beautifully
situated
on Hotel street, 10 rods from depot, 15
10-1
Mass._
rods from site of proposed pier, 19 furnished
IVA NTED—To lease a furnishe I hotel within rooms, house in first class repair and will be
"
twenty miles of Portland. Address C. H. sold cheap if sold at once. Inquire at SMITH
& ROBIE'S STORE. Old Orchard. Me.
5-4
10-1
SHORT, No. 60 Free St., Portland, Me.
IAOR SALE—House of 7 rooms with ell and
Jellycon. No sugar. A stable. 9000 feet land, best location on SteA child can make it Assorted flavors. vens Plains avenue, close to
schools, post office
Made in a minute.
For a dessert no equal, and
stores, electrics mss the door, price $1350
b’or economy It is the best.
For sale
bv to close an estate.
Terms half cash balance
In stock at MELCHER CO.’S, anil
tracers.
mortgage. W. H. WrALDRON & CO.. 180 Midwholesale grocers generally. Try it.
8-1
dle street.5-1
in Portland and vicinSALE—A one and a half story ho lse
ity to remember to use “Periodical Tickarranged for two families. Sebago water.
Jts.
Premiums free for 130 lickets. anything 15.000 square feet in the lot,-fruit trees, chance
>’ou desire. Office at IRA F. CLARK’S, Monu- for a garden, near schools, electrics, a good
nent Square. Ask for Dook.7-1
home at a bargain. Also a three-flat house at a
hand printing press. 5x8 good paying investment. N. S. GARDINER.
5-1
chase or larger, with 4 or 5 fonts of type; 185 Middle street.
nust buy cheap. Address Lock Box 201, West
15 horse power engine
SALE—One
Me.
in
5-1
and boiler; also 2 radiators All
Buxton,
good
condition. Enquire ot H. H.NEVEN & CO.,
398 Fore street, City.
dec2tf
HERE AND” THERE.

Thousands suffer from Catarrh or cold in
head and have never tried the popular remedy.
There is no longer any excuse, as a 10 cent trial
size of Ely’s Cream Balm can be had of your
druggist or we mail it for 10 cents. Full size
50 cents. ELY BEOS., 60 Warren St., N. Y.

t.h«

St.

FOR

WANTED.

I certainly
those, she replied.
In point of fact the brand of ink of
which she was constructed was ample
guarantee of that.—Detroit Journal.
won’t run, I tell you

SOUTH

IjiOE SALE—Beautiful, new suburban resiA dence of ten (10) rooms, with every convenience and luxury. Situated on Glenwood
Avenue, Deering Highlands, the best part of
Deering; 2 minutes from street cars; open fireplace, theated throughout, sewer, fine bath
room, electric lights and bells, hard wood floors,
cypress finish, lavatoryldown stairs: 550o feet
oi land, very sightly, a magi,lucent home.
Our
price this winter is only 83,500. Easy terms of
DALTON
&
478
1-2
CO.,
payment.
Congress

10-1

TVANTED—Lady agents in every

“Well,

large chambers, a 12 per cent investment; toniest part of Deering, 2 minutes to
street cars; sewer, Sebago, hot water, electric
lights, hard wood floors, papered throughout;
none like It in Deering or Portland; price
DALTON & CO.,
reasonable, easy terms.
478 1-2 Congress St.
101

v»w.xa»-

WIT AND WISDOM.

The

house

rooms,

Philadelphia

TO LET.

Messrs. E. G. Stauwood & Co. offer for
sale at 97 and accrued interest, $1,000,000
of Erie Telegraph & Telephone Company

SALE

TjiOR

A

ri-nw*.

trying it. Largest package—greatest economy.

on

one

: 1000;

day

Eva

was

Martin, 2200; Mary Jane, 3600;

Tiola Brewor, 3000.
Other arrivals were

offending

jBB

itBnuuu,

M

aji

Schooners

luuaucji

auu

Mary

navo

..1

.s..4._

articles less than half the cost to

man-

ufacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneei'9, i8
Free street.
_U~tf

persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
*
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
give bottom prices.
W e frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
23-2
pictures.

luorv

WANTED-SITUATIONS.
Elizabeth City lodge, I. O. O. F., will ?. Pike, deep; Lilia B. Fernald, 30,000
install officers and work the third degree 1 lsh; John M. Fiske, light; W. R. ChesForty words Iciertsd under this
1 er, hiniber.
An elaborate supper will
this evening.
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
The
hearing to have been held at 3
be served during the evening.
afternoon before the
< 1’olook yesterday
with regard to
The Bethany church Y. P. S. C.1E., are 1 [arbor commissioners
WANTED by a young Amerisecond
or
do general
can woman to
[ranting John Da lot permission to make
to observe their second anniversary this
the
State
work
small
in
private families, is good cook and
street
mprovements upon
evening with an entertainment in the yharf property, was postponed until laundress, or will do table work in restaurant or
Apchamber work in hotel or assistant cook.
ohuroh vestry, consisting of musical and 1 ilaroh 14._
rear 74 Chestnut street.11-1

SITUATION

j

ply

literary numbers.
Mrs. James G. Oliver, accompanied by
Miss Leonlce Dyer, are in Boston on a
brief visit to Mrs. Oliver’s daughter.
A series^of religious meeting are to be
conducted this week at the Knlghtville
The pastor will be
Mothodist church.
assisted by the neighboring clergy and

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE

Monday—Joseph

ROBINSON'.
Hall.
Intoxication;

iii

1ATANTED—A smart, capable,pleasing AmeriTf
can widow woman, 40 years of age. a posi-

tion as working housekeeper in a bachelor’s or
widower’s familv; good cook and housekeeper.
Address W. M.. V. O. Box 36, Mechanic Falls.
Me.; or apply to 390 1-2 Congress street, Mrs.

The bioyole faotory oommenoed operatlons yesterday on full time.
Extra revival services will be held at
comthe M. E. church, Knlghtville,

1 ined $3 and costs.
Palmer’s office.H-i
Celina Hellier. Intoxication;
thirty
ays in the house of correction.
by intelligent young
\\rANTED—Situation
man of fine character, who lias had cony ?
Timothy J. Daloy and Asa Arohibald.
1 ntoxication; each thirty days in the siderable experience in banking, and business
in general; best of references given; could
c ounty jail and each fined |5 and one-half
adapt himself to most any first class position.
c osts.
Address A., this office.7-tf^
John McDonald. Intoxication; $5 and
ANTED—Situation by young lady to care
( osts.
ft
for children or Invalid. References furSimon Towle.
Intoxication; fined 13 nished.
Address or call MISS K. P., 14 Gilman
£ nd costs.
St.., City.7-1

menoing Tuesday evening at,'.30 o’clock.

( IDD

laity.

On that evening members of Y. M. C. A.
will conduct the service.
BOY SHOT HIS SISTER.

BENEFIT ASSOCIATION.

FELLOWS’

The

annual' meeting of the Odd Fel1 rws’ Benefit association occurred yesterThe following officers were eleoted:
c ay.
President1—d. H. C. Thompson.
Vice President—Hiram C. Jordan.
Secretary—O. D. Hodgdon.
Treasurer—Albro E. Chase.
MR. DYER CONFIRMED.

at his 14 year old sister,’Stella,
when it was discharged, the ball entering
the girl's right cheek and lodged in the
base of the brain. She died in about 10

The Senate confirmed
a
number of
r ominations by the President yesterday,
a mong them being
Hon. Isaac W. Dyer

minutes.

c

loaded,”

J

uw

wan

mure

Presque Isle, January 10.—A sad ncoidental shooting occurred about three
miles from here Saturday evening. Colby
Ireland, a 16 year old lad, was snapping
revolver, which “wasn't
a 32-calibre

Man.

head
cash In advance.

cents,

TiOR SALE—House No. 7S4 Congress St
A having sunny exposure, open fireplaces,
steam heat ana all other modern improvements,
with ample room for stable; an exceptional
For permit 10 see
location for a physician.
house, and other particulars, apply Iteal Estate
office. First National Bank building, FREDER10-1
ICK S. VAILL.

Mooddin

Could

week for 25

f Portland to be district attorney.

as engineer, stationary or hoisting. either single or double drum; stationary preferred but would t ike watchman or
fireman’s berth; or running planer, four sided
preferred. Can furnish good reference. Do my
own repairing.
Anywhere in the state. Address JAMES TUPl*KK, Brunswick, Me. C-l

SITUATION

7tli,

between

W.

January
Parker Co. store and 171 High street,
LOST—On
chatelaine watch, with blue
ladies

gold

S.

a
en-

ameled back and pin. The tinder will please
lea^e it at SIMMON’S & HAMMOND’S Drug
Store, can be suitably rewarded.8-1
\\TANTED—Co oy of the genealogical account of Ifogg, Hill & Moody, families
T?
published in 1851, by Wm. Fogg, also “Fogg
Family,” s «nte author, published in IS^‘4 in
the Maine Hist., and Genealogical It eorder,
Andress giving price, FRED L. FOGG. 114
care Kennebec Journal, Augusta, Me.
8-1

1

MISCTXX.AITEOPS.

OBITUARY.

_

12 T.JNBS
in our
less contain all wo have to say
as a bustDAILY LETTER. It is as long
to read. It will
ness man can afford time
or

give

f

and directions.
you ideas

He was born in Litchfield,
do., and had lived in Springfield for the
He
cost of the time for about 26 years.

MAGY&PENDLETON:
45

BROADWAY,

YORK,

: forked

Exchange

AND

&
urU/ VflGtf Coiion, Produce
Pj£n I UnEV Foi'Ice Fxclianges.

Connected by private

CHICAGO

wire

with the

BOARD OF TRADE,

for a good many
barber
5 ears. He travelled extensively for a pain Connecticut and for ono
er
? a company N.
Y., and bad been conNewburg,
^ ected
with the management of paper
tills in

as

a

Pennsylvania,

Michigan and

While in Springfield he
l onnecticut.
a barber
shop for some years at the
jrner of Main and Taylor street, and be>re his recent illness had worked at the

* m

_p

iau9-lm

Lawrence,Manchester,Stone-

)

Members of tlie

New York Stock

lad lived in

lain, Lynn, Holyoke and at Omaha and
ther parts of the West. He served for
bout a year in the civil war with the 3d
} few Hampshire regiment, but was disHe was a
c harged on acoount of illness.
ood while a paper
maker, and also

Brokers,

NEW

Ruel S. Syms, 02, died Friday evening
a bout T o’clock at his home, 303 Worthngton street, Springfield, of bronchial
t

onsumption.

customers.
It is sent regularly to our
it to you.
We would be pleased to send

Bankers and

FINANCIAL AN1W0MERC1AL

IiUEL S. SYMS.

Tu&Tlnm

<S notations of Stole Products in the
Leading Markets.
New Tork

Quotation. Stock*

and Bonds

(By Telegraph.1
NEW YCRK, Jan. 10.
Money on call at 2Vi@3Vipr cent: prime mercantile paper 3% @4Vi per cem.
Sterling exchange firm, with actual business In bankers bills at 4 85®4 B5VS for demana and> 8214
@4 83 for sixty days; pescen tales at * iV*
86. Comnucl bibs at 4 82.
Government Bonds easier.
State bonds dulL
Railroad bonds strong.
Bar Silver 67 Vi.
Mexican dollars 45%.

a.4

Erie gen ..

do

Grocer. sar.r|K.ti •
Portland market—cut loaf 7: oonfetlon ta y
pulverised 6c: powered, 6c; gramilaieu
coffee crushed 6o •. veiiow 40.
oVi
c.

°7%
118
10a

Wera

11%

22%

..

i-7?
1??/a
117?

■

nne.new.14%

3J

88%
prelerrea
Illinois Central.106%
Lake Erie* West. 17%
Lake Shore.175%
Louis* Nash.56%
Manhattan Elevated.114%
Mexican Central.
6%
Michigan Central.103%
St
Minn*
Louis. 25%
Minn & St Louis pf. 86
Missourl^Faolfic. 34%
1st

Jersey Central..

Werkendam .New York.. Amsterdam..Ian
Davona.Portland... London
..Jan
Massachusetts.New York. .Loudon.Jan
F Bismarck.. .New York.. Hamburg ...Jan
Servia.New York.. Liverpool.. .Jan
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Jan
Normandie... .New York. .Havre.Jan
Amsterdam.... New York.. liotterdam
Jan

101 %

lr0"'a
Oloago’Bnrllngton
DelawareS.Hudson xauaico.UH
lairare.Lackawana & WestlD4
Denver; * Rio oranae. 11

lOJjv*
16%

Philadelphia

102.
25
86%
34%

98%
110%

NewlYork Central.I—109%
NewITork. Chicago* St Louis i.-.%
70
do pf
Northern iPaclfic com. 22%
do
do
pfd. 62%

18
65

164%
do
pfd.
16%
15%
Ont S Western.
Hides.
23
Readme.:. 22%
a
was
Mr.
of
Felix
Syms
Dupre.
lop
91%
The follow lng quotations represent the pay- Bosk Island. 91%
86
In this market:
« lember of
St Paul. «B%
Springfield commandery, K. ing prices
Man the First American
143%
Former BlnehUl
Gow and ox hides.7c 1? lb
144
bfd.
do
^ ’., Hampden lodge of Masons, Trinity Bulls and st
7/
...
St.Pnul •* Omaha. 76%
to Traverse its Valley.
148
j lethodist church, E. K. Wilcox post of Ccalf skins, trimmed,.. Co
no
prfd.148
121
do
untrlmmed. 9c
Si Paul. Minn, a Mann......121
re Grand Army, and Holyoke lodge of Lamb skins.60
to 80c each
11%
of Bluehill,
Texaa ..11%
George R. Adams, formerly
idd Fellows. He had been ill for about
38%
Ualon Pacific.28%
is just
Itsllroau Receipts,
7%
last winter from
and whose wife is a Bluehill giri,
Wabash....
a year, having suffered
attention in
PORTLAND, Jan. 10.
n<#y receiving considerable
He came to
^ rip and a severe cough.
Kecetuts by MalnelCentral H, R_rot rori- Boifon & Maine.
of the
the
pioneer
8J
as
western papers
^ ortland for his health last summer, but and.,146 ear* miscellaneous merchandise; for New York&New England pfd, 80
189
Old Colony. -189
Yukon—the first American to penetrate ^ id not sain much benefit. He had been eonneoting roads 108 cars.
l°o
AdamsjExpress.16J
11°
valley. It was thirty-three ^ mfined to his bed for about four weeks,
the ^river’s
American lExoress.... .117
Exports.
_l
AllAdams
made this
B 8. Express. 40
Parisiana
LIVERPOOL, ENG. 8teamsliip
greatly. Mr. Syras married
iffering
x cuuics vra.3• ..
; 7
in
lived
he
17, 010 bush pe s ;-2,2il do wheat 7667 bbls of Homestfciic,
4^ Vi
42Va
woman in early
trip, and it is since that
^ laine
life, and after apples 669 pkts
butter 76 radiators 268* bxs Ontario... 3
o
his
of
experiences eath he married in 1864 Sarah J. Tuttle cheese 14 pkgs sundries 10 boxes axes 429,700
Bluehill, but the story
3114
Pacific; Mail. 31
lbs bam 725 boxes do 360 cs spjlnts 999 sacks
Putman
.17444
who survives him.
He flour 5 cs
0 f. Manchester,
just’now has a xjartculatr interest.
JI3Va
do rubbers 167 sacks oat
16
organs
/s
1*4
Mr. Adams was one of a party sent to j fives a brother, Mr. Syms of Watervlit, meal 661 bales bay 124,101 lbs lard 18)8 pcs Sugar common.143%
92%
Western Union.. 92%
Rusthe
for
lumber 67 bales hair 760 bags sugar 400 bbls Southern
Alaska
of
ccast
exulore.the
By pfd.
Iieh., and a sister, Nellie fjf Moulton of glucose.
sian-American telegraph line and was ^ ortland. The burial will take place
LONDON. Steamship Fremona—16.240 bush
Boston I'Toauce Market.
to
o’clook
at
26,295 do pea* 00,000 do oals 26 cs eggs
at
10
placed in command of an expedition
^ )day
Evergreen wheat
BOSTON. Jau. 10. 1898-THe followlnp|are
277 34* boxes meatseoo cs canned pples 6314
This was in
Yukon
the
valley.
of Provisions, etc.:
c •metery.
penetrate
boxes clie.-ae 78 do butter 3 4 sax pea9 192 cs to-day’s quotations
CLOUS.
aimed goods 300 bags asbestos 3792 dcs deals
1883-G, and for twelvejyoars followiDgJMr.
JUDGE ALBERT BOYNTON.
4500 sax flour 1 os bicycles 2 do bouse goods Spring patents. 6 15a5 75.
Adams lived in Alaska.
clear ana straight. 4 30®5 25.
Judge Albert Boynton, for 26 years po- 54 bales leather 160 pk hardware 500 pis lard Spring,
Winter patents. 6 2505 50.
Back of the plain story of hardship and
103 horses.
editor of the Detroit Free Press, 260 cattle
tlcal
straight, 4 50®5 25
when
HAMB EG.
Steamship Arcadia-914,834 Wlnter.Icleariand
danger which Mr. Adams can tell
Extra and Seconds 00,
“ ied Saturday night at the Alma (Mich.)
lard 226 boxes backs *0 tes casing* lOObbl*
lbs
in
reminiscences,
Fine and Supers —.
he feels like indulging
auitarium. He had suffered from kid- beef 400 bxs sausage 236 bbls tongues 2.6 b s
is a story of romance which is a part ot
meats 1000 tes oleomargarine 110 do tallow 150
1 ey troubles for two years past,
Chicago Live stock Market.
and
*40
00
they
160
bbls
8u8
bxs
bgs
waste
bales
apples
the history of Alaska. To tell this story,
(By Telegranni
the death by t nally caused other complications. Last asbestos 3 casks plumbago 1 cs ore 129,290 Du
one wouhlthave;to describe
do
oats 65,417 do peas 61,291
rye.
who
CHICAGO, Jan. 10, 1898.—Hoes—receipts
his ownjhand of Maj. ixennicott,
eptember he.relinquished his work, and
bus
Memnon—64.240
left
over
1500: active, strong to 5 ts
BRISTOL. Steamship
41,Ouo;
and whose
was in charge of the
party,
raB then taken to Alma three weeks wheat 37,962 do oats 10,806 bxs cheese 446 pk higher; light 8 .5a8 65; mixed atsoO03 7O;
where he
failure to reach Fort Yukon,
600
do
60S
do
at
3
4003 67% ; rough 3 003 60.
heavy
provs
was
unable to rally. Judge butter 122 boxes bacon
the a go, but
Cattle—recelnis 19,000; steaav to 10c lower:
meats 1198 bales hay 1 bbl apnles 6834 pcs of
expected to meet another partyhisfrom
mind
March
born
at
]
was
16x2
flour
beeves
8
13, 1837,
deal 169,900 lbs lard 26u seks
pcs
80@6 40: cows and heifers at 2 00®
Frazier river, so preyed upon
loynton
4 40. Texas steersat 3 26®4 3u; Stockers and
that he took a dose of strychnine. Anoth- j Jangor, Me.,
His father was of English deal 239 cattle,
3
feeders
20®4 26.
campaign
»r incident in that memorable
Sheep—receipts 30,000; 10c lower; lambs 10
Portland TVboi««ate JHarK*
St. t ncestry, and his mother a iineal dewait at
was a long, mind-killing
@20c lower.
John Alden and other Pilwere to
f cendant of
PORTLAND. Jan. 10.
Michael for the steamers which
Tbe following are to-dars whole** e prices of
bring suxiplies to the little party, and the | ;riins. He went to Detroit in 1867, praoDomestic Markets.
when the
Provisions. Groceries: etc
ravings of two men who,
ising law, and became acting olty attor(By Telegraph.)
ftr*1*
Fleur.
steamers arrived after ail hopo had vanJAN 10, 1898.
and later police judge.
Corn ear
Superfine St
88g39
ished, succumbed to the terrible mental ley,
do
lots
....
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
bag
!0W grades.4 00®4 26
4o
and sent
In 1872 he resigned office and purchased
strain and were xiut in irons
Wneat bagMeal Bag lots
d38 98,762 bbls; sale* 3,400 packages; ma; ket is
Spring
total wrecks. , in interest in the Free
beck to the states, both
era.ci ana st4 460505 Oats, ear lots 31032
Press, and has
(Idle
Oats, bag lou
Both died some years later without having 1
ateut -pine
Flour quotations—city mills patents at 6 66!®
*84
iver since been the principal editorial
6 86; winter patonts 4 60@6 15:city mills clears
Wneat... 6 76®5 90 Cotton Seenrecovered fully from thatawful oxperithe
of
str’an.
ear lets. CO 00023 00
6 4005 40; witer straits 4 5504 75; Minn,
vriter
ents
tiicb.
paper.
ence.
bag lot* 0000024 00 pats 6 1000 30: do bakers 4 20®4 40.
roller.... 6 26*6 40
Mr. Adams is now purchasing supplies
26 Sacked Br’r
.6
do..
10a5
clear
100,825 bush: sales 970,000
Wheat—receipts
SUPERIOR COURT.
and will make an early start lor Byea,
car lou. 13 60«14 60
ll,ouis st'gi
bushmpened weak but rallied: Mch at 93096c;
where he will engugo in business.—Ells6 35B6 60
bag lot* 14 50®16 6(1 Jail —: May 92 8-16a92%c: July 06%@86%.
roller...
worth American.
elear do. .6 2006 36 Middling tloV»ai7 00
Kyequiet— No 2 Western —.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.
bag ou. .617018 00
-nt’rwhea.
Corn—reoeipts 97,900 bush: sales 35,000bus;
at
Mon11.45
Tho grand jury reported
patents.. 6 66S6 76
diitet, steady; May 34®34 3-iec.
TOO MANY SHIP WRECKS.
Gofteo.
Flan.
sales 10,000
Oats—receipts 228,200 bush;
a.v forenoon.
iBuying& selling pnoe) Rio,roasted
11@15 bush; dull; Mar|2BV4|—;track white 290330.
To the Editor of the Press:
Java&llocha 0026*28
Tho following indictments are made Cou—Large
Beef firmjfamlly 11 oo@ll 25; extra mess at
Shore .... 4 7 5®60 0
Mum.
Seal Island, near Cape Sable, is situ8 0008 60; packed 9 00*010 00.
1 ublic:
small do.. 2 oo®8 60 Porto Rico.26080
Pork quiet; new mess at, 8 60g900; famlated 175 miles from Cape Elizabeth, about
.26026 10 000*11 60.
James L. Lockhart, forgery and utter- Pollook ... .2 26*3 60 Barbados*.
Haddock.. .1 7602 00 Fancy.80*88
In taking my departure j tig.
sast by south.
Lard dull: prime western steam 6 05 nom.
Tea.
Hake.2 0002 25
Butter—receipts 8,767 packages: null; state
Francis E. Bailey and Wm. E. Coffin,
from Cape Elizabeth when bound east of
1 erring. Box
..16®20 I6®20o; state,cream at 16@21o; Western do at
Amoys
t reaklng, entering and larceny in night
Scaled....
9® 14c Congous.18(8150 is®20o; dairy at 18«xlc: Rlgius at 22c; facCape Sable or to Europe my course is east 1 ime.
ti ackorei. to
Japan.. 18@s6
at 12(alfC,
south east. Ihere is one point of westerly
is
*22 00®*26 Formoso..22®60 tory
Snore
Ralph C. Frank, embezzlement.
Cheese-receipts 2922 pokages; quiet; large
2s SIS OO092O
Sugar.
nautioal
which
Snore
alias
this
latitude,
William
William
variation,in
Hyde,
Howard,
wuite ai3%@a%0; sinalilwhlte 9Vi qav2.
6
84
8S
StandardGran
*12@$l4
Large
Eggs—receipts 4,2«2 packages; easy; State
understand. The Gerona is l urglary.
men will
6 34
rroauce.
Ex cflne duality
ndPenn 20@23c; Western t ia®2lc.
Patrick J. Feeney, breaking, entering One canrrcate 00®
»3ti
axtrac.
that
only one ship out of many
Sugar—raw quiet, steady; fair refining 3*4c;
nd larceny.
do bbl
7600*8 00 Yellow Extra C.... 4Vi
entrlfugal 96 test 4 8-l6c;retlned him:Crushed
has been lost by bad navigation. More
7 00
Seed
Eugene R. Kennard, cruelty to ani- Maine.
Powdered 6 7-100; Granulated 5Vic.
Vsc;
3 66®3 76
Pea Beans.l 30@i 40 Timothy.
than twenty years ago the Steamer At- r lals.
Petroleum dull.
Yellow kves.l 66*11 65 Clover.West, »Vi®!>
alias
Ada
Mahlee
Mahleo
and
P.
Ida
Coffee
dull; No 7 at f>Vi.
from
England
[antic was coming across
do
N. T. 9Vi®10
Cal Pea_1660160
'red James, nuisance.
Spirits Turuentlne Qim 33Vi@33*4.
Ii'ishPotat’s.Dus80®K* Alsike.
10010V*
in winter with a large passenger list, and
Molasses
steady iNew Orleans 26081.
John Smith,alias Jaok Smith,nuisance.
ao, bDi2.25 02 85 Rea Top,
16®17
Rice quiet ;domesttc 4%@6V4 ; Japan 6@6V4.
Mark E. Sullivan, nuisance.
when the ship got to the westward of
FreTlilons.
Sweer.sJersey375@4 00
uuiet.
Freights
Pork—
ao Nortoik a?6«
Louis St. Pierre, nuisance.
the Grand Banks, the captain thought he
Rosin steady.
012 60
heavy
do Vrineland,4 5O0«5
In the grave robbery case at Westbrook
Tallow easy; city 3%; country 31/i®3%.
medlumll 2601160
had not coal to last to New York and so
Onions, Egp*o 00@0 00
medium
®
returned
an
2
00
indictment
Natives
CHICAGO—Cash
do
quotations;
he
75®3
grand jury
changed his course for Halifax to replen- t
Flour steady.;
12® 13 Beef—light..9 0009 26
Day and Joseph W. Chickens_
ish his bunkers. At la o’clock midnight t gainst Augustus
heavy,.. 9 76®'0 25
Wneat—No spring 86% @87*4 c; No 3 do at
Turkev*.Wes. 130i6e
for unlawfully digging up the Northern do....If® 17 BnlestsVhD* 6 760
81®90e; No 2 Red at 91c. Corn—No 2 at 28Vi
the captain told the officer of the deck ] founds
9011 Lara, tes ana
020% c. Oats—No 2 at 2 % e; No 3 white fo
of Martha E. Roberts on October 4, Fowl*...
Vi bbl.pure 0Vi«*6% b at 28V4®24% ; No 2 White fob 24% ; No 2
that the ship was EG miles from land and 1 ody
upplem
to call him 1 897, with the intent to dispose of said Eating appl’s3 50®4 GO docom’na. 4480 % rye 46c. No 2 Bariev at f o b 26Va@40c No 1
going 12 knots per hours, and
pall*.compd 5y*et5Vi Flaxseed at 1 18® 1 22; Prime Timothy seed at
do common 52®3 00
the purpose of dissection.
Lard at
pail*, pure 6% j»7
Baldwins 3 5004 26
at 3 o’clock, bat before 3 o’clock the ship i ody for
2 77%. Mess pork at 9 20® 2 92%.
puroill
8Vi»»
not
to n>
80100
4 67%ffl4 70; short rtb sides 4 (E@* 70.
Rounds
t.vap
Dry
Is
Sambro
of
arraignment
pleaded
upon
outside
rocks
struck the
9
Uneib
Bams....
at 4% @6; short clear
®9Vi
meats—boulders
salted
court assigned Frank I. Messina
3 6004 00
oooov'ra
land and more than six hundred people ( uilty, and the
sides4 7504 86.
OIL
Oranges.
defend him. It is understood
Butter steady; creamry 14020c; dairy at 11
lost their lives. There were 163 female I loore to
3 60 0 4 26 Kerosenel20 ta
8V.
Florida
Cheese quiet 80dVio.£ggs steady ;fresh
not one of them t hat Day will plead not guilty and stand Jamaica
3 60@376
on board and
Llgonu.
8V4
passengers
3 25@4 00
Centennial. 8 Vi
for
him.
California,
j6.000 bbls; wheat 21,000
Wm.
rial.
t
weather
the
thick
was
Lyons
appears
it
If
was saved.
Pratt’s Astral ..lOv. bus; corn 422.000 bush; oats 364.000 bush;
Eggs.
In tho afternoon the following arraignship’s head should have been turned off
bush; barley 76.000 bush.
8,000
rye
shore until daylight.
Eastern extra.. 26026 In hall bbls lo extra
icnts were made and plea3 entered:
Shipments—Flour 15,000 bbls; wheat 26,000
Raisins.
Fresh Western.. 23® 24
A few months ago a steamer sailed from
bush; corn 112,000 bush; oats 469,000 bush;
Win. Hyde, alias Wra.tHoward, plea, Reid.
lb bxa608Vi
Musctl.60
the
18@19
to
States
with
bound
America
700 bush; barley 17.000 bush.
South
London isy’rll 76O20C rye
Bnttet.
J
The ship ran 6 uilty.
a valuable oargo of wool.
XT-_—
_;
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
Co»L
Oreamerr.lney.. 21022
x atijoa
n-‘J
rfixx Tclnnri ftf Kfc
I.nni.i tn t.h«
vouvj
at 92%c; track at 94®p5e; N<> 2 bard cash 87
Retail—delivered.
Francis E. Bailey and Wm. E. Coffin, Gilt Edge Vr’mt.18020 Cumberland
ward of Barbadoes. There is a paesago
00004 60 #88c;Jau 92% ; May at 93% @93% c; July at
Choice.14*16
lea,
guilty.
79c.
and
P
Lucia
Chestnut-..
St.
0660
between
Matinique
Cheese.
Flour steady.uncgned: pats 4 70®4 8B;straits
8 00
Franklin-..
Eugene JB. Kenard, plea, nolo conten- N. Y. IcrrylOVgfflll
miles wide, of clear open sea, and yet it
at < 3504 50; clear 4 00 «4 25;medlum at 8 60
00
wll
d
ere.
Lehigh....
*6
Vermont ...10%
was not wide enough to sail this ship in.
A 00 @3 78.
®12ya Pea.
James L. Lockhart, iplea, nolo oonten- gage.12
When coming up from the South AtlanCorn—No 2 cash at 25*4c; Jan 25%c; May at
tic 1 run for Barbadoes. There are two d ere.
28Vs: July 28Vic.
Gram
not
Quotation*.
nuisance
guilty.
Fred James,
plea,
tine lights on this island. Passing to the
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash at 90% c; May
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAOB
John Smith, nuisance, xdea, guilty.
westward of this island 1 run over for
92V4C.
Quotations.
Saturday’s
cross
the
Caribbean
Corn—No 2 mixed 28%c.
Martinque and then
V/HKAT
A. O. H. INSTALLATION.
goats—No 2 mixed 22Vic.
Sea and out of the Sail Rock passage to
Jan.
I
May
Rve—No 2 at ("Vic.
the leeward of St. Thomas, or down to
The installation of officers to the Ladles’ Opening*.. 91%
91%
Cloverseed—prime cash and Dec —.
91%
the westward of Porto Rico and out of 1
92%
to the A. O. H. of Portland, Closing..
1
.uxlliary
Wiiltst at 90c;
DETROIT—Wheat—No
into
the
Atlantic.
A
the Mona Passage
CORN
eveNo 2 Red 90o: May 91 Vic.
few winters ago the steamer Iowa sailed * cas hold at Hibernian hall, Monday
Jan.
May
2 mixed at 28Vso.
Corn—No
The Ojenlng....
29%
from Philadelphia bound to Europe. This r ing, Mrs. John Burke, presiding.
Oats—No 2 white 26c.
the icebergs
29%
Closing. ........*. 26%
Rve—No 2 at 47%.
ship was navigated among
f allowing are the officers:
OATS.
become
a
and
total
oil of Newfoundland
1 Northern at
M.
MILWAUKEE—Wheat—No
uau.
-Miss Elizabeth
Dailey.
President
may
to
the
south
have
kept
loss. She should
23% 92c: No 2 Spring S7@88e; Mv 90.
Vico President—Mrs. Katie Foden.
Jpenlng.
of the Banks. The loss was half a mil23%
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—January at 89%c;
Financial Secretary—Anne M. J. Har- Closing.213/i
lion. A steamer last season bound from
Maya 88%®8Mo; duly at 87®87%c; Nol
pork,
adon.
91c: No, Northern at 90Vic.
hard
Hamburg to the States was lost on New- f
Jan.
Adams.
May.
Recording Secretary—Florenoe
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 5 00®
found land. She was not bound there, but
Opening.........9 37
Treasurer—Mrs. Wm. Gallagher.
at
...
......
9 42 6 10: second patents 4 86.6,4 96; first clears
she got there, and was a total loss. Why
Closing.
Right Guide—Miss Katie Warnic.
3 9004 00 second clears at 2 90@3 00.
do navieatore hug Newfoundland to the
lard,
Left
Crowley.
ai
Guide—Lucy
iNorm^rn
casn
the
have
DULUTH—wneat—jno
loss of so many ships, when they
Jan.
May. 90Vic; Jan bOV*c; May 89Vic; July—.
Inside Guide—Delia Coyne.
whole At-lanstic Ocean on the other side?
*87
Closing. 4 80
at 8 OO&S 60. Cattle at
CINCINNATI—Hogs
During the evening, Master Willie R.
Several years ago, one of our warships
Monday’s quotations,
bound <
2 2ov|4 '*6.
Roads
went out of Hampton
Jressey entertained the Auxiliary with
wuic.-r
Lambs 4 0004 85.
2
71@476.
Sheep
she
got everal selections with the
around Cape Hatteras. Before
Jan.
May
graphaphone.
half way down to the Capo she ran on
90 V*
Opening......
Cotton Markets.
; OYa
shore and more than 130 men lost their
Closing. 91
\t> y Telegrapn.
CORPORATION.
fRANKLIN
WHARF
lives. Another great blunder was in the
TORN
JAN. 10, 1898.
loss of our war ship Kearsarge on the
Franklin W'harf Corporation has eleoted
N—The Cotton mantel to-day
Jan.
May.
OHARLB8TC
Roncador Bank in the Caribbean Sea. 1
29% was quiet; Middling 6Vic.
hese officers:
Opening.
29
•
26%
might speak of many other inexcusable
Closing.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
President—William G. Davis.
OATS.
ship wrecks. The writer of this has comsteady; middling 5Vfec.
Clerk
Fobes.
and
W.
never
Treasurer—L.
Jan.
May.
manded vessels for forty years and
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dar was
Directors—W. G. Davis, C. S. Fobes, Opening...........
2348
met with an accident or lost a man overmiddlings 6Vac.
V A. Strout, A. B. Cummings, L. W. Closing..o ........21%
28% steady;
board—nor drank a glass of rum.
NEW ORLKA N8—The Cotton market to-day
^
:'obes.
m kl
was easier; middling 6 5-l«c.
Jan
May.
—be———
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
9 37
opening.
steady;
middling 6Vic.
388
Closing.
SAVANNAH—The Cotten market to-day was
•a %> ¥ ¥ &¥'<& v'9
steady; middling 5Vic
8took Barns

AYUKON PIONEER-

th

15
16
15
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York..Laguayra.... Jan

19
19
19
19
20
20
20
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
25
25
20
20
20
29
29
29

PORT OF

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Fortland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In
season

Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, Now York, etc.
Keturning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept. 1. 1897.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

PORTLAND.

FROM

Memoranda

Gloucester. Jan 8—Sch Centeunial, of Gloucester, Capt Terry, with a load ot herring, went
ashore yestorday on the coast of Newfoundland and came off leaking badly.
She was
taken to St Pierre for repairs.

Lewes. Del. Jan 9—Brig Manson, with RR
ties from Bermuda Hundred for Philadelphia,
struck on Turner’s Lump, five miles SE ol the
Assateaguo Lite Saving Station to-day and immediately filled witli water. She afterward fell
over on her side and will probably be a total
wreck. Crew saved.

Maine
Onion
American Bell...
Sugar, common.14*
Amorioan
Sugar, old....nb
Cen Mass, pfd.....
J/2
.*.
dp cornmo
Flint & Fere ..

Lowest rates in

rfr

Boston for

ly

Class Hotel,

Firstico

IT Rooms, ft per day

le" single person, or
da, $1.50 and upwards

<W

for two.

FROM

Alllanca
New York.. Colou.Jan *B
Trave ....New York. .Bremen... •*Jan }}
Jan 11
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool
Salerno.New York. .Pernambuco Jan 12
New York... .New York. .So’ampton.. Jan iThe following ar© to-day's closing quotations Southwark.New York. .Antwerp.
Jan 12
Laurentlau —Portland—Liverpool ...Jan 15
Of BOndS
Jan. 7 Grenada.New York. .Trinidad;.
Jan 16
Jan 10.
129
Mobile.New York.. London .*[an J-jj
New 4s, reg
^29
129
129
Talisman.New York. .Demarara'.. Jan J*
do coup,
112% Vigilancla.New York.. Hav & Mex. Jan J2
New
reg.11234
*Jan
Cervona.Portland.. .London
N©W 4»i COUP ... 11374
if
^Dalecarlia.... New York...Pfenambnao Jan
Weaver *
•..

BOSTON.
UNDER NEW

MANAGEMENT.

EDW. REYNOLDS.
J. A. REYNOLDS.
JOHN F. MERROW.

om

Haytl.

rence, Portland.

CAPE HENRY—Passed in 9tli, sch William ,J
Lermoud, Kupper, from New Orleans for Balti-

and

On

alter

Nov,

Tuesday,
9th, 1897, the

STEAMER SALASIA
will leave

Franklin Wharf, Portland,

days, Thursdays

and

Saturdays,

on

at

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Slil 10th, sch
Smith. Hillsboro for New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 8tli, sells Silas McLoon,
and Antelope, from Boston, to lo id salt for
Rockland; W C Norcross. to load for Bootlibav.
HYANNIS—Ar 8th, seb Hazel Dell, Blueblil
for New York.
Passed 8th, sch Isaae T Campbell, Boston for
Charleston.
HYANNIS—Sid 9th, sehs Hazel Dell, E G
Wlliard. ,J R Bodwell.Maggie Hurley, Empress,
and Charleston, from Rockiand for New York.
JACKSONVILLE —Cld 8th, sch Susan N
Pickering. Boston.
MACHIAS—Sid 10th, sch C J Willard, York,
New York.
NORFOLK-Ar, 7th, soli Edward Smith, from
New York.
Sid 8tn, sells Loring C Ballard, Bearse, from
Gloucester: Sadie C Sumner, New York.
NEW LONDON—Sid 8th, sch Mary L Crosby,
Triinm, Jacksonville.
Ar 9th, soli AVcsterloo. New York for \ inePASCAGOULA—Ar 8th, sell Jas H Dudley,
Cobo. Havana; Jas Slater, Peterson, do.
PENSACOLA—Ar 9tli. sch Rebecca J Moulton, Wentworth, Guadaloupe.
PORT TAMPA—Sid 8th, sch Isaiah Hart,

Williams,

Meader,

Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and
Saturday.
From Boston evsnr

From

From Central Wharf, Boston,
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia,
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. E. and
South hy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
or
For freight
passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 83 State St» Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.
3 p. m.
at 3 p. m.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
On

anu

after January 3rd. 1808.

“IPercy "^T””

Steamer

CAPT. (’HAS. H.

HO’t”

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
in.. Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove, Orr’s Island; Card's Cove. Poor’s
Small
Point, Ashdale
Point, East Harpswell:
Sebasco, l’hippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
7.00 a. ni., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
touching at all landings.
For further particulars apply to
j. fi. McDonald,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 48-3.
dtf
dec3l

lui iv

yuimuotuv)

xfubmiiigi

loth,

sell

p.

ui

12, lji.

m

Bucksport
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. fFoland Springs.)
VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
Mechanic
Falls. Kumford
Falls.
LewCANADA, JANUARY 15.
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Iteadiield, WaterKATES

OF

PASSAGE.

fiitemiiooai Steamship Co.
FOR

—

*-

Eastport, Lutioo, Calais, Si. Jo'mi. N.B.,Halifax, N.S-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.

tects

Asphalt Floors,

also

<

2d. ship Abner Cbburn,
York;
Park, and St Mark, Dudley,
Sachem, Nickels, irom New York; barque Cbred
ToP LitchUeld, Hardy, from Callao; Gerard
bey, Shurtleff, for New York.
S
DCarleton,
Sid fm Singapore Dec 25, ship
Ames, New Vork.
Sid fm Manila Nov 20, ship St John, Falos,
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Halifax Jan 9, barque Clara E McGlivery, Lyncli. Boston.
Ar at Halifax, NS. loth, sch Annie G Quluer,
Peterson, Souris, PEI, for Gloucester, (and
sailed.)
Cld at St John, NB, loth, sch Cathie C Berry,

Hong Kong

Deo

_

Hall, city

Island.

Spoken.
Jan 8, lat 3719. Ion 72 11, sch Josephine ElUcotti. from Boston bouud south.

Via

RESORTS

sep28

ms.

»u, romana,

TuTli&84m

Restored Manhood.
DR. MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.
The great remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous
eases of the

disgen*
erative organs
of either sex,
such as Nervous

II

1
MAN I
TO HiS TRADE, i
EVERY...
..

I

\\

WE frequently

(!

"

\;
II

ft

come

.

I

hare customers $

5

to us with copy and say

Put it in attractive form and

make the

price reasonable.”

~

■

In such

cases

the work is

always

f

I
S
y

(ft

satisfactory and brings excellent

tj

(i)

results.

|

|
I

THE THURSTON PRINT,
PORTLAND, ME.

|

7.20

a. m.

aoo ’Washington

Street.

|

BSoMon. !

eodtf

dec23

Paper train for Brunswick, AuWatervilie and Bangor.
m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
p.
Augusta. Watervilie, and Bangor.
hi.
Night Express with sleeping cars
p.

points.

A It RIVALS

Route of the celeorated “New^torkFlorida Special,” luxuriously tip-1
and Serpointed- Unequalled SchedulesVeatibulI vice. Only line running Solid
ed Trains to Florida. Only sure connection with“ Federal Express”from Boston.
J. H. JOHNSON, N. E. Agt,,

IN PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a, m.: Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Watervilie and Augusta. 8.35 a.m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Eockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Beinis. Eumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
u. m-, l.ewi-lon and way stations 3.25 p. in.; StJohn. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Eangeley. Farmington. KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. 1)1.; daily tront Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax.
St. John. Bat-Harbor, Watervilie and Augusta, 3.50 a. m., except Mondays.

GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & TT A.
novl2dtl
Portland, Nov. 14.1897.

rBjpiii Portland & Romford Falls R’y.

For Montreal and Chicago 8.00
6.00 p. m.
For Quebec 8.00 a. m. atid.0.00 p.

Ot1 ana op uross

For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Corm3h.Fryeburg.
Bridgton. North Comvay. Fabyans. Lancaster.
Lunehnurg. st, Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrook. Montreal and Toronto.
a. m.

12.50

QUICKEST TO ALL

I

Brunswick. Bath. An-

W hite Mountain Division.
8.45

11.00
for all

FLORIDA FAST LINE»’
Washington, Richmond and Charleston.

WINTER

lor

Watervilie and Skowhegan.
Au
1.15 u. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Eockland and
Bath.
gusta.
Boothbay.
all
Knox
and
stations
on
the
Lincoln division, Watervilie, Skowhegan, Belfast, liar Hand, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Olotown and Mattawamkeag.
6.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
m.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiuer, Augusta and
Watervilie.
Danville
5.15 p. m. For New
Gloucester.
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Barn. Lewiston, Augusta. Watervilie, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Haroor, Bucksport
and
John
St. Stephen. St
Andrews, St
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping ears to St John.

Bath.

i*ed Iron and copper Gutters
4th, IS. 7
and Cornices, Tin and Iron On a ad alter MONDAY', asOctober
loauvs
trains will run
Roofing, Iron Siding for Fire
LEAVE,
Proof
Buildings,
Corrugated For Auburn an t Lewiston 7.05, 8.00 a. ra.;
conductors. Smoke
Pipes fosl. 30. 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
Steam Heaters and Stationary For Gorham, Berlin and Island Fond 8.00 a.
1.30 and O.oo p. m.
m. :
Boilers.

f°r,,N®w

T

J]

Exuress

m.

Farmington, Kingfield. Carrabasset Phillips
and Eangeley, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham

gusta,

LINE.

COAST

archi-

alvan-

11.2ua.

gusta, Watervilie. nttsnelu. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar liarbor.iGreenville and Aroostook Countv,
via
B. & A. It, R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vaneeboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Eumford Falls.
Bern's, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,

SUNDAY TRAIN'S.

ATLANTIC

and engineers.

ASPHALT KlhVDY ROOFING
2 and 3 ply. Greatly superior to coal tar
preparations.

ville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. tor Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.

RAILROADS.

Agents for Warren’s Anchor Brand, Natural

Asphalt Roofing, endorsed by leading

_

At

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at tile
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
.
H. P. O. HERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf

Gravel Roofers.

So.

Forelcn Fort*.

m.

|

Laura

Sid 9th, sells Nat Meader, Morris & Cliff, J M
Plummer, Freddie A Higgins, O M Marrett,
Laura Eobiuson. Madagascar.
Passed 9th, sells Cbas P Nottman. Jewett, fm
Boston for coal port; Alia Ames, and Empress
Eoekland for New York.
,,
Ar lntli. schs Emma McAdam, New York for
Calais; Carlton Bell, Bookport for New York;
J E Bodwell, and Maggie Hurley, Eoekland
for do.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 8th, sob Isaiah K
Stetson, Trask, New York.

p.

Ir. effect Nov. 14,1897.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. WaterviHe. Skowhegau, Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Beltast. Bangor and

L1VKUPOOI.

Cabin, *50.00 and upwards. Return
*100 and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonRedonderry and Queenstown. *34 to *42.50.
turn *00.75 and *78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
London,
Sieeraae, to Liverpool, London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfastto
steamer.
60
and
*25.50 according
522
Apply to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. R. McGowan, 413 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance &
Co., general agents, foot of India
street.
dec28dtf

and

Asphalt, Composition

X’V"

Perry,

J

sch

—

1

reu. 2,

Laorauor,

Vancouver. Sat.,
Boston Set vice.

27

PARKER,

HOLLIVAN &

Mary Brewer, Gilbert, for New

Honolulu,
VINEYAED-HAVEN Ar 8th,
Eobiuson, Eoekland for New York.

...

Steamers.Portland.
Vancouver, Wed. Jan. 5. 1 p. m
19, lp-mi
Scotsman,

i.jin

TO

ROOFlNCP

Prostration,
York.
bkfork AND after USING
Failing or Lost
SAVANNAH —Sid 9th, barque Stephen G Manhood,Impotency,Nightly Emissions.YouthHart. Boston.
ful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use of ToSTONINGTON—Ar 8th, sch Susan E Nash, bacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
Stevens, Port Johnson.
Insanity. With every $5 order wc give a writSALEM—Ar 8th. sch Grace E Stevens, Stev- ten guarantee to cure or refund the money.
ens, Boston.
Sold at $t,00 per box, 6 boxes for $n.OO. DR.
SAN FEANCISCO—Cld 29th. snip Santa Clara MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
Llndberg, Nanaimo, and sailed.
For sale by J. E. GOOLD &
Sid 31 st, barque S C Allen. Johnson, for
Sid

£

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

From

Liverpool.
Sati. lStli Dec.
Sat., 1st Jan.

First

New Y’ork.

lien

York; A Heaton, Whitten, (lo; John
Gilbert, New York.

..

vice.

From

O. C. OLIVER, President.
novsdtf
CHAS. E. LEWIS. Treasurer.

ROCKLAND—Ar 10th, sehs Thomas Borden,

xja

a. m.

JRojal Mail JSlearners—Liverpool Ser-

»at.,

m..
lioothbay Harbor. Hath, Poplinm beach
Inlands
on
Fiv»
at
and Portland. Touching

Baltimore.

PHILADELPHIA-Ar 7tli, sch Thomas C
Smith, Adams, Galveston.
Cld 8;n, sett Mary A Hall, Haskell, for Allyns
Point.
Ar 10th, sells Mary Manning. Burr, Providence; Alma E A Holmes. Holmes, do; WO
Snow, Ellis, Fall River.
Reedy Island—Passed down 8lh, sch Sarah E
Palmer, Philadelphia lor Boston.
RICHMOND—Skt 8tli, soli Cora C Header,

land 7.10

"dominion 0117“

a.

yard-Haven.

•.

Laurentian.
Nuinldian.
artliaginian,

£.

Mondays. Thurs.
lor

Wiscassei.
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00

Sarah 0

NewTork Btookaml iHoaey ,U»rk«l.
(By Telezrapiu)

8 Jan15 Jan.
22 Jan.
[29 Jan.
E‘‘!)-

Parisian.

Searboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco. Bindeford. Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. rn.; North Berwick,
Hover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m„ 12.65, 4.30 p. Hi. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. ir... 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.46 a. m., arrive Port-

deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. ill.. 12.30,
7.00,
Arrive Portland, 11.60 .a. m., 12.15.
by st eam.
p. in.
A re- 4.30, 10.20 p.m.
Rates of passage $52.60 tor$70.GO.
duction is made on Round Trip Tickets.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
return,
Biddeford.
Portsmouth.
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26;
Newbury,
$60.75 and $09.00.
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
in
London.
m.
Arrive
Glasgow,
Steerage—To Liverpool,
Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4*15 p, m,
j
Belfast or Londonderry, including every re- | eave Beaton for Portlaud, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
Arrive in Portland, 12.26,
10.30
quislte for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
p. m.
For tickets or further information apply to p. ni.
T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
tConnects with Kail Lines for New York,
KEATING, 6lVa Exchange St., EL & A. AL- South and West.
AN, Montreal, 92 stalest.. Boston, and 1 India
H Daily except Monday.
St., Portland.
jly31du
([Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
L>. J.FLANDEKS. G. P. & T. A.a Boston.
GKO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Portland.

Tues-

7.30 a. in.
Bootlibny Harbor
at Five Islands on

for Popham lleaoh, Bath,
and 'Wiscasset. Touching
Tuesdays and Saturdays.

more.

FOR

__Portland.

Liverpool Steamship
23 Dec.
30 Deo.
G Jan.
13 Jan.
20 Jan.

Winter Arrangement.

Passed Hell Gate 8th, sch Lugano, from South
Amboy for Thomaston.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, sehs Hattie P Simpson,
SanDoru. Newport News; Wlde-awaae, Maddox, Rockland.
Ar 10th, steamer Ambria, Froohlieh, Hamburg,
Ar 10th, sells Mary Louise, Bangor; Robert
Byron, Kockport; Leona, do; Sunbeam, Greens
Landing: Tidal Wavo, Mt Desert.
In Nantasket Roads 10th, barque Boylston,
for Rosario.
Sid fin Nantasket Roads 9th, sell Harold J
MeCarty.
BALTIMORE—Cld 7th. sch Jose Ollverri,
Arey, Savannah.
BUCKSPORT—Ar 10th, sch Vanguard, Law-

SAILING HAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

From

On and after Monday, Dee. 20th. steamer will
leave Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
Returning leave St.John and Eastport Thursdays.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. (Eg‘'-p'reight received up to 4.00

Rum Cay.

3y Telegraph.
LONDON. Jan. 10, 1898.—Consols closed at
112 9-16 for money and 112 11-16 for account.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 10, 1898—Cotton market
sales
easier; American middling at 3**d;
12,000 bales, including 1000 bales for speculation and export.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Londonderry.

Domestic Ports.

Ar loth, ship Manuel Llaguno, Small, Yokohama.
Sid 9th, sells Georgle L Drake, Onion Island;
Charlotte T Sibley, do; Herald of tile Morning,

European Markets.

LINE.

ALLAN

NEW YORK—Ar 7th, sehs Hattie H Barbour,
Erskins. Richmond via New Bedford; Howard
B Peck, Hamilton, Bridgeport for Norfolk.
Ar 6th. steamer Peconic, Portland: sch Bartram N White. Fernaudina.
Ar 10th. barque John S Emery, Wooster, fm
Buenos Ayres; sch Lois V Chaples, Medaro,
li

Boston

V§>

CORRESPONDENTS.

Ar at Avonmouth Jan 10, steamer Queensmore. Cross, Portland.
Sid fm Hamburg Jan 9. steamer Armenia, for
Boston and Portland.
Ar at Wellington, NZ. Jau —, barque Samar,
Forbes, New York, Sept lo.

....

Maine.}7iy*
.168
Central.IjO
Pacific.

Navigation No.

Maine Coast

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

■

pfd

OUB

oct4dtf

B. C0YL15, Treasurer.

j.

ROCKPORT. Jan 10—Ar, sells Ripley. Banks,
Boston; Chester R Lawtenee, Griunell, do.
Jan 9—Sid. selis Herman F Kimball, Lane,
Boston; F’rod A Emerson, Blake, do.

1

A

u. r. jiinvjoiujB.uoucww

Lnnn. River Her-

Soli Willie L Maxwell, Gott. Mt Desert for
York.
Sell W It Chester, Thompson, Machias for
Boston.
Sch Stella Maud, St John, NB. for Boston.
Sell Eefetta, (Br) St John. NB. lor New York.
Sch Marlon (Br) St John, NB, for New York.
Sch Rebecca W Huddell, St John, NB, for
New York.
Sch Lyra, st John, NB, for Boston.
Sch Mary Lee Newton. Calais for BostOD.
Sell Mary F Pike, Calais for Boston.
Sen F'orest Belle, River Herbert ior Boston.
Sell Annie Laurie, St John, NB. for Boston.
Sell Annie Hamer, St John, NB. tor Boston.
Sell Clara & Mabel. Leeman, New Harbor
Sell Laura & Marion. Eastman, Harpswell.
Sett Lilia B Femald, fishing.

T

Boston
do

IRrl

New

Receipts—Flour,

closing quotaThe following were the
tions of stocks at Boston:
..
95%
Meiiean Central.
Atchison, Top. ft Santa Fe. B. now. 18

l’.-inket

n. m.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,onfy $5.00.

New,

(p,7c.

Revere House Lessees Go.

5

bert, NS, lor New York.
Soli Dacotali, (Br) Apple River. NS, for Now

..

o

Hflcltviiin

sept23_dtf

Mongolian._5
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
EASTERN IHYI&JOY.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenSteamships Manhattan anti John HEnglis tral part, where least motion is felt. ElecFor Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
alternately leave Franklin whan Tuesdays. tricity is used for lighting the ships through- Portsmouth, Newburyporr, Salem, Lynn,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., ior New out. the lights being at the command of the Boston, +2.00, t9.00‘ a, m., §1.0u, t6.10
York direct. Keturning, Heave Pier &3, Fist passengers at
any hour of the night. Music D. m. Arrive ill Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade 4.16, 9.25
m.
p.
Leave
for
Boston,

NEWS

Steamer Williamsport, Godfrey, Philadelphia,
G T liy Co.
Steamer Lancaster, Taylor, Philadelphia—
coal to A 11 Wright Co.
Steamer St Croix, Allan, Boston, for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Sch John M Fisk, Nutt, Boston.

...

T,

for

Tha ROBERT REFORD GO., Limited,

From

coal to

*-

,

connection with earliest trains for

Ior

points beyond.
Through tickets

MONDAY. Jan 10.

Sch

R.

4th, 1897,
Trains leave Union
Station, for Bcurboro
TO
Crossing, XD.OOa. ic« 5.16, 6.20 D.nL,* Scarboro Beach., Fine Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. m.. 8.80,
5.16, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 8.80,
G,20 p. m.; Kennebank. 7.00. 8.40 &. m.,
“
7th 5.16,
Fremona, 4500 tons, J;iu.
5.15 ,6.20 P. m.; Kennebunkport.
12.45.3.30.
“
“
14th 7.00, 8.40. a. in.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.1 p. m.;
Cervona, 7000
“
21st Wells Beach 7.00.8.4O a. m., 3.80. 6.16 p. m,;
Devona, 7000
S. S.
North Berwick, Somerswo tii, Dover**? 4.05,
And weekly thereafter.
7.00, 0.40 a, m.,
12.46, 3.30, 6.15 D. m.|
Rochester,
7.00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, S.S0 p. m.:
of
to
the
attention
carriage
Riven
Special
12.45,
Cheese. Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
3.30 p. in.; North© n ihv.. Lakeport, LaFor all information apply to
conia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. m.;
Worcester, via homers worth* 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, via
Rockingham
3.30
Junction,
7.00 a. m..
p.
m.;
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
Rockingham
Junction. Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, ^f4.05,
3.30 p. m.
18.40 a.
17.00,
m.. §12.45,
Arrive in Boston, 7.26, 10.16 a m., 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. r>. m. Leave Boston ior Portland, 5,59. 7,SO, 8.00. 8.30 a. hi., 1.00, 4.15,
KOYAI. MAIL STKAMJEKS.
Arrive Portland,
10.3 3, 11.00 a,
p. it.
Liverpool imd”Portland, Calling at 111., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. tn
In effect Oct-

LONDONDIRECT.

Arrived.

.;7%

e. Boston <Ss Maine R.

—

_

£

oIiIsoiTli nr
PORTLAND

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

MARINE

RAILROADS.

STEAMSHIPS.

_

13

MINIATURE AI.M A N At ..JANUARY 11.
Sunrises. 7 13|HI„h water
w„,pr I-1245
Sun sets. 4 33 H‘ba
l- 1 00
Moon rises. 8 321 Height.0 0—
00

21%
60%
122%
164%

Northwestern.122%

.New

Pennsylvania.. New York. .Hamburg.. .Jan
Lalm.New York.. Bremen... .Jan
Daleearlia... .New York..PeruambucoJan
St.Louis.New York. So’amnton...Jan
Majestic.New York..Liverpool. ..Jan
Noordland.New York. .Antwern ...Jan
Campania_New York.. Liverpool .Jan
Champagne ....New York. .Havre.Ian
Rotterdam.... New York.. Rotterdam.. Jan

17°%
68%
113%
6

97

York..P’rnambnco.Jan

Gibers.New

lb4%

OCEAN

STEAMERS.

13

York..Genoa.Jan 15

.New

Britannic.New York.. Liverpool... Jan
Paris.New York. .So’ampton.. Jan
Berlin.New York. .Antwerp
.Jan
Scotsman.Portland... Liverpool... Jan
Advance.Now York. .Colon
Jan

Jan 7.
18%
31%

* Quincy

New

Retail

..

pfd

no

Niagara .New York. .Clenfuegos. ..Jan
.Jan
Venezuela... .NewYork. .Laguayra
Spaarndam... New York.. liotterdam ..Jan
York.
.Havre
Jan
Gascogne.New
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.. .Jan
Patria.New York. .Hamburg. .Jan

71%

71

Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds.. 6*
Mo Kansas A Texas pfd....
Kansas Eaclflc Consols.. 89%
Oregon Nav. ......118%
Union F. Ists.103
■Closing quotations of stocks:
Jan 10
Atohlson. l27/8
Atchison pfd. 30a/*
Central IPaeltto. 11%
Cues. «, unto. 22
Cnioago* Alton.164%

a.

m.; and

in.

ARRIVAL*.
.n'.uuiu
anu
l.ev.’lston
o..»u, i.l.lo
From
а. m., 3.15, i’.OO and 0.40 p.m.
From Island Fond, Berlin and Gorliam 8.30
and 11.15 a. m„ and (i 00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 8.30 a. m., and
б. 00 n. m.
From Quebec 8.30 a. m.. and 6.00 p. m.

In Effect Nov.

From Union Station
8.30 A. hf. and 1.10 P. M.
for Folaml, Mechanic Falls. Buckfleld. Can-

ion, Dixfield, Eumford Falls.
From
m.. 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.

m.

ARRIVALS.
From Island Fond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
and West, 8.30 a. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30 a. m.
Night
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
trains and Darlor cars on day trains._

OFFICE DEPOT AT FOOT OB
TICKET
INDIA STHKKT.
CHAS. M. HAYS. Gen I Manager.
oct4tt
Portlana. October 4tn. 1897.

PORTLAND

^WORCESTER,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
Station Toot of Preble SI.
Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
Gains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Eppiug at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
B'or Manchester, Concord and pointa North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
F'or
ltochester, Springvale. Alfred. Waterboro and Saco liiver at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
On and after

5.35 p.

OlilMUU

iUl.-LUCUlltMiiV

ullj „„„

uiKUjnuiaio

stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for liemis and all stations on K. F.
& K. 1.. K. 1!.

Ttironsh Ticlicjs

on

Sale,

E. C. BKADFORD, Tiafflc Manager.
Portlaud, Maine.
E. L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent,
Kumford
Falls. Maine.
dtf
jeis

STEAMERS.

HA11PSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st. 1807, steamer Aucociaco will leave Portland Pier, Portlaud,daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
For flirt Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, 2.00 p. ill.
Keturn for Portland-Leave Orr's Island, by
m. Arrive Portway ol above landings, 7.00 a.
land, y.30 a. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS. GenT Mgr.
dti
sepil

OASGO

BAY STEAMBOAT GO.
Wlmrf, Portland, >Ie.
table, commencing Sunday,
Nov. 28, 1897.

Custom Hous«
Week

day time

Peaks’ Island.
Ffir Forest Citv Landing,
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. 111., 2.15, 4.20 6.15 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Trefethon’s Landing, Little and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00, a. IU., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboa. Co.
line discontinued for the season.
C. W. T. GODING. Gen. Man.
sept24dtl

ill.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a.m., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. in.
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills. Westbrook
Junction and Woodfords at 7.30, 9.45 a. in.,
12.30, 3.00. 5.35 and 6.20 p. 111.
Tlie 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Bouto”
for the West and at Union Station. Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany It. it. for
the West, and with tho New York all rail via

“Springfield."

Trains arrive ill Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.; from ltochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
and 5.52 p. in.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
For tickets lor all points West and South apply to X. F. MeGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,
Portloud, Me.
...

jebodtf

Union

S.SOa.

SUNDAY TKAIN'S.
For Montreal. Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,
e.oo p. m.
For Lewiston and Auburn, 7.30 a. m., 6.00
p. in.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m., and C.00
p.

15, 1897.

DEPASTURES.

______

tf. w. PETEB8, Supt.

Portland and Boothbay SteamDoai Go
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves

as

lob

l0EAST

BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays and Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, anti Boothbay Harbor,
1 rtMAQLID for PORTLAND. Wednesday*
at d.oo a. m., touching at above lauding*,
GOING

EAST.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursday*
Saturdays for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol,
and East Boothbay,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. TuesdSJlT
for PEMAQU1D and above landings.
ALFRED RACK, Mauagei
oct30d*t
and

m

THE

MAXCY-SAWYER CO* ASSIGN.

PBESS.

One of the
M.W A1JVEHTISE3IK3STS TODAY,
J. E. Libby Co.
Eastman ores. & Bancroft
l’almor shoe Co.
Lines Bros. Co.
Yv. s. Parker Co.
LAP
Erenen and German Lessons—C. H. Gifford,
Poster's Dye House.
amusements.
Portland High Football Team’s Minstrels.
Myron \V. Whitney.
_

;
(

1

ACADEMY

Largest Crockery Eonses In the
State.

At

9

o’clock

Maxcy-Sawyer

MEDICINE.

Interesting and Instructive Meeting Las t

MILLIONS E IOBEY SAVED,

NEW

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

]

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Even in;.

yesterday morning
company,

OF

dealers

the
and

The regular monthly moeting of th
Maine Aoademy of Medicine was held las
night at the Maine Eye and Ear Inflrmar
There was a large number c
building.

This Method of Saving Helps to fin*
rich the People.
rf

l

importers of crockery, china, glassware
and silver plate, one of the largest houses
of the kind in Maine, Jmade an assignphysicians present from out of town an i_
the benefit of its creditors, to
ment for
many of the resident members who hav j
was
The failure
Virgin.
Harry R.
no attended
meetings of the academy fo r HOW THE PEOPLE ARE SAVING
New Wants. To Let. For Sale. Lost. Found brought about by lack of capital and slow some time were also in attendance las
and similar advertisements will oe found under
outMONEY THAN IN ANY
MORE
collections. The company had some
Dr. Wedgewood of Lewiston, th 3
night.
then' appropriate heads on page 2.
standing notes which were shortly coming president of the academy, presided am 1
OTHER WAY.
found itself unable to meet called the
due and
The Dexter Woolen Mills are advertised to be
meeting to order. The follow
and
attachments
costly
them.
To
avoid
sold at auction on Tuesday next at it p. m.,
ing were chosen fellows of the academy
made an assign- Dr.
i
January 11, 1898, at the office of the corporation Jitigation, the company
,T. G. Gehring, Bethel; Dr. J. B
in Dexter. Evidently a good trade is in store ment so that its creditors might realize
Woscott,
Bath; C. A. Palmer, Bowdoin A Way to Hare What Is Needed and Yet
for the purchaser. Circulars giving particulars more upon the company’s assets.
Save Enormous Sums.
ham; Dr. W. H. Hawkins, Lewiston; Dr
-ANDdecSdlw
may be had at this office.
The company was organized. January 1, A. A.
Cobb, Auburn; Dr. John Gray
The
millionaire,
Rothsohild.s.said:
of
firm
great
to sucoeed the
1S95
Sawyer,
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